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Preface

T

he 250th anniversary of the opening of the first section of
‘The Bridgewater’, Britain’s first industrial canal, is an appropriate moment at which to re-assess the archaeological and historical importance of this early monument of the Industrial Revolution.
For Salford the canal is one of its most important historic
monuments. Firstly, it shaped the environment of the communities it flowed through (from Boothstown and Worsley to Monton
and Eccles) and will do so in the future as the Council looks to develop the canal corridor as a community asset. After all, its role as
a tourist attraction began in the eighteenth nor the twentieth century. The City hosts the largest collection of archival material on
the history of the Bridgewater Canal, some of which was used in
the ‘First Cut’ exhibition on the canal held at the Salford Museum
and Art Gallery in the autumn of 2011. The leading historian of
the canal in the 20th century, Hugh Malet, was a Salford University
lecturer, and his tradition of local scholarship has been maintained
by several of the authors in the current monograph. Finally, the
papers in this volume include previously unpublished material
from the Salford City Archives as well as new research.
This work points the way to fresh investigation of the canal and
its wider impact. It also reminds us of the revolution in transport
brought about by the Bridgewater Canal and copied across Britain
in the following one hundred years.
Councillor Ray Mashiter
Lead Member for the Environment.
Salford City Council
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Chapter 1
Bridgewater 250: Researching the Archaeology
and History of the First Industrial Canal
Michael Nevell & Terry Wyke
“But so unbounded have the speculations in canals been, that neither hills nor dales, rocks nor mountains, could stop
their progress, and whether the country afforded water to supply them, or mines and minerals to feed them with tonnage,
or whether it was populous or otherwise, all amounted to nothing, for in the end, they were all Bridgewater Canals. His
Grace’s canal had operated on the minds of canal speculators, much in the same manner as a large lottery prize does
upon the minds of the inhabitants of a town, which has had the misfortune to be visited with such a calamity.”
John Sutcliffe, A Treatise on Canals and Reservoirs. (Rochdale, 1816).

Introduction
Anniversaries are an occasion for reflection and reassessment as well as celebration. Friday, 17th July
1761 marked the beginning of the Canal Age. The
date may not be as well remembered as the 15th September 1830 but the opening of the first section of
the Bridgewater Canal, including the remarkable
stone aqueduct across the River Irwell at Barton, can
be regarded as a turning point in the transport history of Britain. By the beginning of the nineteenth
century the Bridgewater Canal was already recognised as one of the key developments in what would
eventually be referred to as the Industrial Revolution.
Bridgewater, the aristocratic entrepreneur, and
Brindley, the empirical engineer, had demonstrated
the potential of a new transport infrastructure in an
increasingly industrial and urban economy. The
Bridgewater Canal was to become as much a landmark in the technological history of the eighteenth
century as the spinning jenny and the steam engine,
even though it relied on older proven technologies
rather than modern ones. But familiar as Bridgewater
and his canal are to archaeologists and historians –
the literature on both is considerable (see the Bibliographical Note at the end of this volume) – there are
still, as a number of the essays in this volume suggest,
under-explored aspects of the industrial archaeology
and economic history of the canal.
Canals, like the railways, have a long pre-industrial
history but the significance of the Bridgewater Canal
was that it transformed water carriage, making canals
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

an integral element of an expanding industrial economy. It demonstrated that water transport no longer
needed to be thought of in terms of improving the
navigability of existing rivers. Above all, it showed to
even the most sceptical of businessmen and investors
that canals had distinct advantages in creating new
markets as well as improving the efficiency of existing ones, especially when carrying heavy, bulky, low
value goods such as coal.

The Bridgewater as a Tourist Attraction
As soon as it opened, the Bridgewater Canal became
a place to visit and admire. Numerous visitors recorded their impressions in letters and diaries, although, somewhat surprisingly, these contemporary
accounts have not been studied systematically by
historians.1 Neither has any explanation been offered
as to why the Duke, often depicted as a secretive
person, allowed visitors inside the mine. Arthur
Young’s detailed description of the canal, discussed
by John Aldred (Chapter 3) is one of the accounts
most frequently quoted by contemporaries and historians.2 When first built the canal, especially the aqueduct, impressed, sending shivers of excitement
through onlookers as they watched barges crossing
the aqueduct at the same time as boats passed underneath. For other visitors it was the coal mines that
made the strongest impression, travelling through
unearthly, shadowy spaces where they experienced a
1
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Fig 1.1: Fisher’s sketch of the Barton Aqueduct (courtesy of Friends Historical Library, Swarthmore College).
thrilling terror. Jabez Maud Fisher, son of a Philadelphian merchant family, travelled on the canal for the
first time in October 1775. Having noted the industries clustered around the basin at Worsley and what
was to him the novel method used to construct the
mill dam, he entered the mine:
‘We got into a boat of great Length but narrow and
went up a Passage above 1,000 yards cut out of solid
Rock above 100 feet below the Surface of the
Ground. In some places where the Rocks are loose
they are supported by a Brick Arch just sufficient to
let our heads go clear as we sat in the boat. After going up these 1,000 yards we got out of the boat and
took a walk 160 yards to where the People were at
work. This Passage is on a right Line and goes several Miles further than we chose to venture. We took
Candles to light us up this dark and gloomy road as
not a single ray comes from without.’3
Other visitors examined the canal and mines more
closely (Fig 1.1). John Rennie was only one of a new
generation of engineers to do so.4 Later aqueducts –
the Pontcysyllte in Wales and the Avon in Scotland –
were to be longer and higher, but their construction
depended upon what Brindley and Gilbert had dared
to do at Barton. One visitor who described the canal
basin at Worsley as ‘…like a little Amsterdam filled
with barges, timber yards, and limestone which is
brought from Wales…’, went on to note that ‘I saw a
manufactory of machines, or buckets, which my
modesty would not let me examine minutely, for the
men stared as if they took me for a French spy…’.5
2

Industrial espionage became a concern as new technologies were innovated in eighteenth-century Britain. The number of foreign visitors wishing to see
the canal surprised Arthur Young.6 Foreigners found
themselves under particular suspicion, and, perhaps,
not without reason. The investigations of the French
mining engineer Gabriel Jars into European mining
were supported by his government, keen to discover
and innovate new technologies. Worsley was one of
the collieries Jars visited in England, where he noted
details of the galleries and coal seams that were not
to be found in the descriptions left by ordinary visitors who tended to recall the thrill and fear of travelling underground with only the light of a taper to
identify the shapes and sounds of their route.7 Johann Ludwig Hogrewe, a German engineer and cartographer, was another conscientious observer who
left a detailed record of the canal, including one of
the earliest plans of the Castlefield and Runcorn basins.8 This interest of foreigners in the Worsley mines
(Fig 2.2) continued into the nineteenth century, and
it was two French engineers, Henri Fournel and
Isodore Dyévre, who were to provide in their Mémoire sur les canaux souterrains et sur les houillères de
Worsley prés Manchester (Paris, 1842), one of the most
complete published descriptions of the collieries and
underground canals.9
When the canal finally reached Manchester in 1765
it also attracted visitors. The bustling scene on the
Duke’s Quay at Castlefield caused one unidentified
visitor from Worcestershire to return a second time
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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to confirm his initial impressions: ‘…for it is astonishing for a person who never sees anything of the
kind to see the Business that’s going on here. There’s
such Quantities of Slate, Timber, Stone & merchandise of all sorts. The warehouses are very Extensive,
but they are pretty filled with one thing or other.
There’s not less than 30 or 40 thousand Bushels of
Corn in them at this time & large quantities of flour
&c.’10
Single-handedly, the Duke had put Manchester on
the map. Long before the town’s steam-powered
cotton mills and engineering works were built, the
canal was attracting the industrial tourist. In 1784 the
town’s first guidebook, A Description of Manchester, was
published. Its author, James Ogden, catching the
spirit of change in the place, chose to ignore the conventions of existing town guides and began with a
paean to the Duke and his canal, encouraging strang-

ers to begin their visit by going to see the canal basin
at Castlefield. That the canal was seen as a spur for
the region’s quickening growth in John Aikin’s Description of the Country from Thirty to Forty Miles Round
Manchester (1795) is hardly surprising, given that
Ogden was responsible for most of the much-quoted
Manchester section of the book. The illustration on
the title page – a single arch aqueduct spanning a
river estuary – was a pictorial proclamation of the
achievement that was the Barton Aqueduct and the
possibilities it had unleashed. Not that Aikin needed
to be convinced. Although no longer a Manchester
resident, in the early 1770s he had written a moral
fable prompted by the canal, in which he imagined
the ‘Genius of the Canal’ bursting out of the celebrated aqueduct, carrying surveying instruments and
a pick-axe: ‘Behold my channel thronged with capacious vessels for the conveyance of merchandise, and

Fig 1.2: Early nineteenth-century sketch of Worsley Delph showing the two mine entrances (courtesy of Salford City Archive, The
Mullineux Collection, T1682).
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Fig 1.3: Arthur Young’s drawing of the Barton Aqueduct around 1769 showing a passenger boat (Young 1770). Key: A - River
Irwell; B - cabin; C - weir; D - towpath; E - canal; F - barge (Courtesy of the Portico Library).
splendid barges for the use and pleasure of travellers;
my banks crowned with airy bridges and huge warehouses, and echoing with the busy founts of industry.
Pay then the homage due from sloth and obscurity to
grandeur and utility…’11
The Press also played its part in boosting the canal,
the London papers re-circulating news from their
provincial cousins. New developments on the canal –
the introduction of a passenger boat service (Fig 1.3),
the plan to use cast-iron barges, the experiments with
steam power – were all reported, whilst any crumb of
information about the canal’s freight and revenues
was served up to an eager readership.

The Bridgewater, Coal and
Manchester
A desire to exploit the coal deposits on his Worsley
estate was the reason why Francis Egerton, third
Duke of Bridgewater constructed what was to be the
first arterial and the only eponymous canal of the
Industrial Revolution. Coal had been mined at
Worsley for centuries, though whether Bridgewater
had an accurate idea of the extent of the mineral
wealth on his estate is doubtful (Fig 1.4). More important to the Duke was the existence of an urban
market hungry for coal.
That the Bridgewater Canal halved the price of coal
in Manchester is one of the most repeated statements
in the historiography of the industrial revolution.
Yet, our knowledge of the Manchester coal market in
the eighteenth century is slight, not least the impact
4

that Worsley coal had on the price of coal supplied
from other local pits. There is much anecdotal evidence such as Eric Svedenstierna who noted when
visiting the town in 1802 that ‘With such a large demand for coal, it is no small advantage that at even
the present high prices, Manchester can have coal at
about 50 per cent cheaper than the coal cost a little
over 40 years ago, before the Duke of Bridgewater’s
Canal was finished, from whose coal mines practically the whole of Manchester is supplied’.12 But long
-run data on the price of the different types of coal
sold in eighteenth-century Manchester is scarce. One
suspects that there is still information on prices to be
dug out of institutional archives, local newspapers
and the Bridgewater accounts. There is work here for
the economic historian, along similar lines to that
undertaken by Roger Scola in his exemplary study of
food supply in Manchester.13
We do not know the extent to which Worsley coal
was sold in Manchester before the building of the
canal. Indeed, given its importance in the subsequent
development of the town, our knowledge of the size
of the Manchester market and the number and location of collieries that supplied it is embarrassingly
imperfect. Manchester newspaper advertisements in
the 1760s mention collieries at Norbury near Poynton and around Ashton-under-Lyne for instance. A
colliery pumping engine for one such site, at Park
Bridge north of Ashton-under-Lyne, was excavated
in 1999. Fairbottom Bobs, as it was known, was
working by 1776 on land owned by the Stamford
estate and may have been in operation as early as
1765 when there is a manorial record of a colliery
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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working in the Bardsley area (which included Park
Bridge) that ‘supplied the greater part of Manchester’.14 A companion study to Langton’s rigorous examination of the development of the south-west
Lancashire coalfield is a significant gap in the literature.15
In the 1750s households were the main consumers
of coal, using it for heating and cooking. Industrial
demand came from industries such as the metal
trades, brick-making, glass-making and brewing, but
these were small in number and size, and one guesses
that they burned a small fraction of the total coal
consumed in Manchester. One contemporary source
numbered the township’s population in 1758 at
17,101 (making Manchester the largest urban centre
in the region), which, accepting Flinn’s estimate of
annual per capita coal consumption in towns of 2.25
to 2.5 tons,16 suggests an annual demand in Manchester of between 38,477 and 42,753 tons at the
time the canal was being planned. A more reliable
local census in 1773-4 recorded the township’s population at 24,386, a projected demand of between
54,869 tons and 60,965 tons.17 Statistics of coal carried on the canal are incomplete but show an increase from around 30,000 tons in 1766-85 to over
90,000 tons in 1796-1805,18 though interpreting the
figures of coal supplied to Manchester are difficult as
they do not distinguish the coal carried on the Run-

corn branch supplying communities in north Cheshire. Further research will refine these estimates and
extend the data on the coal tonnage delivered to
Manchester but what is clear is that the Bridgewater
Canal was built with domestic not industrial consumers in mind. It is worth emphasising that the town’s
first Boulton and Watt steam engines were not installed until 1789, to power Piccadilly Mill19 whilst its
public gas works opened in 1818, some thirteen years
after the installation of gas lighting in Phillips and
Lee’s Salford cotton mill.
The rising demand for coal in Manchester from the
mid-eighteenth century prompted its businessmen to
mine what were often difficult seams closer to the
town, such as Bradford Colliery north-east of Ardwick which was opened as late as the 1830s. This
appears to have been the case in the appropriately
named Wet Earth Colliery at Clifton, the mining project which brought Brindley to the attention of local
businessmen in the early 1750s.20 Another response
was the improvement of transport links between the
town and local collieries. Investment in improving
the roads linking Manchester to communities and
coalfields to the north and east was taking place.21
More ambitious projects, notably the 1737 Act to
improve Worsley Brook and the 1753-4 scheme to
build a canal linking Salford to Leigh and Wigan,
were not realised. An important unanswered question

Fig 1.4: Reverse of a ticket to Queen Victoria’s official visit to the Bridgewater Canal in 1851. This shows a plan of the area
around the entrance to the mines at the Worsley terminus (courtesy of Salford City Archive, T1702).
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concerns the condition of the roads between Worsley
and the Irwell and their potential for improvement.
The costs and difficulties of road carriage were said
to be prohibitive, sufficient to prompt the search for
improvements. However, the researches into road
transport in the eighteenth century pioneered by Eric
Pawson and W. A. Albert, and in the North West
more recently by Geoff Timmins, warn against us
assuming that all road travel was inefficient and
poorly organised.22 Coal, of course, was expensive to
haul over long distances but Manchester was relatively close to Worsley. An advertisement in a Manchester newspaper of 1751 looking to lease collieries
in Worsley noted ‘This mine within six miles of Manchester, and lies extremely well for sale, and near a
Great Road’.23 The construction of a waggonway to
the river, similar to those operating in the collieries
of the north-east, would have been another tried and
tested way of reducing transport costs.

The Worsley Collieries
Yet, as every student of the Industrial Revolution
knows, the Duke of Bridgewater took the momen-

tous decision to build a canal connecting Worsley to
Salford. The early eighteenth-century improvements
made to rivers in the North West, notably the Sankey
Cut, played a part in choosing water transport over
improving road transport to move heavy but low
cost minerals. Tomlinson in one of the few original
contributions about the canal has contextualised the
Bridgewater’s origins and clarified its chronology,
spiking popular tales involving the Duke and the
Gunning sisters.24 That the canal was a high-risk undertaking is evident from the engineering solutions
required to ensure its construction and its efficient
operation.
Crucially the canal became an integral part of the
mining operations. The first and, perhaps, most astounding achievement of the Duke of Bridgewater
was to build an underground canal at Worsley
(Chapter 5; Fig 1.5). The widening of the existing
sough at Worsley to allow barges to enter the mine
was a truly innovative strategy. There were few
precedents. Any close study of the canal should begin by recognising that much of the Worsley terminus is not visible above ground; the surviving dry
docks, storehouse, granary and lime kiln (Chapter 6)
were part of a much bigger complex. Over the years

Fig 1.5: View of the main level of the Worsley coal mines, during a mid-twentieth century inspection. The boat being used is an
inspection boat (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
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Fig 1.6: Bridgewater coal boats at the Castlefield canal basin in the late nineteenth century. The Duke’s Warehouse can be seen in
the misty distance (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
the colliery canal tunnels were to become labyrinthine as seams were exploited at different levels and
ever greater distances from Worsley Delph. The total
length of the underground canal system was in excess
of 52 miles. The construction of an underground
inclined plane in 1795-7 provided an ingenious solution to the problem of managing transhipment costs
inside the mine, as did the earlier idea of loading the
coal directly into boxes in the barges. Although we
lack a careful study of the three main types of barges
used in the different levels of the mine, a subject
which a detailed archaeological survey of the underground mines could be reasonably expected to add to
(Chapter 4), local historians have admired this early
example of containerisation on the waterways.
Closed for many years, this subterranean canal system remains one of a small number of major sites of
the world’s first Industrial Revolution that awaits
examination by industrial archaeologists – a detailed
study of the famous inclined plane the royal prize.25
This research will also provide a clearer understanding of the issues surrounding ventilation and
the control of water in the mine. Although it is
widely believed that the water to fill the canal came
directly from the mine, turning what was a familiar
hindrance and heavy cost in mining operations into
an asset, it should not be assumed that it was the
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

principal supply of water for the canal. The idea that
the ground water from the mine fed the canal was
one of a number of mistakes and misinterpretations
about the canal that Francis Henry Egerton (8th Earl
of Bridgewater)26 felt it necessary to correct in his
‘defence of the public character’ of his remote
cousin, the third Duke, in two letters published in
Paris in 1818 and 1820 respectively. Writing in a singularly unconventional style – memorably described
by Tomlinson as anticipating James Joyce by over a
hundred years27 – Egerton argued that recent French
and English publications had ascribed to the Duke
‘facts, which he never did, motives, which he never
had, opinions which he never entertained’.28 Egerton,
who had visited the mine on at least three occasions
and was the author of an article about the inclined
plane published by the Society of Arts in 1800,29
pointed out that the water supply was one of the
most remarkable features of the Worsley coalmines.
He asserted that the ground water in the mine was
generally insufficient in volume and too irregular to
supply the canal, and that contrary to what was to
become the popular view, the Worsley mine was unusual in that instead of having water drained out of it,
water was brought in to ensure that there was sufficient to fill all of its canals. ‘What engineers has, ever,
heard of flooding them, purposely?’ he asked
7
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rhetorically.30 Reservoirs were built on Walkden
Moor to supply the upper level when water levels
fell. No doubt, the drainage of the collieries changed
over time but the water supply will be high on the list
of questions that industrial archaeologists need to
explore when they eventually gain access. This examination of the underground water will direct attention towards those more important feeder streams
above ground.

The Choice of Route
Questions also remain over route selection, notably
the factors behind the decision to abandon the original line of the canal detailed in the 1759 act. The

adoption of the more circuitous route remains puzzling if only because we have no evidence of whether
estimates were made of the costs of establishing a
canal basin on the Salford side of the Irwell (which
presumably might have included a new bridge linking
it to Manchester) compared to the construction costs
of the eventual route. The answer to the question of
what were the advantages of extending the length of
the canal, including the many unknown factors associated with the building of an aqueduct across a major river, is usually framed in terms that sees Liverpool not Manchester as the Duke’s strategic goal.
That the Duke wanted to capture trade from the
Mersey and Irwell Navigation Company is understandable, but what is unclear is when this became a
priority. However, it should not be forgotten that the

Fig 1.7: A reconstruction of the internal arrangements at the Grocers’ Warehouse in the late eighteenth century (courtesy of Michael Nevell).
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price of coal was fixed under the 1759 and 1760 acts,
restricting the Duke’s revenues on the Worsley
branch. It may also have been the case that competition from other collieries – Aikin identified those at
Oldham, Ashton, Dukinfield, Hyde, Newton and
Denton as supplying Manchester31 – meant that
Worsley did not have as large a share of the market
as had been anticipated.
The adoption of the longer route to Manchester
brought with it another set of problems, notably the
need to build an aqueduct. Surprisingly for all the
recognition the Barton Aqueduct has received as a
symbol of the new industrial society (Chapter 8),
there has not been a detailed modern study of the
construction and engineering of the main and minor
aqueducts at Barton. Indeed only the Bollin Aqueduct has been examined in detail by industrial archaeologists (Chapter 10). It is also not widely known, as
Atkinson points out (Chapter 8), that the aqueduct
was partially re-built in 1823-4. It is also noteworthy
that although the construction of the Manchester
Ship Canal necessitated the demolition of the main
aqueduct in 1893, part of the smaller aqueduct over
Barton Lane was saved, an early example of industrial preservation (Chapter 8). Others were also aware
that a significant structure was being demolished.
Bosdin Leech, who as a city councillor was closely
involved in the building of the ship canal, saved
some of the stones from Brindley’s aqueduct – ‘the
mason’s marks on them just as fresh as when they
were inscribed’.32
Information is predictably scarce about the men
who built the canal and their influence on the new
occupation of navigator. Sullivan has identified John
Walker as the first known canal navvy, one of the
first generation of navvies who learned their trade
digging the Bridgewater Canal.33 This is not to suggest that it was only engineering and labour problems
with which the triumvirate had to contend. In early
December 1760 the London Gazette announced that
the King’s pardon and a large reward were available
to any person who could identify those who had deSalford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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Fig 1.8: Hogrewe’s image of the Grocers’ Warehouse in 1777
(courtesy of Chetham’s Library).

liberately damaged the canal: ‘… some wicked and
evil disposed persons, at present unknown, broke
down the banks of His Grace the Duke of Bridgewater’s Navigation at Barton … which were made
upon an Arch over a publick highway there; by
which means the water was discharged from the said
Navigation, and considerable damage done thereto.’34
No arrests appear to have been made over this incident, presumably at Barton Lane, so the identity and
the nature of the grievances that prompted these canal breakers remains unknown. Whatever the circumstances are discovered to be, the attack stands in
sharp contrast to those rosy descriptions of the paternalistic moral economy at Castlefield, where ordinary workers came to have their baskets and aprons
filled with cheap coal.35 Though, it should not be
forgotten that as with the Duke’s donating of monies
to the Manchester Infirmary and the local overseers
of the poor - monies that came from fines imposed
because of damage done to the canal - this generosity
was a condition of the Bridgewater canal acts.36
Castlefield (Fig 1.6) was not the preferred terminus
for the canal but the clauses in the 1760 act restricting development in Quay Street and on the land belonging to Edward Byrom, both reflecting opposition
from the Navigation, added to the problems the
Duke faced in establishing a canal basin as close as
possible to the built-up area of Manchester. Castlefield was a second-best and challenging site on which
to build the terminus. A topography which had provided the Romans with a natural defensive position,
on a sandstone escarpment up to 5m high overlooking the flood plain of the River Medlock, seemed
hardly suitable for use as a canal basin. There were
many problems. First, there was the need to control
the Medlock to prevent the basin flooding, though it
is not entirely clear just how essential the Medlock
was as a source of water for the canal. Second, the
height of the escarpment coupled with the absence
of relatively flat land at the level of the basin for
warehouses which connected directly to the town’s
road system meant that resources had to be devoted
to the raising and lowering of goods and raw materials (Chapter 9). Wharf space required cutting away
large quantities of the bedrock sandstone. The
Duke’s Warehouse was built on the most convenient
site in the basin, providing relatively easy access directly on to Deansgate (Chapter 7), but other warehouses were located on less advantageous sites which
involved transhipment problems. The Grocers’
Warehouse illustrates these problems (Chapter 9; Fig
1.8). It was probably Brindley who devised an elegant
solution to the challenges of the terrain, but for all of
its technical ingenuity the lifting of coal boxes from
barges via a waterwheel could be viewed as a costly,
indeed unnecessary, investment,37 given the alternative of unloading the coal and loading the wagons
directly on the wharf. Not for the first time our un9
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derstanding, one is tempted to add admiration, of the
engineering principles on display and the elegance of
the tunnel and hoist wells is far in advance of our
knowledge of the financial costs of transhipment. It
would be interesting and pertinent to know how long
coal was raised by this method. Yet, even though
research on many key aspects of the industrialisation
of Georgian Castlefield remains to be completed, it is
difficult to resist the conclusion that the challenges
posed by the site were as formidable as those of extracting the coal at Worsley. One is left wondering,
for example, why the Duke was not more determined
in negotiating a compromise agreement with the Byrom family – the act did allow him to build within 80
yards of Alport Lane – to develop a basin on a less
demanding site closer to the centre of the town. By
the 1760s the Byroms were pursuing their own plans,
developing their estate into a residential suburb; St
John’s church was consecrated in 1769.38 Another
point of interest in future research will be the reasons
behind the construction of the tunnel to Bank Top in
1787-9, which has strong parallels with Brindley’s
original coal tunnel design at Castlefield.39 In spite of
all these difficulties, businesses using the raw materials carried on the canal soon turned Castlefield into
an industrial complex.
The Runcorn terminus has usually been overlooked in both archaeological and historical studies
of the canal. There is more material available on the
development of the adjacent Weston Point docks
and the Old Quay of the Mersey and Irwell Naviga-

tion than on the Bridgewater’s access to the sea. Occasional studies have looked at the history of the
Hempstones complex and the nearby Sprinch Boat
Yard above the top lock at Runcorn but as yet we
lack a detailed archaeological and historical study of
the western end of the Bridgewater Canal. Yet, this
was just as big a feat of engineering as the Castlefield
and Worsley termini. As with the Barton Aqueduct
the initial works were completed very quickly, the
original flight of eight locks and their associated basins, recorded by Hogrewe and published in 1780,
being built in just two years, 1771-3; this was at the
time the longest run of locks in Britain. The success
of this sea link in terms of trade is shown by the
building of a second flight of locks and the extension
of the docks in the 1820s, the linkage through the
Weston Canal to the Trent and Mersey Canal, and
the further expansion of the docks into the 1870s. A
century of near-continuous expansion produced one
of the most complex canal termini in Britain yet little
is known historically about the operation of this canal port, and even less about its industrial archaeology.
One reason for the lack of attention to this terminus might be the poor physical survival of the link to
the River Mersey; down-graded in importance by the
building and opening of the Ship Canal in 1894, it
suffered a lingering death with the old line of docks
being abandoned in the 1940s and the new line being
abandoned and filled in during the 1960s. The warehouses (Fig 1.10) have been demolished and most of

Fig 1.9: The abandoned top locks at the Runcorn terminus, mid-twentieth century (courtesy of Salford City Archive, The
Mullineux Collection, T2740).
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Fig 1.10: Warehouses at the Runcorn terminus in 1943. This range lay on the northern side of the old basin and were demolished
in the 1960s (courtesy of John Aldred).
the docks have been filled so that only Bridgewater
House, briefly home to the Duke in the 1770s when
visiting this end of the canal and later offices for the
canal, now survives surrounded by early twenty-first
century redevelopment.
In hindsight the extension towards the estuary at
Runcorn proved to be commercially a winning strategy, the revenues on this section soon overtaking
those on the Worsley arm. It also had a wider, longer
-term, landscape impact which has yet to be fully
explored by archaeologists; the link to the Trent and
Mersey was to be crucial in the development of a
canal network in central and northern England,
whilst the aqueducts, embankments, tunnel and
warehouses along the Cheshire branch were all
quickly copied along the growing network. The
Bridgewater Canal was also to have an impact on
Liverpool where the fear of Worsley coal being
landed on Mersey Flats sailing from the canal port at
Runcorn helped to keep prices low. The construction
of the Duke’s dock and its massive warehouse were
the obvious signs of the stimulus provided by the
canal towards the greater economic integration of the
port and Manchester.40

Brindley and Gilbert
Thanks to the researches of Hugh Malet and Frank
Mullineux we have a clearer idea of the roles of
James Brindley and John Gilbert in the project. Gilbert’s contribution had begun to be recognised in the
nineteenth century41 but his role as ‘resident engineer’ is now more widely acknowledged. Even so,
Brindley’s achievements remain considerable if no
longer on the scale popularised at the time. When
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

Jacob Fisher visited the canal in 1776, three years
after Brindley’s death, Brindley was already identified
as ‘the principal Contriver’ of the project, depicted as
‘a poor illiterate Man, who merely from a Sort of
innate knowledge of Mechanics and Hydraulics could
at once contrive and execute, yet was so much in
want of words as to be able to communicate his
Ideas…’42 Samuel Smiles’ influential biography of
Brindley in his Lives of the Engineers, drew heavily on
these earlier traditions, presenting him as an exemplar of those disadvantaged working men who owed
their success to their own industry and application.43
Even so, one can argue that a more critical assessment of those much-admired engineering solutions
on the canal is required in the early twenty-first century.
Archaeological survey could amplify the historical
record for the rebuilding of the embankment at Barton in the 1820s, just as archaeological excavation
has highlighted the problems associated with managing the excess water from the Medlock. The latter
required the rebuilding of the clover-leaf weir, which
archaeological excavation has shown was rapidly
silted, and the construction of a long overflow tunnel
around the Castlefield basin in the early 1790s;
though even this did not solve all of the problems
associated with what was becoming more a sewer
than a river. The original design of the Bridgewater
Canal was therefore not perfect and in order for this
linear machine to continue to function, new engineering solutions had to be found by subsequent
generations. There are important issues to be interrogated here. A more critical and contextualised assessment of Brindley’s and Gilbert’s working methods
on the Bridgewater Canal is required. There is, after
11
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all, nothing new in one generation discovering that
the heroes of a previous one had feet of clay.

The Cost
The Duke of Bridgewater was not the first landed
gentleman to take on the financing of a large transport undertaking. A number of river improvement
schemes in the previous century – Sir Richard Weston on the Wey Navigation in Surrey – were financed
principally by individual landowners. Neither was
Bridgewater the first eighteenth-century aristocrat to
‘retire’ to his estates. Charles Townsend is remembered for leaving the intrigues of high politics to
spend his time growing turnips on his Norfolk estate.
But how much money did the Duke spend on the
canal? Estimates vary. Hadfield and Biddle have suggested £77,500, Ward prefers £301,300.44 The fragmentary nature of Bridgewater’s accounts means that
we cannot expect a study comparable to Mather’s
examination of the finances of the Bridgewater
Trust, but perhaps a clearer picture is possible. Edith
Malley’s pioneering work is the starting point, all the
more important because some of the documents she
consulted are no longer extant.45 Important data can
be squeezed, as Chaloner’s examination of Thomas
Kent’s ‘General Account’ of 1791 indicates, from
other documents that have survived.46 An essential
part of any new study of the canal must include a
more careful analysis of the revenues and expenditures from all of the Duke’s estates, if we are to provide a clearer idea of the depth of his different pockets. Worsley, we should remind ourselves, was only
one of Bridgewater’s twelve estates. No doubt such
an investigation will also reveal more about the
Duke’s all-important lines of credit.
When and on what the apparently frugal Duke
spent his money is also only a partially answered
question. He did spend money on his London mansion, and plans for building a new house at Ashridge
were underway before his death in 1803,47 whilst his
wine cellar was said to be large enough to provide
him with a bottle a day for a hundred years.48 His
£100,000 contribution to the Loyalty Loan in 1796
confirmed his position among the super rich. He also
found the majority of the £43,000 to acquire the Italian paintings that had belonged to the guillotined
Duke of Orleans, one of the most renowned art purchases in the eighteenth century. That some of these
expenditures came after the canal was profitable does
not necessarily help us understand the financial pressures exerted by the canal project in the 1760s and
1770s.
What is indisputable is that as an entrepreneur
Bridgewater was willing to take high risks. Eighteenth
-century aristocrats gambled away fortunes playing
cards, and the Duke himself was a well-known pa-

tron of horse racing. More detailed financial information might alter the conclusion but it is difficult not
to regard his canal project as anything but a long
shot. The Duke’s approach to risk was exemplified in
his attitude towards insurance, an attitude that was
painfully revealed when his Castlefield warehouse
was gutted by fire, leaving him with losses estimated
at £40,000.49 The engineering problems at Worsley
and Castlefield, let alone those associated with carrying the canal over the Irwell, the river Mersey and the
terminus at Runcorn were formidable. Yet he continued with the scheme, when presumably he might
have found a reasonable and certainly less risky return on his capital in agricultural improvements or
turnpikes. Fortunately for him and the region’s economy his gamble paid off.
Above all we need to recognise that we still have a
largely one-dimensional view of the ‘Canal Duke’. In
addition to the need to clarify questions concerning
his wealth, a fuller and more nuanced picture of the
Duke’s personality and intellect must be the goal of
his next biographer. Bridgewater did not spend all his
adult life brooding in remote Worsley. Many aspects
of his life warrant further investigation, not least for
what they might tell us about the management of his
estates. His politics, for example, are often glossed
over. Yet, in the political crisis of 1783 it was reported that Bridgewater went to the King and offered to lead the government, hardly the action of a
detached and withdrawn aristocrat with little involvement in politics.50 That his canal was important to
him is evident from his extraordinary will, but, even
so, Francis Egerton was more than the ‘Father of
Inland Navigation’.
Historians may still wish to argue over whether the
Bridgewater Canal was the country’s first true canal
but what cannot be disputed is that it was the Bridgewater which rooted the idea of canals in the public
and commercial consciousness of the eighteenth century.51 Significant as schemes such as the Sankey
Brook navigation were, they were the overture before
the main performance. Foreign royalty did not visit
them.
It was the Duke’s Canal which demonstrated that
canals could open up new markets, make existing
ones more efficient, and, most importantly, be profitable. Part of the smoke that became such a powerful
symbol of industrial Manchester came from coal carried on the Bridgewater Canal (Fig 1.11). Worsley
helped provide Manchester with a reliable and cheap
supply of coal at the very time when industrial demand was increasing. Manchester did not experience
a fuel crisis in the Industrial Revolution.52 The
growth of its industrial sector – cotton, iron-making,
engineering, chemicals – would have been checked
had coal not been so readily available.
It is to be hoped that the 250th anniversary of the
canal and the current essays will renew interest in the
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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Fig 1.11 Aerial view of the Castelfield canal basin in 2009 looking west showing the later railway viaducts and urbanisation of
the area (copyright GMAU).
Duke of Bridgewater and his canal, stimulating research that will enable archaeologists and historians
to judge whether he still warrants a place in the pantheon of industrialists and entrepreneurs who made a
decisive contribution to the world’s first Industrial
Revolution.
To do this, old evidence will need to be reexamined, not least in the light of the recent research
conducted by industrial archaeologists. No doubt,
new evidence, will also come into the public realm, as
occurred following the publication of Malet’s biography in 1961. By no means all of the extant manuscripts and other documents relating to the canal are
in public archives.
The potential of such new material was highlighted
at a recent exhibition marking the 250th anniversary
of the canal which displayed a number of rarely seen
items. Many were from the archives of the Bridgewater Canal Company, held by the Peel Group, but
some are now in private hands. This included a previously unknown account book of Brindley’s which
contained, among other data, details of the names of,
and wages paid to, masons and labourers employed
in the months during and after the construction of
the Barton Aqueduct (1760-62). A close analysis of
this data should provide a clearer picture of that first
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

cohort of canal navvies whose anonymity has frustrated generations of historians.53
The Bridgewater Canal remains one of the iconic
structures of the industrial revolution and a reassessment of its importance in the economic history
of this country is long overdue. For contemporaries
it came to symbolize the possibilities of engineering,
making it seem that there was no challenge that the
new generation of engineers could not meet. Even
the English Channel might be bridged. George Bradshaw’s canal maps of the late 1820s capture as neatly
as any documents can, the extent of the transport
revolution begun by the Duke.54 Bridgewater appears
to have taken some remarkable decisions and spent
extraordinary sums of money in constructing his canal, decisions that most other businessmen would
have never considered sensible. In doing so, he transformed more than Manchester. The scholarly first
Earl of Ellesmere’s assessment of his relative – ‘the
history of Francis Duke of Bridgewater is engraved
in intaglio on the face of the country he helped to
civilise and enrich’55 – was shrewd and sincere, although, curiously, neither he nor the wider business
and political communities in the city chose to raise a
public monument to the first Manchester Man
(Chapter 11).
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Towards a Research Agenda for
the Bridgewater Canal
In seeking to promote further study of the archaeological and historical development of the Bridgewater
Canal we need to bear in mind the wider context of
inland waterways studies. This is a field that has developed alongside industrial archaeology since the
1950s. The first Waterways History Conference, held
in Manchester in October, 1997 – entitled ‘Defining
a New Research Agenda for Waterways History’ –
was organised by the North Western Group of the
Railway and Canal Historical Society with the support of the National Waterways Museum in Gloucester and the Newcomen Society. It explored a variety
of archaeological and historical research topics on a
subject already forty years old. The aim was to stimulate new research and debate and to foster a ‘positive
move forward in the research and promotion of waterways history’. Amongst the themes to emerge was
the need to broaden research from the factual and
technical to include the cultural and economic impact
of canals,56 a desire to move from the conservation
Fig 1.12: Excavations at Worsley Delph in 2004 by the
University of Manchester represented a rare opportunity to
study the Delph archaeologically. As a whole, the Bridgewater
Canal remains under-researched by industrial archaeologists
and economic historians (copyright GMAU).
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Fig 1.13: The northern elevation of the New Warehouse at
the Broadheath Quay (1833), as recorded by the South Trafford Archaeology Group (copyright Michael Nevell).
of existing structures to the investigation of lost
ones, the linking of canal history to local history and
archaeology,57 and the investigation of the wider impact of canals as landscape and transport features.58
As one speaker commented ‘canals provide local
communities with an insight into their histories and
local people should be encouraged to take an active
interest in canal history’.59 Yet, at the end of the conference doubts were expressed about the vibrancy of
canal history given the lack of published academic
studies, post-graduate research and enquiries into
local canal archives in record offices.
Since this conference there has been a modest revival in serious academic studies of canal history and
archaeology, as reported in the pages of the Journal of
the Railway and Canal Historical Society, the Journal of
Transport History and Industrial Archaeology Review.60
Canal archaeology has been highlighted in several of
the recent Archaeological Regional Research Frameworks promoted by English Heritage, and canal restoration work has continued. Redevelopment of canal-side locations has also continued, leading to many
developer-funded archaeological investigations and
surveys of canal fabric (see Bibliographical Note).
Whilst there is no single national canal research
agenda a variety of approaches, some old and some
new, have been used since 1997, all of which might
be applicable to the Bridgewater Canal. Another conference, this time on the archaeology of the Bridgewater Canal held at Worsley Court House in October
2011, emphasised the continuing interest in the canal
in its 250th year as a local history subject and as an
archaeological monument.61 Whether this event,
along with two exhibitions on the Bridgewater at
Salford Art Gallery and the Portico Library, will
mark a revival in the research interest of the canal
itself remains to be seen. As discussions at the 2011
conference and this introduction indicate, many
questions still remain about the construction and
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·

The canal as a machine: technological innovation and parallels

·

Transporting goods, people and ideas

·

Landscape Impact

·

Business history of the canal

·

Later historical and archaeological development and eventual decline

·

Understanding the termini

The fact that these areas still remain to be investigated shows the lack of serious research activity on
the Bridgewater Canal, maintained in recent years by
the local historians John Aldred and Glen Atkinson
and the occasional postgraduate thesis, since Hugh
Malet published the second edition of his study of
the Canal Duke in 1977. Industrial archaeologists and
economic historians still have to provide answers to
many questions about the canal (Figs 1.12 & 1.13).
Sharing the documentary and physical evidence, their
ultimate objective must be to provide a more precise
assessment of the long history of the canal, and,
more narrowly, its contribution to the quickening of
growth in Manchester and the broader development
and integration of the region’s economy, in those
decades when Manchester ceased to be just another
Lancashire market town and became the world’s first
industrial city.62
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Chapter 2
The Bridgewater’s Beginning
Glen Atkinson
Introduction
Throughout the eighteenth century the main drawback to trade was the deplorable transport network.
For a large part of the year roads were impassable for
haulage. It was realised that water transport was a
viable solution. Locally, the first development was
the canalisation of the rivers between 1720-37. This
was undertaken by a company styled the ‘Mersey &
Irwell Navigation Co.’ who built weirs and locks on
these two rivers to control water levels to permit
navigation.1 Feeder routes to this artery were soon
contemplated.
As early as 1737 an Act of Parliament was obtained
to make Worsley Brook navigable so as to access the
Irwell at Barton. Its promoters, a joint stock company with connections to the Mersey & Irwell Navigation Company, proposed to make a Cut from
Booths Bank, to incorporate Worsley Brook. Freight
in the form of coal was to be fed by tramways from
pits at Tyldesley, Ellenbrook and Little Hulton. The
first Duke of Bridgewater, Scroop Egerton, was a
Commissioner. The plan was never undertaken.2
A further attempt in 1754 by a consortium of Manchester businessmen had them propose a Cut, or
canal, from Wigan, through Leigh and to Salford.
Samuel Egerton, the Earl Gower, who was guardian
as well as uncle to the young Francis, third Duke of
Bridgewater, consented to the making of this canal
‘as advantageous to His Grace.’ Earl Gower’s plans
for a tub boat canal at Donnington in Staffordshire
and the completion of the Sankey Canal3 all gave
thought to the young Duke, Lord of the Manor of
Worsley.

The First Act
Francis Egerton attained his majority in 1757 and in
that year John Gilbert, brother of the Duke’s Agent,
came to Worsley to inspect the mines and report on
the improvements being considered. It occurred to
Gilbert that the ability to get the coal to market more
economically would render the estate more valuable.
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

Fig 2.1 The first Act (1759) which envisaged a canal ending
on the Salford bank of the River Irwell. (courtesy of the Portico
Library).
The Duke was as interested in the idea of a canal as
he was.4
Extensive work was undertaken in surveying, engineering considerations and drafting the legal framework for an Act of Parliament to enable the canal to
be made. This was submitted in November 1758.
Petitions from Cheshire and Manchester gentlemen
were presented in support of the Bill. The Act, which
received royal assent in March 1759 (Fig 2.1), authorised ‘Francis, the most Noble Duke of Bridgewater,
at his own expense to make a navigable Cut or Canal
from Master Cook’s Tenter Croft in the Township of
17
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Fig 2.2 The Second Act (1760) which took the canal across the River Irwell to Manchester (courtesy of the Portico Library).
18
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Over the Water: The Second Act
Work on changing the plan from that of the Act just
obtained must have begun no later than mid-1759.
Again, the detailed survey with engineering preliminaries and legal work would have had to precede a
second Bill presented to Parliament in November
1759. The preamble to this second bill stated it to be
‘An Act to enable Francis, Duke of Bridgewater to
make a navigable Cut or Canal from or near Worsley
Mill, over the River Irwell, to the town of Manchester in the County Palatine of Lancaster, and to or
near Longford Bridge in the township of Stretford.’8
Reasons for the change are likely to have been those
to the Duke’s advantage, to enter the more profitable
coal trade into Cheshire and directly into Manchester
proper.
James Brindley was in London in January 1760 to
give evidence to a parliamentary committee. Their
new plan was still for a contour canal but with an
aqueduct over the River Irwell, then across Trafford
Moss. The proposed three-arched aqueduct raised a
great controversy. Despite the ridicule of many engineers directed at the proposed aqueduct, the Act was
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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Salford to or near Worsley Mill and Middlewood in
the Manor of Worsley and thence to Hollin Ferry on
the Mersey.’5
The route from Worsley to Salford was planned to
run wholly on the north of the River Irwell and to
maintain a level of 82 feet above sea level, thus
avoiding the need for locks. There is every reason to
believe John Gilbert was the principal planner and
engineer of this venture. He certified that he had supervised the survey work.6 Work quickly began and
progressed rapidly, for by the end of the year 1759 a
length of some two miles had been cut eastward towards Salford together with a half mile stretch from
Worsley to Middlewood in the west, the only progress made towards Hollin Ferry. This portion of the
waterway was extensively used to service other estate
activities. Spoil from the underground canal tunnels
was boated along it onto a short branch onto Chat
Moss where the waste was used for land reclamation.
Magnesian limestone, a type particularly suitable for
mortar, mined to the south of the canal near Middlewood, was boated to the kilns at Worsley for
processing.
At what point the other personality associated with
the canal was first involved is uncertain. However
James Brindley, still styling himself ‘Consulting Engineer and Millwright’ noted in his journal: ‘July 1st
1759, At Worsley Hall 6 days.’ From then on there
are a number of references to him being at Worsley
with his personal staff of assistants. His role appears
to have been a cross between consulting and resident
engineer.7

ratified in March 1760. (Fig 2.2). Operations pressed
ahead from the visible acute change in direction at
Monton, enabling the aqueduct to be opened 14
months later on 17 July 1761. Francis, the Duke with
the Earl of Stamford together with some other gentlemen witnessed the water let in and a 50-ton boat
admitted. The canal was open only to Stretford at
this date.9
Taking only 33 months from submitting the first
act, to a canal and aqueduct completed to Stretford is
an organisational, legislative, and engineering feat
that would be hard to match its timescale today!
Whilst the technical considerations were within the
knowledge of those responsible the sheer logistics
must have been considerable. Land to acquire, materials to supply and dispose of, and most important in
the days before a cadre of civil engineering had
evolved, a workforce far greater than could have
been recruited locally had to be trained and accommodated. John Gilbert might be said to have invented the navvy.
Land acquisition problems delayed progress to
Manchester so in the meantime, coal for Manchester
was transhipped, to go by crane over the side of the
aqueduct to boats on the old river Navigation or
from 1761 by cart along the turnpike road from
Stretford to Manchester. In each case the Duke negotiated advantageous rates for his bulk cargoes. The
owner of Hulme Hall caused the main delay in disputing the route, resolved eventually by the Duke
purchasing the Hulme estate outright. A temporary
wharf had been established at Cornbrook in late
1763, the eventual terminus, Castlefield being
reached and operational in 1765.10

Final Stages: The Third and
Fourth Acts
Even whilst the Barton Aqueduct was still being
built, Gilbert and others were conducting the survey
necessary to extend the canal to the Mersey (Fig
2.3).11 The third Bill presented to parliament in November 1761 declared the intention to ‘make a navigable Cut or Canal form Longford Bridge in Stretford,
Lancaster, to the River Mersey at a place called the
Hempstones in the township of Halton in the
County of Chester.’ Royal assent was gained in
March 1762 (Fig 2.5).12
Maintaining the same 82 foot contour level on the
route through Cheshire led to engineering problems
such as the great embankment near Sale and the Bollin crossing aqueduct. Other resident engineers like
Thomas Morris were brought in to supervise sections
in addition to Gilbert and the frequent attendance of
Brindley. Further delays were caused by land disputes
along the route, the most protracted being with Sir
19
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Fig 2.3: Hand-drawn plan of the line of the Bridgewater Canal by James Brindley from c. 1766 with Worsley circled (courtesy of
Salford Local History Library).
Richard Brooke of Norton Priory, the canal from
Manchester coming to a halt at the boundary of his
estate by 1771.13
Whilst work was proceeding, Earl Gower had commenced his Trent and Mersey Canal, aiming at Runcorn. The Duke of Bridgewater offered to divert his
canal to meet this competitor at Preston Brook and
construct the length to Runcorn at his own expense.
This he did, involving a change of plan from the intended Mersey access at Hempstones. Whilst the
Trent & Mersey were saved the expense of the length
from Preston Brook to Runcorn, plus the flight of
locks, the Duke was henceforth able to collect tolls
for Trent and Mersey boats using his canal. Work
commenced at Preston Brook and Runcorn, working
back towards Norton. The first boat to enter the still
isolated Runcorn section via its ten locks, the only
ones at this date on the whole Bridgewater Canal, did
so on 31 December 1772.14
The situation of having a gap in the waterway was
covered by transhipping to road wagons, but feelings
against Sir Richard Brooke were hardening in favour
of the canal. Isolated, he capitulated in December
1775. Work commenced immediately and made rapid
progress such that by 21 March 1776 the whole line
of the Duke of Bridgewater’s Canal from Worsley, to
Manchester and the Mersey was finally completed
20

with a celebratory ox roast for the workforce.
The fourth and last Act of Parliament concerning
the Bridgewater Canal was passed in 1795. This was
for an extension from Worsley to Leigh. John Gilbert
died in that year so this final stretch of canal was engineered by Benjamin Sothern, who had been Gilbert’s assistant. The line continued from the section
cut to Middlewood under the first Act, incorporating
a basin at Butts Bridge and terminating at Leigh
Bridge. It became linked with the Leeds and Liverpool Canal when the proprietors of that waterway
promoted their Leigh branch in 1818. A head on,
level, connection was made in 1820, thus giving access to Wigan, Liverpool docks and towns served by
the cross Pennine route as well as the linked Lancaster Canal.15

After the Duke
Francis Egerton, third (and last) Duke of Bridgewater died in 1803. His will passed control of his
canals to a Trust, empowered to simply run the concern with little permitted investment, passing income
to a beneficiary. The Superintendent Trustee, Robert
Haldane Bradshaw, upheld the terms of the Trust to
the letter, unfortunately starving the canal of mainteSalford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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Fig 2.4: Worsley corn mill and the entrance to the Delph c. 1900-1. These two photographs show the moment at which Worsley
began to be de-industrialised. Above, the nail-makers’ cottage, corn mill, and canal warehouse are clearly visible. Below, in 1901,
the warehouse has been demolished, as has the building immediately in front of the corn mill (above: courtesy of Salford City Archive, The Mullineux Collection, T2763; below: courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
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new owners with the navigation being virtually rebuilt in a vain attempt to stave off the Manchester
Ship Canal.
Implementing the plans for the Manchester Ship
Canal brought another change of ownership. In opposing the Ship Canal, both waterways had improvements made to no avail. The Manchester Ship Canal
Bill gained royal assent in August 1885, conditional
on raising adequate funds and purchasing the assets
of the Bridgewater Navigation Company which included the Bridgewater Canal. The cheque for the
purchase, £1.7 million, was reputed to be the largest
presented to that date. The Manchester Ship Canal
Company and its successors continue to own the
Bridgewater Canal (Fig 2.4).

Notes

Fig 2.5 The third Act (1762) which extended the Bridgewater
to Hempstones in Runcorn (courtesy of the Portico Library).
nance leaving it in a perilous state to meet the eventual railway competition. This was only overcome by
the beneficiary, Lord Francis Egerton, eventually to
become Earl of Ellesmere, funding repairs and improvements. Lord Francis achieved control appointing his own man as Superintendent Trustee, the position eventually passing to Algernon Egerton, a family
member.
Such was the determination of the Bridgewater
Trust to compete with the railways that they spent
huge sums on their canal. Likewise the older Mersey
and Irwell Navigation had made improvements. As
this concern competed with the Bridgewater Canal
the river Navigation was bought by Lord Egerton for
the Trustees in 1845.16
A change of ownership of the Bridgewater Trust
waterways came in 1872. Economic factors brought
about the sale to a group of railway directors who
formed ‘The Bridgewater Navigation Company’ to
purchase the assets and property for £1,115,000.
Both the canal and navigation flourished under their
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Chapter 3
‘Ingenious Devices’: Arthur Young
and the Bridgewater Canal
John Aldred
Introduction
Although there is little doubt that most of the planning connected with the Bridgewater Canal was carried out by John Gilbert, with the approval of Francis, third Duke of Bridgewater, the day-to-day engineering work was carried out under the direction of
the ingenious James Brindley. He, together with a
small band of assistants, designed many innovative
solutions to the problems of water control that occurred during the construction of the canal.1
Now all are gone but, in 1770, Arthur Young, later
Secretary to the Board of Agriculture, published the
results of his ‘Six Months Tour through the North of
England’, undertaken in 1768 and 1769, which contained ‘An Account of the present State of Agriculture, Manufactures and Population, in Several Counties of this Kingdom’ in the form of a series of letters. In volume III, letter XIX, he set off for Worsley
and, while waiting for a boat at Manchester, described some of the interesting, ingenious and innovative features to be found at the Manchester end of
the Bridgewater Canal.
Arthur Young
Arthur Young was born in London in 1741 and lived
most of his life on a farm in Suffolk. He would have
described himself as an agriculturalist rather than a
scientist so we must forgive the shortcomings of his
diagrams and descriptions, especially as they are the
only contemporary sketches extant.2
The first of Brindley’s inventions was described by
Young as a place where the canal entered a tunnel in
the roof of which was a ‘well’ or shaft with brick
sides. Directly above this, he said, ‘is erected a crane
of new construction’. The purpose of this structure
was to unload barges, each of which held twelve,
specially made square boxes each containing ‘800
weight’ (sic) of coal. They were loaded at Worsley,
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

pulled along the canal by horses to Manchester and
manoeuvered under the above mentioned ‘well’. At
this point ropes from the crane were attached to
brackets on the boxes and they were hauled up one
by one to the roadway above. At this point the crane
which turned on a pivot, emptied the boxes on to a
heap ready for sale. It took twenty to forty five minutes to unload a boat.
What intrigued Arthur Young most was the power
source for the crane. Apparently the power for the
windlass came from a small, over-shot water-wheel
(d) in a ‘cavern’ underneath the canal (Fig 3.1). A
sliding door (c) let water into the ‘cave’ when the
crane was needed, which drained away afterwards.
He apologises for the brevity of the description of
this arrangement as he could not view the water
wheel and what drawing he made was difficult as ‘all
the light I had was that of a farthing candle’.3
Probably the most dramatic and inventive construction on this part of the canal was at the point
where the canal joined the River Medlock (Fig 3.1).
In time of flood on the Medlock (H) the excessive
flow of water could have seriously affected the level
of water on the Bridgewater Canal (I). Brindley’s solution to this problem was to build an unusual weir
(K).4 He widened and rounded the end of the river
just before it joined the River Irwell, until it was large
enough to hold a circular weir with six semi-circular
extensions evenly spaced around the rim. The weir
was built of stone and was fifteen inches (0.31 metres) below the normal water level (L). It was 366
yards (334 metres) in circumference and about 116.5
yards (106.3 metres) in diameter. In the centre of the
weir was a hole or well (M) with a diameter of 11
yards (10 metres) down which the excess river water
flowed into a subterranean tunnel (N) leading to the
River Irwell.
Although excellent in concept and construction,
the weir did not function too well. In times of severe
flooding the whole weir was swamped and a large
23
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Fig 3.1 Plan of the Castlefield canal basin as depicted by Arthur Young around 1769 (Young 1770). Key: Fig 1 - tunnel entrance; Fig 2 - Castlefield canal basin; Fig 3 - waterwheel powering crane; Fig 4 - canal doors (courtesy of the Portico Library).
quantity of water still reached the Bridgewater Canal.
A flood basin built to contain the excess water also
proved inadequate for the job. Probably the cause of
its failure was that the central well in the weir was not
sufficiently large to take the excess water quickly
enough, allowing it to pond back over the weir.5 The
problem of flood water from the Medlock has still
not been entirely solved. Although the central drain
and tunnel to the river Irwell still exist, in times of
flood, excess water still enters the Bridgewater Canal.
Further along the canal, Young came across a
method of sealing off sections of the canal should a
break occur in its bank. This consisted of a series of
‘doors’ (C) hinged to the bed of the canal (B) which,
when a break occurred, would be pushed upright by
the pressure of water from each side They were
sealed to the sides of the canal (A) by coming up to a
vertical position against metal brackets (Fig 3.1).
The development which made the biggest impression on Young was the aqueduct at Barton. Probably
designed by John Gilbert, the Duke’s Agent, and
built by James Brindley, it was 200 hundred yards
24

(183 metres) long and 36 feet wide (11 metres). It
crossed the Irwell by means of three large arches, the
centre one spanning 63 feet (19 metres). It was built
entirely of stone and waterproofed with ‘puddled’
clay.
It had a great effect on him and he described the
view from the top. He says ‘The effect of coming at
once on to Barton Bridge and looking down upon a
large river (the Irwell), with barges of great burthen
towing along it; and up to another river, hung in the
air, with barges sailing upon it, form altogether a
scenery somewhat like enchantment’.6 A number of
trap doors of the type already described were available to close off sections of the aqueduct for repair
and a number of ‘tubes’ with plugs enabled the water
to be emptied into the river underneath.
When he arrived at Worsley he was amazed by the
activity that he saw. He said Worsley ‘looks like a
river-environ of London.’ He went on to note a large
timber yard ‘well-stowed with all sorts of wood and
timber for framing buildings, and building boats,
barges, and all kinds of floating machines’. He also
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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saw a boat yard and a stone mason’s yard ‘where lie
vast piles of stones, ready squared, for loading barges
with.’7
And so to the Delph. Here he noticed an entrance
cut into the back wall of this ‘ancient Quarry’ which
led to a ‘subterraneous canal’ hewn out of the rock
and extending ‘near a mile’. Two large wooden doors
could close off the entrance. On a small rock shelf
on the western side of the entrance was a crane ‘of
very curious construction’. If his drawing is to scale
this crane had a central pillar of about 30 feet (c. 9
metres) in height with pivots at top and bottom,
guyed from the top by four hefty cables. About halfway down there was a horizontal beam from one end
of which a large block of stone was suspended. The
central pillar tapered at the base and two men turned
a type of windlass which raised the block from the
ground. The whole contrivance then appears to have
turned on its pivots to enable the block to be loaded
into a waiting boat. Men are shown hacking blocks of
stone from the walls of the quarry (Fig 3.2).
He goes on to say that the tunnel is ‘six feet and a
half feet (c. 2 metres) wide and seven feet and an half
(c. 2.25 metres) high, including the water, which is
three feet four inches (1 metre) deep’.8 He went on
to explore the mine noting that coal was transported
in small four-wheeled wagons that carried 10cwts (c.
0.5 tonnes) of coal and which were pushed along by
a man ‘setting his head and hand against it’. Where
there were workings above the tunnel, the wagons
stopped on a wooden frame and when one end of

the wagon was lifted, the wagon was tipped and the
coal descended into a mine boat waiting underneath.
Where roadways crossed there were turntables made
of wood which turned on a central iron pivot to enable wagons to change direction with a minimum of
effort.
Young describes brick lined shafts which reached
the surface for ventilation and for quick access to the
surface in case of problems. However, he saw nothing of the metal tubes which were supposed to carry
air into the mine for ventilation.
This was not the end of the wonders he observed
at Worsley. There had been a corn mill in Worsley
near the foot of the Mill Brow since the fifteenth
century, indeed, the presence of Worsley Brook
which powered the mill, tumbling down onto the
flatter land which now constitutes Worsley Green
was probably one of the main factors determining
the site of the settlement.
When Arthur Young visited however he described
‘a mill of new construction’ which was powered by a
24 feet diameter wheel, which was powered by a
small overshot wheel. This wheel worked three pairs
of grind stones and an efficient boulting mill which
separated out three grades of flour and the bran.
This same wheel also provided power for a
‘machine for making mortar. The lime and sand were
laid upon a horizontal stone turned by a ‘cogged
wheel’ underneath it. Here his description lacks detail
but, in his own words, ‘the horizontal stone turns
two others which are fixed obliquely and work by

Fig 3.2 Worsley Delph as depicted by Arthur Young around 1769 (Young 1770). Key: A - canal; B - mine entrance; C - rock
face; D - crane (courtesy of the Portico Library).
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crossing Sale Moor and the warehouse at Altrincham
Bridge. He also saw at Dunham, where an aqueduct
was being built across the River Bollin ‘two very large
barges, with a house built in each and a chimney in
one. This is a floating blacksmith’s forge and workshop, with all sorts of tools etc. The other is a carpenter’s shop; these are of excellent use in following
the works as they advance; saving all the trouble and
expense of repeated erections and removals’.9

Conclusion

Fig 3.3 A machine for sifting the sand used in construction of
the canal. This was powered by a waterwheel on Worsley
Brook and was designed by James Brindley (Young 1770,
Plate X, Fig 2, opposite p. 231; courtesy of the Portico
Library).
their friction the mortar under them’ the mortar was
then removed ‘as made’. Sadly he did not draw this
machine.
Worsley Brook still had more to do. If Young’s
drawing is anything like to scale, a device for sifting
the sand used in building towered 30 or 40 feet (c. 912 metres) above its surroundings and was at least
that in length (Fig 3.3). Its height was almost certainly exaggerated but it is impossible to say by
how much. His diagram shows water entering a hopper (b), at the top of the machine, into which sand
and gravel had been loaded by wheel-barrow (h).
This mixture then entered a long, sloping wire cylinder (c) which probably revolved, which allowed the
sand to fall into a lower drum (f) and so into a trough
(g) while the stones pass through the cylinder and
end up in a strategically placed wheel barrow (e). The
diagram (Fig 3.3) is difficult to interpret as it appears
to be partly cut away, no actual source of power is
shown and it does not describe how water was
raised to reach the top hopper. Despite the shortcomings of the diagram there is no doubt that this
was a very sophisticated machine and another example of James Brindley’s ingenuity.
From Worsley, Arthur Young continued his journey along the canal. He noticed another, less spectacular aqueduct at Waterford, the problems of
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Young ends his Letter with a paean of praise for the
Duke and his enterprises. He noted that ‘At an age
when most men aim only at pleasure and dissipation,
to see him engaged in undertakings, that give employment and bread to thousands; that tend so
greatly to advance the agriculture, manufactures, and
commerce, of an extensive neighbourhood . . . is a
sight so very uncommon, and so great, that it must
command our admiration’.10

Notes
1) For Brindley’s relationship with the Duke of Bridgewater see
Malet H, 1977, Bridgewater, the Canal Duke. Second Edition. Manchester University Press. There are several biographies of
Brindley the best of the earlier volumes being Smiles S, 1861,
Lives of the Engineers, Vol 1: Vermuyden, Myddleton Perry, James
Brindley (republished by David & Charles, Newton Abbot). In the
twentieth century biographical studies included Boucher C, 1968,
James Brindley Engineer, 1716-1772 (Jarrold & Sons, London)
which focuses upon his engineering skills and work, and Evans
K, 1998, James Brindley, Canal Engineer – a New Perspective (Churnet
Valley Books), with extensive details on the Brindley genealogy
and the canal companies he worked for. The most recent substantial work is Corble N, 2005, James Brindley – the First Canal
Builder (Tempus, Stroud) which provides a fresh assessment of
his life and legacy.
2) Arthur Young is regarded as one of the most important English writers on agriculture, and published notable accounts of his
tours around Britain, France, Ireland and Italy, and. His autobiography was not published until 1898 and was edited from his
unpublished papers by Miss Matilda Betham-Edwards.
3) Young A, 1770, Six Months Tour through the North of England.
Volume III (London). An enlarged second edition was published
in 1771, which in letter XIX includes extensive footnotes.
4) Smiles 1861.
5) Archaeological evidence for the way in which the weir silted
can be found in Chapter 5. The problem of the weir silting in
discussed by Young and the damage done by flood waters to the
weir is mentioned as early as 1783 by James Ogden; Ogden J,
1783, A Description of Manchester. Reprinted by Neil Richardson
Publications in 1983, p. 21.
6) Young 1770, pp. 219-20.
7) Young 1770, p.224.
8) Young 1770, p. 226.
9) Young 1770, pp. 235-6.
10) Young 1770, p. 240.
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Chapter 4
Recording the Boothstown Barges
Peter Leeming, Mark Fletcher & John Pitman
Introduction
The recording of the sunken barges at Boothstown
Basin, Worsley, in 1991 (Fig 4.1) was an unusual, and
therefore memorable, piece of work undertaken by
the Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit. Twenty
years later it is still held in great affection by those
members of staff who were there at the time, mingled with regret that it was not published sooner,
though photographs of the exposed boats have been
published by Clarke and Davies.1 This current volume is a welcome and suitable opportunity to bring
the results to the wider public, to take it from the
realm of ‘grey literature’ and into the context of the
published archaeology of vernacular inland waterway

craft in the British Isles, itself a subject in its infancy.
It is a curious fact that discussions of the archaeology
of canals focuses upon the civil engineering features
of the canals, whilst the craft for which they were
built are almost invisible in such examinations. There
are exceptions, most notably Ransom P J G, 1979,
The Archaeology of Canals, (Littlehampton) and also
Redhead, this volume, on the nails recovered during
excavations of the Worsley Lime Kiln.

Background to the Recording
As part of a housing development in the vicinity of
Booths Hall, Boothstown, Barratts Housing were
requested by Salford Council’s Planning Department

Fig 4.1: Mark Fletcher examines some of the barges before the basin was drained (copyright GMAU).
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Fig 4.2: The basin before drainage showing the breakwater (copyright GMAU).
to improve a coal tipping basin that led off the
northern bank of the Bridgewater Canal, at the eastern edge of Boothstown (Fig 4.2). Following piling
operations, they were requested to make provision
for archaeological recording of an unknown quantity
of canal barges lying in the waters of the basin. The
Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit (at that time
incorporating both a field archaeology team and curatorial archaeologists) was commissioned to record
the barges exposed during draining operations. The
fieldwork and reporting was carried out by Mark
Fletcher, and expanded and prepared for publication
by Peter Leeming and John Pitman.
Boothstown Basin was the second basin built for
the settlement; the original was sited further west on
the north bank of the Bridgewater Canal south of
Boothstown and was much smaller. It is shown on
the 1848 six-inch OS map and annotated as
‘Chaddock Level’. A photograph of the entrance to
the first basin was published by the Boothstown and
District Local History Group. From this basin there
was a tunnel leading 950 yards (868.68 metres) to
Queen Anne Pit at Chaddock Colliery to the north of
the canal. They noted the keystone of the entrance
arch had the date 1816 inscribed; but subsidence
means this arch is no longer visible.2
The current basin was probably opened in the
1870s. Thereafter it served a network of mineral railways which was established in the 1860s, under the
guidance of Algernon Egerton, providing transport
28

from the pitheads to the canals. The basin was serving the needs for not only the collieries at Mosley
Common and Atherton, but also at Astley. The traffic on these routes continued up to the 1960s, for as
long as the pits stayed in production.3
The construction programme was to begin with the
stabilizing of the banks of the basin by piling, and the
building of a coffer dam to hold back the water in
the canal. This would allow drainage and clearance
followed by the re-establishment of the basin’s banks
and floor. Finally, the coffer dam was to be dismantled and the canal’s water released into the refurbished basin.
Drainage began on Monday 29th April, 1991. By
Wednesday 1st May enough water had been pumped
out of the basin to reveal the top silt level and expose
a total of 24 narrow and wide canal barges (Fig 4.5).
The whole operation attracted a great deal of local
interest, including from people who had worked either in the collieries or as carriers on the barges. The
visitors willingly provided much relevant information
which was documented and partly included in the
report,4 and is included in this article as Appendix 1.

Vessels of the Bridgewater Canal
A wide variety of craft were used on the Bridgewater
Canal, but they have tended to be eclipsed by the
iconic ‘starvationer’ boat used in the underground
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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mines on the system. Far more prevalent were wider
cargo carrying craft, particularly a design based upon
the Mersey flat, which lasted from 1773 until the end
of carrying traffic in 1974, albeit latterly in steel form
rather than wood.5 Stammers has noted that doubleended and transom-sterned versions of the Mersey
flat co-existed.6 There were also local varieties and

variations of the flat, the ones used on the Bridgewater Canal being termed ‘Dukers’. The Mersey flat
was a sailing barge, but there appeared a distinction
between these and a variety which lacked a mast, the
‘cut flat’ or dumb flat. They all shared the same characteristics: they were carvel built (built with planks
laid edge to edge on a frame) with a flat bottom, a

Fig 4.3: Phil Mayes, then Director of GMAU, inspects the rudders removed during the initial piling operations (copyright
GMAU).
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rounded bilge and a distinctive fan-shaped framing of
the bows.7
Further publication of measured surveys of the flats
Bedale, Sir R Peel, Eustace Carey and Ruth Bate8 and of
the Daresbury9 means the latter, the oldest known flat
from the eighteenth century, can be compared with
the last built, the Ruth Bate of 1953. McKee, Stammers and Paget-Tomlinson10 have written more comprehensive and complementary surveys of different
types of boats in Britain. Three Mersey flats were
excavated at Parr in 197711 and excavations on the
North Basin at Chester between 1996 and 2001 investigated further examples of the type.12 Unfortunately the latter excavations are not published.
A variety of narrower boats, thought to be the derived from of the ‘starvationer’, (this is apparently a
term coined by D E Owen in the twentieth century,
the boats were originally termed mine boats) were
constructed for use in and around the mines and
later adapted for other uses, which included containerisation and finally inspection duties.13 A variety of
the mine boat is assumed to be the origin of the design of the narrow boat.14 Paget-Tomlinson has
speculated the great canal system was built as a narrow waterway not only to save money, but also to
protect the Duke of Bridgewater’s interests by not
allowing river barges access from Stoke-on-Trent to
Liverpool, thereby forcing transhipment to the
Duke’s craft at Runcorn.15 The narrow boat as a specialised subject has been extensively covered with
overviews by Chaplin and Conder16 and there is a
bewildering variety of publications about the different companies and their craft.

The Archaeology of Boats
The design of boats takes into account a number of
factors, including the intended functions of the vessel, the environment in which it was to be used, the
local building traditions, and developments in technology.17

Although the discovery of wrecks has a long tradition in Britain (with probably the earliest discovery
being a possible Roman boat in the river Ver at St
Albans in the eleventh century18)the study of postmedieval boats in Britain began with one of a series
of craft uncovered during works at Blackfriars, in the
Thames at London. This craft, dubbed Blackfriars 2,
was discovered in 1969 and was dated to the seventeenth century.19
The archaeology of post-medieval smaller boats
around Britain has been chiefly confined to wreck
sites on the foreshore or underwater, usually in
coastal waters. For inland vessels this has been restricted to chance finds of boats themselves or of reused elements of boats, such as those sometimes
encountered in waterfront archaeology.20
The pioneering archaeological study of this topic
identified several themes: Firstly that the archaeology
of the boat is in its infancy and still at the information gathering stage; secondly, this information gathering is ethnographic as well as archaeological;
thirdly, the different types of construction of plankbuilt boats, (whether the boat was built shell first or a
skeleton of the boat was built and then planking attached) Finally, the construction method of flush
plank construction – carvel or overlapping planking or clinker built. These two traditions can loosely be
applied to southern Europe and to northern Europe
respectively.21
The archaeology of vernacular craft has been further developed by discussion of some of the boat
types. Pioneering studies have been completed by
McCaughan for Irish boats22 and for the rest of Britain by McKee23, though this latter survey only
touches on the type of barges at Boothstown.

Recording the Barges
Because of the instability of the silt, which could not
be fully drained, the field archaeological recording
was mainly confined to description and photography.

Fig 4.4: Photographic montage, by Jim Davison, of the barges after the water in the basin was drained in 1991 (copyright
GMAU, with thanks to Dr Michael Nevell who discovered this image in another part of the archive and preserved it).
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Fig 4.5: Location plan of barges in Boothstown Basin. Shaded boats at lowest level (approximately 2m below ground level)
(copyright GMAU).
Detailed deck measurements were precluded by
safety concerns. An initial survey of the basin was
provided by the site contractors, Dews, and a plot of
the barges in situ by surveyors from Barratts. Details
of each barge were the added to this work.
The basin was approximately 47 metres (northsouth) by 80 metres (east-west), with an entry into
the canal at the south-eastern comer. It had a breakwater or mole, which is unusual for a canal as it is
unnecessary as there is no tidal action of water and
little in the way of wash from horse or human drawn
craft.24 This feature can possibly be attributed to the
increasing use of steam-powered vessels, which
would produce more wash. However, the main reason is probably one of security for the coal wharf as
the basin could be sealed off by a chain, presumably
to stop theft of coal and barges. These features have
now been removed and the remodelled basin serves
as a marina.
Prior to the recording, during the initial piling operations, two rudders and ‘some metal ribs’ were removed from the basin. The latter items were stolen
from site before recording. The scale of the rudders
and their diagnostic shape indicates they were from
Mersey flat type barges (Fig 4.3). The ‘metal ribs’
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

were probably knees, the part of the structure that
joined and secured the sides of the hull to the bottom. As these were metal indicates that the boat
which was destroyed was a later barge as earlier examples used wooden knees. A total of 23 barges were
recorded (Fig 4.5), ten of which were only noted by
type because they lay half buried in the basin silt deposits. As noted above, elements of at least one other
barge were removed during preparations for drainage.
During the drainage of the basin the boats emerged
in two levels. The upper level (Fig 4.4) was a collection of wide flats, three originating from the Wigan
Coal and Iron Company, two transom ended barges,
and three double ended barges, two 'short' barges
and two inspection barges. At the lower level, four
wide coal barges were noted, five box barges, a narrow boat, and one other, boat No 18, which was either a box barge or a narrow boat. One of us (JP)
was informed by Derek Bent in the early 1970s that
there were three layers of barges sunk at Boothstown
and he knew their names, but no evidence of this
appears to have been recorded. If correct, a further
layer of barges may be preserved beneath the basin
floor.
31
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Fig 4.6: Plans of typical examples of sunken barges: A-Inspection boat, cabin at stern end. B - Box barge with containers. C Wide coal 'day' barge (flat) (copyright GMAU).

Fig 4.7 Stern end of boat No 14 (in silt) with in situ box containers. Behind note the bow ends of boats Nos. 1-3 and, in background on right, boat No 10 (copyright GMAU).
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The earliest type of barge in the basin was the box
barge, which had a narrow, wooden hulled boat with
wooden or, later, cast-iron ribs (knees) as framing
(Fig 4.6 B). The hulls were braced at fore and aft
with a bulkhead beam. Ten or 12 box containers fitted into the hull space, placed transversely except for
one at either end where the boxes fitted longitudinally into the narrower width of the hull (Fig 4.7).
These containers would carry up to two tons of coal.
It is thought this type of barge developed with the
growth of the underground Worsley mines, as they
are built on the same principles as the original
‘starvationer’ coal carrying barges. The development
increased the size of the barges and included the innovation of containers that would be transferred
from the smaller starvationers, which collected coal
at the seam face in the underground mines. Further
work is needed to clarify the construction periods of
the box barges, but they continued in service on the
Bridgewater Canal until the 1950s. These are some of
the earliest known container craft. Corlett cites
Brunel’s mechanism on the Vale of Neath Railway,
introduced in 1841, as the first containers built which
reached a ship, but these were transported by rail to
the docks, not by water.25 The earliest container craft
were used on the Kennett Canal from 1759-63, but
the first successful use of this technology was on the
Bridgewater Canal. The surviving boxes at Ellesmere
Port are slightly different to the one recorded at
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The Box Barges

Boothstown. There appears to have been at least
three different types of box in use and a measured
survey of the two other surviving types is desirable.
Further information, including the construction of
boxes on the Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal is
recorded in Alec Waterson’s Recollections.26
The box barges in Boothstown Basin were all partially obscured, but at least three boats (Nos. 14, 15
and 16) were filled with in situ boxes. A measurement
was taken for boat No 13 of 20.5 metres long and
2.05 metres wide. The stern end container was collected from boat No 14, and measured at the top
1.28 by 1.84 metres (Fig 4.7). A nameplate, engraved
into one of the pieces of the hull, was collected from
boat No 13, labelled ‘Manchester Collieries 276’.
Inspection Boats
There were two inspection boats or ‘bank repairers’,
adapted from the box barge by the addition of a
cabin at the stern (Fig 4.6 A; Fig 4.8). They were
both of a five-plank hull depth, which was said to be
typical of the barge ‘flats’ on the Fletcher Canal, a
canal serving Wet Earth Colliery in the Irwell Valley.
The cabin of boat No. 11 (Fig 4.9) still contained
some of its furniture, a low bench and bottle stove
(Fig 4.14).
Narrow Boats
Boat No. 17 could only be seen at the forward end
(Fig 4.15). It was obviously not like the other Bridge-

Fig 4.8: Background, boat No 11: note the engraved nameplate and chimney from stove in cabin. Foreground, resting against the
five-plank hull of boat No 11 is a small rudder typical of a box barge (copyright GMAU).
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Most of the barges recorded at Boothstown were
20.5m to 21.95 metres in length (70-72') and were 60
-70 tons in capacity. They were possibly manufactured in Northwich boat yard.29 The exception were
five barges, three of which were built at Wigan and
two of which were short designs. On the top level
there were three double ended (round at fore and aft)
barges with fore and aft cabins (Fig 4.6 C). The construction was wooden (Fig 4.11), timber frame with
heavy wooden keelson (during the breaking up process the keelson of the Lark was noted as being approximately 30 by 30cm). Planks were moulded to
the frames, two at the top, with planks below tapered
and radiating from bow and sternposts (Fig 4.10). All
the barges were fitted with rubbing strakes to give
some protection from the heavy wear received during operations (Fig 4.7). Internally sheathing (strips
of wood laid in the same direction as the framework
ribs) was tacked onto the inside of the planking and
frame to stop the outer caulking (waterproofing of
the hull) passing through the outer 'skin' of the hull
(Fig 4.10). Occasionally barges would be lined with a
Fig 4.10: From front to back: boat No 18 in silt; steel rudder
of boat No 3 (on right) and wooden saddle rudder of boat No
6; boat No 19 in silt; bow of boats nos. 7 and 8 and boat no
12 (right); far background, stern of end boat No 10 (copyright
GMAU).
Fig 4.9: Cabin of boat No 11 illustrating, metal knees and
cabin construction. (copyright GMAU)
water box barges: features such as the ‘T’ stud on the
metal prow strap and rope hooks and the strengthening at the bow indicated this was more typical of a
narrow boat built to withstand the North Country
locks. Suggestions were made on site as to the source
of construction (personal communication M Clarke,
L Hogg and A Perry). It was compared to a Simpson
-Davies Co, or Southern/Horsefield Runcorn carrier,
but arguably is most typical of the Anderton Yards
(Stoke) Mersey/Weaver boats; the Bridgewater Trustees controlled the Anderton Co during 1848-76.27
Wide Barges
As the canals connected with traffic on the river estuaries there was greater pressure to design, or adapt,
from existing boat designs to create larger barges that
could carry a greater tonnage and could travel the
canals. The adaptation by the Company began in
deepening the canal in the 1870s, from a five foot (c.
1.54 metres) depth to six feet (c. 1.83 metres), and the
introduction of steam tugs able to pull heavy barge
trains with more speed than horse power. The tugs
were able to handle three or four ‘flats’ at once,
whereas horses could usually only handle two, at
most.28
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second skin of planking, to protect the ribbing from
the heavy damage incurred from the metal 'grabs'
when unloading; this was seen on the 'short' boat
Tom (Fig 4.14). Boat No 1 had an unusual structural
feature in the fore cabin, where a reinforcing breast
beam had been fitted to the frame. The bracing
beams on the Lily were bracketed to the hull with
wood, whereas all the other barges had beam brackets in metal (Fig 4.13).
The rudders were fixed, unlike the rudders of the
box boats. They were also large and heavy compared
to the rudders of the box boats, and attached to the
stern with braces and a pin that was bolted to the top
and bottom of the rudder and slotted into hinges on
the stern post (Fig 4.7). A mortice hole at the top of
the protruding rudder post allowed provision for
fixing the tiller. It was not possible to view the keel
arrangement on most of the barges, but boats Nos 5
and 6 lay at an angle and displayed very different designs. Boat No 6 had a very heavy and square deadwood, that is, the section between the keel and the
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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Fig 4.11: Boat No 9 illustrating boat framework (note fanshaped bow framing), hull skin and sheathing. Over the hull a
platform was mounted for use during canal bank repairs
(copyright GMAU).

apron and stern post, whereas boat No 5 displayed a
trimmed steadying piece.
The short boats, Nos 3 and 10, Tom and Frank,
were of the same basic framework. No 3 was 18.75
metres in length, shorter than No 10 which was
21.95 metres, though both were of the same beam
width, 4.2 metres. No 3 had the unusual feature of a
steel rudder, indicating the boat had been built to
enable it to be adapted with an engine and propeller
(Fig 4.10). The steel rudder could have been trimmed
at the bottom to allow for the protruding propeller
of an engine. No 10 had been motorised, and the
propeller was typical of a Leeds-Liverpool canal
barge (personal communication P Watkinson). No 10
also had side decks and coamings (sections above the
gunwale, chiefly to form protection for the contents
of the hold, in this case for journeys onto the wilder
waters of the Mersey and its estuary) with coaming
hooks to fix the hull covers.
All the barges on the upper level were named or
numbered. Except for boat No 10, the Frank, which
had been painted, the labelling was engraved onto
the top wooden planking at bow or stern end side of
the hull (Fig 4.8). Only the Lily had a name engraved
onto the timber of the transom.
The deck furniture was of cast-iron metal. The
square-headed bollards attached to most of the
barges are from a Manchester mould and replaced
the original wooden fore and aft timber heads.
Not only is it is problematic to establish a date of
construction for most of the barges, but it is also
difficult to establish precise dates for when the
barges were scuttled. The top level of barges were
abandoned in the basin before the closure of the pits
on Mosley Common and at Astley. In personal communication, Mr G Waddington recalled the barges
moored at the western edge of the basin (boats Nos
4-9) during the 1950s when he worked as a carrier.
The other boats, Nos 1-3 and 11-12, were thought to
have been scuttled by 1960-3, and boat No 10,
Frank, was moored and abandoned in the basin in
about 1970, just before the final closure of the basin
in 1973.30 The lower level of barges was apparently
sunk prior to the 1930s when J Toone31 worked on
the canal.

Catalogue of Barges
The following primary sources were used to identify
the boats: The Ellesmere Port Boat Museum Archives:
D5690 Ms The commercial life of the Bridgewater
Canal 1761-1974. City of Salford Archives Office: List of
documents relating to Boothstown, Northampton
Record Office; Mullineux collection of photographs;
Worsley Inspectors Journal of Canal Boats. Salford
University Library Archives: Bridgewater Correspondence and Estate Papers. Manchester City Archives:
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M487 Register of Canal Boats 1909-61. http://
www.boatmuseumsociety.org.uk/boats.html
(Downloaded 13/11/11).
Boat Number 1
Name/Number: Kite/Kitty NCB 22
Registration Number: M/C 6011/1102
Ownership:

1935 Kite 29 registered as owned by Manchester Collieries, mastered by R Kay.

1937 Kite registered as M/C 6011 for Manchester Collieries, mastered by Ben Robinson.

1939 Kite 29 registered as M/C 1102 for BI
Transport and mastered by Eastman.
Specifications: Length 21.95m; width at fore cabin
4.20m; width at main beam 4.40m. Length from
stern to: fore cabin 18.80m, main beam 13.40m,
second beam 7.60m, aft cabin 2.45m.
Description: Double ended wooden barge facing
west. Double wall construction, sheathing onto the
frame. Wooden ribs. Intact fore and aft cabins; the
fore cabin had been fitted with a reinforcing breast
beam on the frame. Side hatch into the fore cabin.
The beams are curved and bevelled (0.10m by
0.15m depth). The rudder has a hinge and gate
post to the stern. Square headed metal bollards,
four fitted to fore and aft deck.
Comment: The additional name of Kitty is included
here as it had been misread on site by people other
than the archaeological recorders. It was certainly

read by the latter as Kite, which was confirmed by
other spectators. The name Kitty has been included
in case there any is further query to a boat of that
name. There are two references in the Worsley Inspectors Journal to a barge named Kite, as it is also
recorded as barge No. 29, Reg. 22.
Boat Number 2
Name/Number: Ribble/18/10
Registration Number: M/C 578
Ownership:

1936 owned by the Manchester Collieries,
mastered by H Wilkinson.

1938-40 owned by Manchester Collieries, mastered by - J Blundell.
Specifications: Length 21.95m; width at main beam
4.23m. Distance from stern to: stern cabin 3.10m,
fore cabin 19.57m, main beam 8.70m, second beam
14.40m.
Description: Double ended wooden coal barge. Double wall construction with sheathing tacked onto
the frame. Fore and aft cabin; aft cabin partially
intact off centre hatch with short ladder attached
within. Iron square stove and shovel still in situ.
Curved and bevelled beams (0.10 by 0.20m depth).
Wooden rudder. Square headed metal bollards,
originally four each fore and aft, one stern bollard
missing. Had been painted with a red stripe on the
bow. Three rubbing strakes.

Fig 4.12 Bow end of short boat No 3 illustrating framework and interlining. Foreground, stern end of boat No.2 (copyright
GMAU).
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Name/Number: Tom, originally known as Psi/scion.
Ownership:

1928 built for Ben Walls of Liverpool.

1937 owned by the Bridgewater department of
the Manchester Ship Canal, mastered by T
Withey.

1938-40 no master recorded and referred to as
a day boat.
Specifications: Length 18.75m; width at aft cabin
3.85m; width at main beam 4.15m. Distance from
stern to: aft cabin 2.80m, fore cabin 15.95m, main
beam 11.44m, second beam 7.05m.
Description: Double ended wooden short barge.
Bow facing eastwards. Double wall construction
with inner lining (and small sheet steel repairs towards the aft and fore cabins). Curved and bevelled
beams, no beam posts. Stern cabin intact with off
centre hatch; no evidence for adaptation to house
an engine. Steel rudder. Two twin round headed
bollards on fore and aft cabins, with eroded metal
link chain still attached to the stern bollards. Rope
pegs bolted onto the beam jointing with the hull.
Comment: Not possible to tell if the rudder had been
cut to allow for the propeller of an engine. Typical
of the Bolton/Bury shorter barges (personal communication M Clarke).
Boat Number 4
Name/Number Lark
Registration Number: M/C 607
Ownership:

1936/7 owned by Manchester Collieries and
mastered by Harry Ashton.
Specifications: Partially covered in gravel, so not all
measurements could be taken. Width 4.20m.
Length from stern to: aft cabin 2.95m, main beam
6.05m, second beam 14.90m.
Description: Coal day barge, stern covered in gravel,
bow pointing east, no cabin deck remaining. Timber double wall construction with sheathing tacked
to the frame. Wooden ribs. Running boards.
Curved wooden beams 0.10m to 0.15m by 0.20m
depth. Square headed metal bollards.
Comment: Probably one of the rudders saved in the
initial stages of piling came from this barge. The
Worsley Inspectors Journal comments in 1937 that
the barge was due for an overhaul.
Boat Number 5
Name/Number 20
Registration Number: M/C 1152
Ownership:

1900-1/7/11 No 20 recorded in Worsley Inspectors Journal as reg. No M/C44, for the
Earl of Ellesmere and Bridgewater Estates.
See comment.
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Boat Number 3 (Fig 4.12)



1945 owned by Manchester Collieries
(Walkden) master R Tootnes (Toothill?).

1947 owned by the National Coal Board (No
1 area rail and canal transport, ie Mosley Common colliery) and mastered by R Toothill.

1949-53 still owned by NCB but mastered by
A Toothill.
Specifications: Partially covered in debris, so full
measurements not taken. Width 4.20m at main
beam. Length from second beam to: stern 13.50m,
stern cabin 10.50m, main beam 5.50m.
Description: Transom stern coal day barge. Timber
double walled construction, with narrow side
decks. Part of stern cabin remaining with frame of
scuttle hole. Wooden curved and bevelled beams
(0.10m by 015m depth) and metal brackets (same
as boat No. 6). Saddle type rudder still intact.
Square headed metal bollards. Name engraved in
wood at stern end of hull (both sides).
Comment: The Manchester canal boat registration
book comments that the barge in 1945 was an old
barge and had not been previously registered,
which causes confusion with the earlier reference
to a boat No. 20, and which needs further research
to clarify. It was still in service in 1961.
Boat Number 6
Name/Number: 35
Registration Number: M/C 24/1180
Ownership:

1930/1 owned by Manchester Collieries,
Bridgewater Co; none listed as master as the
barge was in dry dock for repairs.

1952 registered as M/C 1180 NCB North
West Division, area No 1 (ie Mosley Common
colliery), master John Normanton.
Specifications: Length 20.55m; width 4.10m. Length
from bow to: aft cabin 17.10m, fore cabin 2.08m,
main beam 12.08m, second beam 6.63m.
Description: Transom ended coal day barge. Part
only of aft cabin deck and gunwales still remaining;
pieces of cabin furniture lying in the silt. Wooden
curved and bevelled beams (0.10m by 0.25m
depth) with metal brackets to the hull. Heavy deadwood piece between the keel and the rudder. Metal
square headed bollards, four on stern deck sides.
Comment: The Manchester canal boat registration
records this barge as a coal carrier drawn either by
horse or tug, and that it was frequently in disrepair
and had to be re-registered after losing its certificate. In 1961 it was still in service.
Boat Number 7
Name/Number: Lily
Ownership:

Last known National Coal Board, bought
1955.
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Fig 4.13: Typical beam bracket and sheeting on framework (between ribs) (copyright GMAU).


Previous owner Wigan Coal and Iron Company. First owned by John Cox of Wigan (also
known as John Clarks).
Specifications Length 18.60m. Length from stern to:
fore cabin 16.16m, aft cabin 2.92m, main beam
11.09m, second beam 7.45m.
Description: Transom ended day barge, bow pointing east. Timber double wall construction with
nailed shearing to frame: the Wigan built barges are
known to have used metal girders replacing the
timber keelson. Fore and aft cabin. Stern cabin has
four ventilation holes bored through the bulkhead,
with sliding cover for same, and later addition of
offset comer deck rope bollards bolted to cabin
'legs'. The curved and bevelled beams are bracketed
to the hull with wooden brackets. Four square
headed metal bollards at either end of barge.
Comment: Was horse drawn and then towed by the
Wigan tug John. It usually loaded at Maypole or
Garston. Transom salvaged and preserved at Ellesmere Port Boat Museum (see Appendix 2).
Boat Number 8
Name/Number: Catus
Registration Number: 238
Ownership:

Built 1912. Wigan Coal and Iron Company.
Specifications: Length 18.90m. Length from bow to:
fore cabin 16.12m, aft cabin 3.70m, main beam
11.68m, second beam 7.33m.
38

Description: Transom ended coal day barge, bow
pointing east. Most of transom has broken away;
no deck remaining at the bow. Metal girder for
keelson. Thirteen metal ribs. Metal beams replacing
what would usually be wooden beams, 0.10m by
0.15m depth. Two bow rubbing strakes typical of
the barges working on the Wigan stretch of the
canal, as protection against the narrow and numerous locks. Blue painted rudder post. Typical saddle
rudder. Metal square headed bollards. Red painted
stripe on bow.
Comment: The name of this boat was confirmed
verbally as there were no surviving nameplates
(personal communication A Toone).
Boat Number 9 (Fig 4.14)
Name/Number: No 36
Registration Number: M/C 1122
Ownership:

1906/8/18 M/C reg. 72 for Earl of Ellesmere
Worsley, mastered by T Heyes and T Jones.

1926-7 reg. M/C reg. 72 for Bridgewater Collieries, mastered by Auckers.

1934/6 for Manchester Collieries (Walkden),
mastered by Charles Wells/Worsley records,
H Shaw.

1947? National Coal Board.
Specifications: Length 18.60m; width 2.82m. Length
from bow to: fore cabin 7.00m, aft cabin 15.44m;
main beam 11.00m (supporting platform above).
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Description: Double ended barge, bow facing east.
Timber double wall construction with 10cm wide
ribs set at 50cm distance. Hull boarded over to use
for mixing cement and bank repairs. Two cabins,
fore cabin with off centre hatch. Metal beams 10 x
10cm. Remains of bilge pump in stern cabin. Registration for aft cabin 3'9" height, 7'6" length, 11'
wide.
Comment: In the 1980s the deck crane was removed
and broken up at Beckfords basin (personal communication A Perry).
Boat Number 10
Name/Number: Frank
Registration Number: Blackburn No 6
Ownership:

1948 built for Dean Waddington and Co Ltd.

Hargreaves of Wigan. James Monks of Trafford Park.

Last owner George Wheat.
Specifications: Length 18.64m; width 4.16m. Length
from stern to: fore cabin 16.10m, main beam
7.95m, second beam 12.05m.
Description: Double ended short boat. Timber double wall construction with lining, bottom of metal
ribs (0.20m wide and 0.27m apart hidden by lining). Metal girder for keelson, metal ?tram lines
replacing wooden beams. Side decks, painted red,
with coaming and almost all the coaming hooks.
Cabin door in hull on right side of the fore cabin.
Round metal bollard on decks. Nameplate on
stern, Frank written in yellow on blue, with matching Blackburn No 6 on the right side of the rudder.
Comment: Scuttled after the main bulk of coal
barges. This was not last used as a coal carrier.
Boat Number 11
Name/Number: 364
Ownership:

Last known, National Coal Board.
Specifications: Length 20.35m. Length from: cabin to
bow 16.40m, bow bulkhead 14.60m. Length of
cabin 2.65m. Cabin to stern 1.30m. Cabin height
from deck 3.67m. to gunwales 0.54m.
Description: Wooden box barge adapted with cabin
at the stern end. Five plank hull, illustrating the
method of scarf jointing the timber. Fifteen metal
ribs, first two wooden forming wooden mast heads
10cm width and 50cm apart. The metal ribs are
13cm wide and 57cm apart. The bow plate has
rope ring attached with existing metal link chain.
Cabin door on left side of partition, two eroded
iron hinges remaining, no door. Inside there remains in situ a low bench next to the bottle stove
on the right hand side. Type with removable rudder, no rudder.
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Fig 4.14: Interior of cabin, boat No 11, illustrating bottle
stove and benches. (copyright GMAU).
Comment: The five plank construction was one of
the earliest types of barges, before the canals were
deepened to take a greater draught of barge. This
particular barge was comparable with a Fletcher
flat type (personal communication) Also known as
an inspection boat, as it was used in repairing and
inspecting the banks of the canal.
Boat Number 12
Name/Number: 363
Ownership:

National Coal Board.
Specifications: Inaccessible, but dimensions similar to
boat No. 11.
Description: Wooden box barge. Adapted with the
addition of a cabin at the stern end. Five plank hull
construction with scarf joints. Cabin in disrepair.
Rudder attached with pin to the stern post. Metal
rope/chain ring on stern bulkhead.
Boat Number 13
Name/Number: 276
Ownership:

Manchester Collieries.
Specifications: Length 20.50m; width 2.05m. Length
from prow to bulkhead 2.80m.
Description: Wooden box barge, stern at east end.
Iron prow bar with rope ring. Metal ribs, 78cm
apart; most of them are covered by silt, first two
are wooden ribs mast heads, used in tying the
ropes when in convoy.
Boat Number: 14
Description: Wooden box barge. Wooden mast head
bollards, metal ribs. No rudder. Worn illegible
nameplate on the stern. Wooden box containers
with iron metal fittings still in situ. Typical placement of boxes in boat with end box placed longitudinally to fit the narrower width of the boat towards the bow and stern.
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Comment: Second level and inaccessible for measuring.
Boat Number 15
Description: Wooden box barge with just the top of
the gunwale and the rods of the box containers
lying above the silt.

Description: Narrow boat; not apparent if the barge
was a box barge. A ladder leaned against the hull,
and seemed to be attached. Mostly under silt.
Boat Number 19
Description: Wide coal barge; just the gunwales
showing above the silt.
Boat Number 20

Boat Number 16
Description: Wooden box barge with just the tops of
the box containers (presumed to be in situ) upstanding from the silt.
Boat Number 17 (Fig 4.15)
Description: Narrow boat rather than box barge.
Bow end above the water and silt level. Bow strap
with metal ‘T’ stud, heavy breast stoking and light
baulk piece. Strong at the front to withstand the
heavy pounding from travelling the many locks
along the North Country canals.
Comment: Illustrates a few details that are arguably
typical of the Anderton, Stoke, boatyard, ie Mersey/Weaver type.
Boat Number 18

Description: Similar form of the gunwale to the wide
coal barges.
Boat Number 21
Description: Wide coal barge. Possible that the transom end was painted blue, unless this discolouration is from the submergence.
Boat Number 22
Description: Narrow boat, possibly box barge. Prow
lying just below water and in the silt.
Boat Number 23
Ownership:

Last known, Manchester Collieries.
Description: Wide wooden coal barge, probably 72'.
Bow pointing east. Fore cabin with four square

Fig 4.15 Stern of boats Nos. 5 and 6 and bow end of boat No 17 showing type of construction and prow 'T' bar (copyright
GMAU).
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Boat Number 24
Comment: Fragmentary remains after destruction by
piling operation. Rudder and knees indicate that
this was a wide wooden barge of the Mersey flat
type and that it was of a relatively late build/rebuild
due to the metal knees.

Boat Graveyards
It is assumed that, at whatever date the 24 barges at
Boothstown were sunk, it was because they had become uneconomic to upkeep so were redundant (Fig
4.16). Part of the reason for this is the very material
they are built from. Wooden vessels, in general, require constant maintenance. They are very difficult to
break up and there is little to be commercially gained
from such an exercise compared to a metal vessel.32
Redundant wooden vessels were often laid up out of
the way, in disused basins, docks and locks and lack
of maintenance usually resulted in a leak which eventually sank the boat. Such sites have been dubbed
‘graveyards’, and Hayman reproduces a photograph
of another graveyard of flats at the Big Pool, Sprinch
Yard, Runcorn.33
Stammers notes there were up to 70 craft at Big
Pool, and other major collections of abandoned
barges at the locks at Runcorn (at least 39), West
Bank Dock, Widnes (about 20), and Sutton Locks (at
least 25, including the Daresbury).34 Further flats were
used to stabilise the river bank at Spike Island, Widnes. Of these, only the Sutton Locks graveyard has
not been filled in and landscaped.35
In addition to these can be added the 30-plus boats
at Chester. Another location in the North West
which has known boats sunk is an arm on the River
Weaver by the Anderton Boat Lift36 and in the remains of Fletcher’s Canal of 1790-1 near to Wet
Earth Colliery, Salford.37 Additional research into
these and other sites has resulted in identification of
some of the sunken boats.38
Further sites are known elsewhere within the country, with the most numerous being the hulks on the
River Medway, Kent published by the RCHM and
the 81 boats (the largest graveyard in England) used
to stabilise the bank of the Severn at Purton,
Gloucestershire.39 Clarke alludes to comparable Irish
boats. Another large assemblage is being investigated
at Harefield Flash, where boats were deliberately
dumped in the 1950s.40
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headed metal bollards. Wooden curved and bevelled beams. Central scuttle hole in forward cabin.
Comment: Barge covered in silt and debris from the
piling operation. Silt unstable and measurements
not taken.

English Heritage have commissioned Museum of
London Archaeology to undertake a thematic survey
of assemblages of hulked vessels in England.41 These
usually have no protection, but the recent Scheduling
of the Harriet at Purton shows protection can be extended to these inland wrecks, as is provided for in
the 1979 Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act.42 There is a need for this work to be built
upon, for the vernacular boat tradition to be classified in the same way as World War II aircraft wrecks
have been and for ‘extinct’ boat types to be identified.43 The locations of surviving known wrecks (not
just the large assemblages) also need to be entered on
to the relevant Historic Environment Records, to
enable their future protection and research potential
to be realised.44
However great the number of abandoned and sunk
barges in the North West may seem, the largest body
of archaeological boat data in Europe is from the
Netherlands, where over 400 wrecks of many periods
were examined during a project to drain the Zuider
Zee.45 These set into context other European boat
finds such as those on the Rhine and in Belgium,
northern France and Switzerland.46
Though hampered by lack of publication, there is
clearly now a large body of data which should be
collated and compared to attempt to describe and
decipher the boat-building traditions of northern
Europe, to which the Mersey flats and Bridgewater
narrow boats belong.

The Archaeological Context
Boat building traditions are formed through different
factors relating to the kinds of waters which the vessels would be sailed upon.47 These would include
whether the vessel would need to sail upon calm canal waters, with the result that the boat’s hold could
be open, or in the wilder waters of the estuary or
beyond where the holds would need protection to
prevent swamping. The flat-bottomed boat was favoured not only for shallow canals, but also in the
Netherlands and perhaps for exploration of new
coastlines. A further reason for the flat bottom of the
mine boats is that they needed to be loaded onto the
incline boat carriage.48
Amongst other excavations and recording of postmedieval vernacular inland waterway craft which
have taken place are a Fenland lighter near Upware,
Cambridgeshire in 1971,49 a river Severn (upper)
trow at Lydney, Gloucestershire,50 an eighteenth century boat from Lough Neagh, Northern Ireland in
1993,51 the discovery of eight river boats at the St
Aidan’s coal mine, near Castleford, West Yorkshire
by the Pontefract & District Archaeology Society,52 a
punt-like boat from Port Meadow, Oxford53 and the
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Fig 4.16: The exposed barges with redevelopment to the north of the basin beyond the coffer dam. Behind the barge on the right is
the 16 ton mineral wagon (copyright GMAU).
excavation of five river lighters at Erith on the
Thames.54
There are two major groupings of boat and ship
excavations in Britain, in London and in Gwent,
Wales. A series of wrecks and re-used timbers discovered in and around the Thames have lead to a
synthesis by Marsden.55 This has been augmented by
subsequent discoveries, including the first identification of timbers from a type of extinct Thames
barge.56
Parry & McGrail have outlined an attempt to interpret the collection of Welsh wrecks from Gwent
within the wider boatbuilding traditions. They have
used the concept of polythetic groups where “each
member shares with every other member a large
number of characteristics in common, but no one
characteristic has to be possessed by all members,
although, of course, it may. In this respect, such
groupings reflect an intuitive understanding of the
real world.”57 They use this concept to outline what
they term the Romano-Celtic tradition. This tradition
was usually skeleton built, used carvel construction
on the hull and also used flat-bottomed, keel-less
hulls.
There are five sites in Gwent which fall into this
grouping. At Caldicot, a fragment of boat shows carvel construction. The fragment, of a prehistoric
stitched plank boat, was dated to the Bronze Age and
42

is part of a group which includes the boats from Ferriby, Dover, Brigg and Goldcliffe.58 The Barland’s
Farm boat, a third century AD wreck is frameorientated and has a plank keel.59 The Magor Pill Medieval wreck was clinker built60 and therefore part of
the supposed local British tradition, but the Llyn
Padarn slate carrying wreck, sunk in the lateeighteenth or early-nineteenth century, was a composite design of a flat carvel bottom with a clinker
built hull.61 The latest excavated boat from Wales, in
terms of date of wreck, is the Tredunnoc boat, from
the bank of the River Usk in Gwent, a double-ended,
flat bottomed boat from the late-nineteenth century.62 This boat was initially bottom-based, but was
then built with a frame-orientated approach.63 These
latter two examples show hybrid forms of the construction methods. The Tredunnoc boat strongly
resembles the larger mine boats of the Bridgewater
Canal and the later box boats of both the Bridgewater Canal and the Manchester Bolton & Bury Canal. A comparative study of these vessels is desirable.
Stammers has suggested there is sufficient evidence
to begin to outline another boat-building tradition, a
North West tradition, with the characteristic fanshaped framing of the bows of the Mersey flats. The
most far flung example of this type of construction
tradition so far excavated has to be the wreck
44YO88 at Yorktown, Virginia, USA. This vessel was
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Preservation
The original report states “The barges were irretrievable; most of the wood was too rotten to have withstood the pressure of the suction from the silt during
lifting.”66 However, this is contentious. Examining
the photographs of the boats, this view can be disputed in the light of other excavations and lifting of
boats and ships that have been in the water longer,
the most famous being the Swedish warship Vasa,
which was floated into its dry dock on her own keel
after 333 years underwater in the Baltic.67 However,
preservation in fresh water relies on a number of
factors such as water temperature (corrosion can occur if the temperature is above 15˚C), dissolved oxygen, acids and minerals and sedimentation.68 These
factors are not known for the Boothstown Basin, but
obtaining them at other sites could aid further investigations of sunken boats in the future.
However, it can be noted that the sunken remains
of the Daresbury were the subject of a survey in the
early 1990s, where the above water timbers were
“pretty rotten”, but the remains under water were in
“quite sound condition”.69 This barge lies with others
at Sutton Locks, where erosion by tidal action will
not be an environmental factor, as with the former
Boothstown Basin (the chief cause of damage at Sutton Locks has been vandalism). Further study of this
site could be very informative as to the environment
of local fresh water contexts and the processes of
decay in such contexts, with the 1990s survey as a
benchmark to measure further results against.
Another element which may figure is the Vasa was
further preserved by the heavy pollution of its water
environment, which resulted in an environment inhospitable to wood-metabolizing microbes, though
this factor has resulted in further conservation problems only recently identified.70 Canals, with their concentration of industry built alongside and adjacent,
may also have the required pollution to inhibit factors of decay. This would be lessened by increasingly
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deliberately scuttled at the battle of Yorktown in
1781 and was the first wreck to be excavated underwater in a coffer dam. Research into the vessel identified it as the HMS Betsy, a twin-masted, flat bottomed
collier, built in 1772 at Whitehaven. The vessel originally carried coals to Dublin, but was leased as a naval transport in 1780.64
Mike Clarke has recently discussed the origins of
the narrow boat and draws attention to the Severn
area again as a major source of the building tradition
used at the Bridgewater Canal.65 Further research
into this will probably support the classification of
the Bridgewater mine boats, the box boats and the
Tredunnoc boat as being a polythetic group with its
origins in the south-west of Britain.

cleaner water, suggesting these factors should be better understood in order to successfully curate collections of sunken vessels.
The issue of suction from the silt can be counteracted by running a cable, or cables, underneath the
boat in question and lifting it as well as the boat, a
technique also used in raising the Vasa.
Staff from the Boat Museum at Ellesmere Port
(now the National Waterways Museum) were allowed
access to the site and were able to salvage small
pieces of the barges to be used in exhibition and as
reference (Fig 4.17). Lifting of a number of significant artefacts: including two rudders, a coal box container and the railway mineral wagon salvaged during
the breaking up process, was carried out by the contractor Dews. These were then transported to the
Salford Mining Museum, for Salford Arts and Leisure Service. Following the closure of the Mining
Museum in 2009 these large items were transferred
to the Astley Green Colliery Museum (see Appendix
2).
Should a wooden boat or boats have been raised
and preserved, the costs of conserving and restoring
such a vessel can be astronomical. Even maintaining
a boat in good condition requires an estimated 30
year cycle of heavy overhaul.71 All of the types of
Fig 4.17: Removal of one of the barges at Boothstown during
1991 (copyright GMAU).
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boat recorded in the basin have an example preserved at the National Waterways Museum at Ellesmere Port. During a recent visit it was noted their
box boat no 337 is undergoing its second major
overhaul since arriving at the museum in late 1978
and the Mersey flat Mossdale, which also had a major
restoration, completed in 1989, after becoming part
of the museum collection, is now sunk in one of the
basins and is deteriorating.

Conclusion
The survey showed a variety of boats were sunk in
the basin at Boothstown: box barges, narrow boat,
inspection barges, and coal day barges. These are
examples of the types of vessels used on the canals in
the region, and the Bridgewater in particular, but
were not a complete sample. The more specialised
boats used for ice-breaking and dredging and the
powered tugs were not represented. Some of the
barges may not have been used on the Bridgewater
Canal, but it is not unusual for canal vessels to be
found in unusual places, for example the Ashton Canal boat Scotia was rediscovered in one of the flashes
near Anderton. This principle can be applied to any
boat. The Viking ship known as Skuldelev II, sunk in
Roskilde Fjord, was of Irish oak, probably built in
Dublin.72
The compendium of information collected during
the period of on-site recording (not only through
photographs, drawings and notes, but also from the
accounts of site visitors) forms a basis of reference to
the types of barges recognised. In general terms it
would appear that the barges were first constructed
approximately from the turn of the twentieth century
up to the 1920s and 1930s, and were abandoned between 1950 and 1970. There are museum examples
of the box barge and Wigan coal barge; other barges
of the types found here (Fig 4.18) were known to be
in existence, either in personal ownership or similarly
scuttled and distributed in other basins.
Fig 4.18: Boat No. 5 with engraved nameplate - symbol of
Manchester Collieries followed by 'National Coal
Board' (copyright GMAU).
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The Boothstown survey is an important record, not
solely for the information collected on the barges,
but because it also includes valuable local information and relates this to the history and economic development of the Bridgewater Canal and its coal industries.
Appendix 1 – Coal Transport by Canal
This Appendix is heavily informed by personal communications
from Albert and Joseph Toone, of Manchester Collieries, later
NCB. The working day for a canal employee in the 1930s and
1940s would begin between midnight and 5am, at Peel Hall,
Astley where the barge horses were stabled. A working team
would comprise the captain with first and second mates. The
captain would take care of the paperwork, collecting the docket
that instructed the team where to collect the laden coal barges
from and where to deliver. They would either take with them
empty barges and fill these with coal at either of the tips, or drive
and moor one of the barges to the collection points, such as
Boothstown, where laden barges would be waiting for collection.
The Ellenbrook tramway provided a simple method of using
gravity to propel the wagons down to the canal-side, where the
wagons would be stopped by blocks and the coal tipped into the
barges. The load of the barges would then be checked by measuring against draught gauges marked on the side of the canal
wall. Latterly the tipping chutes provided means for a more sophisticated system of measurement.
A letter of 1896 in the Bridgewater correspondence suggests
regulation of the loading tonnage of coal as it filled the boats
would dispense with the gauging system (Salford University Archives: Bridgewater Correspondence vol 62). The system controlled the flow of coal from the wagon, each wagon holding
between ten to 15 tons of coal, through a chute that ended in a
sturdy trapdoor. The loader would release the doors and lead the
boat along the chute, letting the coal fill up the hold. Receipts
kept by the captain explained which type of coal was needed for
the delivery (the coal from the Astley pits, for example, was
mined differently to that from the Mosley Common pit). G Waddington, an independent carrier in the 1950s and 1960s, explained a queue would form in the basin to make the coal collection, but if necessary a carrier would have to wait for the train,
usually of between 30-40 wagons, carrying the required type of
coal. The ticket that recorded the weight of coal also recorded
the date, boat, carrier, and boat direction. A copy of this was sent
to the offices of the National Coal Board at Worsley, the carrier's
house and the office of the place of delivery. A receipt was also
collected from the canal toll office.
Each barge was steered by a rudder, which on the box barges,
was removable (Plate 4). Transom ended barges, although desirable for the greater quantity of coal that they could carry (60-70
tons as opposed to 50-55 tons), were more difficult to steer. The
rudder was controlled by the tiller, and the usual steerage position was to hold the tiller whilst seated, with the driver's legs
dangling into the stern cabin where the lighted stove provided
some warmth. Bridgewater Canals did not allow full occupation
of the boats, but most of the barges had limited living accommodation in the stern cabin.
In addition to other, smaller, concerns the coal was delivered
to Barton power station, Stretford Gas Works, Stretford Electrics, Stretford coal yard, Broadheath and Lymm, and at Trafford
Wharf, Manchester, (where the box barges were emptied), Sutcliffes and Speed at Hulme, and towards Whitworth Street to the
hospitals. The length of time for each journey would vary. In
wartime, priority was given to official war convoys, and it could
take as long as 18.5 hours to reach Lymm. Normally a day's work
would be one return journey, but later, the tugs could do two
journeys a day between Worsley and Trafford, a journey that
would take on average twelve hours using horses.
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Appendix 2 - Salvaged elements of the barges
A coda to the excavations was the removal of certain items to
museum collections. Of the items taken to Ellesmere Port Boat
Museum: the transom of the Lilly is currently on display in the
Island Warehouse and the bollards are now mounted on the
George, a Leeds and Liverpool short boat, currently in the Upper
Basin.
The remaining items were taken to Salford Mining Museum
and, following its closure are now at Astley Green Colliery Museum. The rudders and the nameplate from the box boat were
not found at the time of a visit in 2011.
The box from the box boat has been partially restored. One of
the base plates was not located at the time of the visit and the
other is unrestored and unattached.
The tippler rail truck: this item (a BR 16 ton mineral wagon)
has recently been restored by the Astley Green Museum. A visitor to the museum has informed the staff that many years ago he
released the brake on a rail truck on the incline at Boothstown
and watched it roll down and into the basin. The museum staff
took great pleasure in reuniting them.
Appendix 3 – The Ruth Bate
Part of the archive for the Boothstown Barges project was a
collection of photographs of a Mersey flat at Widnes. This boat
was visited for comparative purposes in 1991. The flat was the
Ruth Bate, the last flat built. She was, at the time of GMAU photographing her, intended to be part of an industrial heritage park.
This never happened; the flat was sunk awaiting funds and suffered an arson attack. Eventually the Local Authority, regarding
the remains as an eyesore, arranged for it to be raised and broken
up. Recording of the remains took place and this was subsequently published.73

Notes
The authors would like to thank Alan Davies, Mike Stammers,
Mike Clarke, Ronald Copland and Toby Jones for their assistance
and discussions about the archaeology of canal barges. Also
thanks are due to Salford Local Archives for permission to reproduce the image from the Frank Mullineux collection, to Peter
Collins and the staff at the National Waterways Museum, Ellesmere Port, Mike Shardlow at Astley Green Colliery Museum.
Lesley Mitchell, Norman Redhead and Emma Loosley read a
draft of this article and prevented many slips of grammar, syntax
and style getting through to the final version. Pete Owen of
MetroMOLA assisted with some of the London references and
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Unloading the box barges was fairly easy; the box containers
were designed to be lifted by crane. A chain and ratchet, attached
to the cross bar at the top of the box, held two trapdoors at the
base of the container. When the traps were released, by knocking
the handle with a hammer, the coal could be emptied onto the
canal-side wagons and the doors cranked back into place. The
methods for emptying the loose coal from the wide flats was
either by a 'grab'-mechanical collection, which proved to be damaging to the internal framework of the boats, or by pneumatic
suction pipes (a system well known at Barton power station).
Using two pipes it would take about 40 minutes to unload a 65
ton barge, and up to half an hour to unload the box barges
(approximately 55 ton loads). Once empty the steam tugs could
pull up to 24 barges; when full the tugs would pull a six-barge
train.
The captain paid the mates; in the 1930s this was three shillings
and eight pence, with the mates receiving six pence extra for the
journey to Marsden Green, and the first mate receiving nine
pence for this journey. On their return the now empty barges
would provide the following day's transport from Astley.

Shane Kelleher of the Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust provided
information and a copy of the report on the Lydney Trow. Gill
Dunn at Cheshire West and Chester Council allowed access to
some of the unpublished Chester excavations and Phil Mayes,
formerly Director of GMAU at the time of the recording, shared
his memories of the time and confirmed that the photograph of
the rudders, which was found in a different part of the GMAU
archive, was of Boothstown. Finally, thanks are due to colleagues
at GMAU both current and former for their assistance and forbearance during the process of preparing this article for publication.
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Chapter 5
Underground Worsley
Glen Atkinson
Introduction
Beneath a large area to the west of Manchester there
are many miles of underground canals, a legacy of
the area’s industrial past. It was designed by John
Gilbert, the Duke of Bridgewater’s agent and engineer as an integral component of the supply chain of
Worsley coal to Manchester.
The underground canal, or ‘Navigable Level’ as it
was known, starts at the Delph in Worsley (Fig 5.1)
and runs under that village, west under Boothstown,
into Tyldesley, continuing north to Walkden, into
Swinton and Little Hulton, Farnworth and south
Bolton. The four levels and numerous side branches

give a total length of almost 52 miles (83 kilometres),
an amazing feat of eighteenth-century civil engineering.1
The basic concept is what is now known as
‘Horizon Mining’ where a horizontal tunnel intercepts several seams. The geology at Worsley helped
as three major down-throw faults aligned the same
seam sequence with the tunnel three times. In practical terms, the main arterial tunnel headed generally
northwards and whenever a workable seam was intercepted side branches to the east and the west were
driven to facilitate transport of the extracted mineral
(Fig 5.2).
Its function provided an elegant solution to three

Fig 5.1: Bridgewater coal boats outside the mine entrances to the Worsley Underground Mines in the late nineteenth century
(courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
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inter-related engineering problems. First, it drained
the mines avoiding heavy pumping charges for the
water accumulation that was a long-standing problem
in the area. Second, the water draining out of the
underground canal would feed the Bridgewater Canal. Third, when it was made suitable for boats, it
provided an economic transport route for the coal
from face workings to the Bridgewater Canal for onward transmission.

The Delph and the Main Levels
Work started in 1759 at the sandstone face of
Worsley Delph with small teams of skilled miners
cutting into the rock with pick, hammer, wedges and
drills, for blasting holes. They were paid piecework
rates, which usually included providing a brick lining
as well as digging the tunnel. The rich Worsley four
foot (c. 1.2 metres) thick seam was reached in 1761.
Spoil from the construction was used to reclaim large
parts of Chat Moss.2 Originally there was only one
entrance, the east tunnel3 (Figs 5.3 & 5.5). To ease
congestion a second tunnel 30 yards (c. 27.4 metres)
the west was driven approximately 500 yards (c. 457
kilometres) where they join at “Waters Meeting”. On
completion this was used as exit for loaded boats,
empty ones returning up the original east tunnel. Extensions to the original level reached Walkden in
1770 and Buckley Lane by 1801. It terminated in the

Plodder seam at Dixon Green around 1815 giving
the Main Level a total of 31 branches and a combined length of almost 25 miles (40 kms).

Deeper Levels
Advances in prospecting and mining technology
meant that coal deeper than the main level could be
exploited by using machinery to wind and pump coal
and water to the Main Level for discharge to
Worsley. Edgefold Colliery had two sets of deep levels, 56 and 83 yards (c. 51 and 76 metres) below the
Level whose workings reached the Ellenbrook area.
Burtons Garden Pits had deep levels under most of
Walkden. Most extensive were those from Wood Pits
(near St Mark’s church, Worsley); these had workings
out westward into Hen Fold, Tyldesley. Totally dependent on shaft services, these deep workings used
horse gin or steam power from 1771 for pumping
and from 1798 for winding up to the Main Level or
surface. These Deep Levels totalled some 17 miles
(27.3 kilometres).4

Upper Level, Day Eye and Boatshade
Advances of the main level reached Walkden in 1770
and Buckley Lane by 1801. Due to the rise in land

Fig 5.2: Worsley Underground Canal main, higher and lower levels (courtesy of Glen Atkinson).
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Fig 5.3: The eastern entrance into the Worsley mines at The Delph, during an inspection in the mid-twentieth century (courtesy of
Chetham’s Library).
levels it was decided to widen and extend the original
Walkden Moor drainage sough of 1720. This was
some 35 yards (32 metres) above the main level from
Worsley. Work commenced in 1773 with rapid advances to the valuable Cannel seam by 1780 and
reaching the most northerly point of the system in
the Dean Moor Seam in 1783. This branch, the furthest from Worsley sited just north of Plodder Lane,
almost reached St Helen’s Road, Bolton, at its terminus. In total this Upper Level had workings in 14
branches and totalled 11 miles (c. 17.7).5
A service yard known as the Day Eye grew in
Walkden alongside Bolton Road. Workshops and a
boat building yard developed together with ‘a slanting tunnel from the upper level to reach the surface,
whereby to put boats down.’6 It also delivered materials and personnel. The area was known as the
‘Boatshade’ (now the Ellesmere Centre). Although
the Upper Level had the advantage of inexpensive
water balance winding, to lower its coal to boats on
the Main Level, it suffered bottlenecks.
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

The Inclined Plane
To overcome these problems John Gilbert had the
brilliant idea of using an inclined plane underground
to link the Upper and Main Levels, which were 35
yards (32 metres) apart vertically. Based on the principle that a laden boat moving down the slope would
pull an empty one up, it was constructed at Ashton’s
Field, under what was then Walkden Moor. The tunnel was cut through a convenient strata of sandstone
with a gradient of 1 in 4. Constructed between 1795
and 1797 it remained in use until about 1822.7
Two side-by-side locks were constructed at the top
of the inclined plane (Fig 5.4), and a loaded boat
from the Upper Level was placed in one of the locks
immediately over a cradle that ran on rollers. The
lock gate (Fig 5.7) connecting the Upper Level was
closed and the water discharged by a clow or sluice.
As the lock emptied, the boat settled on the cradle
whilst in the meantime an empty boat in the Main
Level was floated over and secured to a correspond49
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Fig 5.4: The inclined plane chamber, northern end in the 1960s (courtesy of Salford City Archive, The Mullineux Collection,
T1685).
ing cradle at the bottom of the inclined plane (Fig
5.7). Each cradle was connected by means of a rope
which passed round a jig wheel. On release of the
brake the weight of the full boat drew up the empty
boat into the second lock which stood empty. The
lock gates were closed and water admitted until the
empty boat floated and this was afterwards taken to
the appropriate workings whilst at the bottom the
full boat automatically floated off the cradle and
could proceed into the Main Level. Its operation cycle took some 15 minutes, co-ordinated by a system
of signalling bells between the levels. It remained in
use until about 1822 when production ceased on the
Upper Level. John Gilbert died as work began on his
inclined plane but no doubt he would have been
pleased that it, with the underground canal, was considered one of the wonders of the new technological
age.

Fig 5.5: The sluice mechanism in front of the western tunnel
entrance at The Delph (courtesy of Salford Local History
Library, T2790).

The Boats
Boats were designed specifically for use on the underground canals. Once in the tunnel they could not
50
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turn round so both ends were shaped as prows. They
were very strongly built but roughly finished, with
vertical internal ribs rising from a flat bottom. The
narrow shape and protruding ribs has latterly gained
them the nickname ‘starvation’ but those who built
and used them knew them as M or T Boats. There
were three distinct sizes.
The largest, used on the main level and usually
taken directly to the market without transhipping the
load were some 53 feet long and 6 feet wide (c. 16.15
by 1.83 metres) carrying 25-30 tons. These were the
M, or Mine boats, made and repaired at the Worsley
boatyard.
Used on some side branches and the Upper Levels
were T boats (presumably Top boats) 40 to 50 feet (c.
12.2 to 15.25 metres) long, 4 feet 6 inches wide (c.
1.35) and carrying eight to 12 tons. They also were
built and repaired at the Walkden yard.

The boats used on the Deep Levels were the smallest. Known as Tub boats they were 20 feet long and
4 feet wide (c. 6.1 by 1.22 metres) with only a two ton
payload. These had to be lowered vertically down the
shaft, which was belled out at the bottom to facilitate
lowering the boat into the water.8
Boats were drawn along the main level in small
trains of two or three, stories of trains of a hundred
or more are an impractical exaggeration. Boatmen
responsible for their movement undertook lengthy
backbreaking work, the trip from Dean Moor in Bolton to Worsley took 5 to 6 hours.
Methods of propelling empty boats into the mine
changed over time and district. One method had the
boatman ‘walk’ the boat by using a belt, short rope
and hook (Fig 5.9). Standing at the front of the boat
he put the hook into an iron staple in the roof then
passed the boat under his feet, unhook and return to

Fig 5.6 The inclined plane chamber, southern end, in the 1960s (courtesy of Salford City Archive, The Mullineux Collection,
T1687).
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Fig 5.7: Reconstruction showing the working of the inclined plane, built between 1795 and 1797, at Worsley (courtesy of Salford
City Archive, The Mullineux Collection, T1684).
the front to repeat. At other places and times boats
were moved by ‘legging’ where the boatman lay on
the boat and pushed with his feet against anything he
could get a purchase on. Loaded boats were simply
floated out (Fig 5.10). At intervals along the main
tunnel sluice gates or ‘clows’ in the form of vertical
lock gates caused a head of water to rise on the upstream side, when the clow was raised the rush of
water propelled the boats outward.

Working the Coal
Whenever a workable coal seam was intercepted a
branch level was driven east and west to the same
dimensions as the axial tunnel (Fig 5.8). The coal to

the rise of the branch was split into panels some 70
yards (c. 64 metres) long by ‘rise brow’ tunnels the
thickness of the seam and a few feet wide, when connected by cross passages for ventilation extraction
could commence. Hundreds of small diameter ventilation shafts that doubled as ladder access shafts for
the colliers marked the route of the branch canals
along the surface. Ventilation was originally natural,
the heat of the mine rising through the shafts drawing fresh air in wherever possible. Furnaces later assisted ventilation. Candles were the illumination used
until safety lamps became obligatory, the candles
were reputed to contain arsenic as it was said to reduce the tendency to gutter in the draughts of the
mine.

Fig 5.8: A 3D schematic reconstruction (not to scale) of the Worsley underground mines (courtesy of Glen Atkinson).
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Fig 5.9: A mine inspection of the main level in the mid-twentieth century (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
Working by the pillar and stall method the panel
was worked beginning at the point furthest from the
axial tunnel. A fifty per cent extraction was aimed for
and by the time pillars had been robbed the figure
was often exceeded. At the face the coal was put in
wicker baskets shod with iron runners and dragged
by a drawer along the floor of the passage and down
brow to the boat in the branch canal.
Until the early 1840s these human pit ponies were
the women of the family assisted often by a child
‘thrutching’ or pushing from behind. They were employed directly by their men folk who cut the coal.
The drawer wore a belt round their waist with a
chain passed between their legs and fastened to the
basket. At a crawl they would move along the low
narrow passages, often covering ten or more miles
per day. After the 1842 Act prohibiting such labour,
wheeled tubs and pony haulage had to be introduced.9 On reaching the boat, originally the coal was
tipped into the barge but the expense of transhipping
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

Fig 5.10 Moving a mine boat by ‘legging’. This was a
cramped and dangerous method of propulsion that survived
into the 1960s (courtesy of Salford City Archive, The
Mullineux Collection, T1699).
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it brought a transport revolution. Certainly by 1770
coal was being tipped into specialist boxes with lifting lugs and drop bottoms.
These boxes placed side by side in the boats could
economically be moved from level to level by winding rope, boat to boat by hand crane and moved by
surface transport, empties being returned to the mine
boats. This was the beginning of containerization.
Loaded box boats on the Main Level were simply
floated out and usually taken direct to Manchester.
Coal worked on the Upper Levels had to have their
boxes transhipped from boat to shaft, lowered down
to a landing stage alongside the Main Level and then
into a boat on that waterway.
Use of the inclined plane dispensed with most of
this logistical problem. Similarly, coal wrought in the
deeper levels was raised up shafts, the box placed on
a traverser, trolley and moved across to the boat on
the Main Level.

Logistics
The underground canal handled considerable quantities of materials, brick, mortar and timber inwards
whilst prodigious quantities of coal were discharged
to Worsley. The decades 1790 to 1840 saw over
100,000 tons per year transported, rising to 200,000
tons from then on.
Several major collieries of the 1850s discharged
their output via the Main Level until gaining railway
connections by 1870. By this time production was
shifting to this new generation of collieries and the
great Navigable Level declined in importance. It
ceased coal transport in 1887 but the Main Level was
kept open and in repair for drainage until final abandonment in 1969.10
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Notes
1) The are several studies of the underground coal mines at
Worsley but the foundation text remains Mullineux F, 1961, ‘The
Duke of Bridgewater’s Underground Canal’, Transactions of the
Lancashire & Cheshire Antiquarian Society, Vol. 71. Another useful
text is Hassall E R & Trickett J P, 1963, ‘The Duke of Bridgewater’s Underground Canals’, The Mining Engineer No. 37
(October 1963), pp. 45-56. The extent of the underground tunnels and levels are recorded in a variety of papers including ‘NCB
Bridgewater Deposit of Accounts, Correspondence, Valuations
& Payments’ at the Lancashire Record Office and on the ‘Plans
of Abandoned Mines for Worsley’, held by Mining Records Office, The Coal Authority, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire. The traditional nineteenth and twentieth century figure for the length of
the underground mines was 46 miles, but in the 1990s this has
been revised upwards.
2) Mullineux 1961. In January 1760 James Brindley reported to
the House of Commons, at the committee stage of the second
Bridgewater Canal bill, that construction had begun on ‘a Sough
or Level which is seven and a half feet and five and half feet
wide, 150 yards of which is completed’, Fitzgerald R & Clarke C,
2002, Report on the Worsley Delph Basin (Cultural Perspectives,
Halifax). Unpublished client report, p. 6.
3) This single eastern entrance, along with an elliptically-shaped,
vertical hoist is shown on an image of the Delph from 1769 in
Arthur Young’s book A Six Months Tour Through The North of
England, published in 1770. See Chapter 3.
4) Mullineux 1961.
5) ‘Plans of Abandoned Mines for Worsley’, including the
Dukes plans, Mining Records Office, The Coal Authority, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire.
6) Mullineux 1961; Salford Archives, Mullineux Collection.
7) Atkinson G, 1982, The Canal Duke’s Collieries, Worsley 17601900. Neil Richardson Publications, Manchester; Aldred J, 2011,
The Duke of Bridgewater – His Canal. The Bridgewater Canal Company, Manchester.
8) Atkinson 1982.
9) Atkinson 1982; Mullineux 1961.
10) Atkinson 1982; Mullineux 1961. Some accounts of visitors’
experiences to the underground mines at Worsley, from 1765 to
1968, were published in Monaghan A, 1999, Journeys on the
Underground Canal 1765 - 1998. City of Salford, Education &
Leisure Directorate.
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Chapter 6
Worsley Village’s Industrial Heritage:
An Introduction and Trail
David George
Introduction
The origin of the guided tour around Worsley (Fig
6.1) and along the Bridgewater is almost as old as the
canal itself; descriptions of the canal and journeys
along the underground waterways of the collieries at
Worsley can be found as early as a letter by Mr Newberry from November 1765 recounting his boat trip
into the mines. Tourists to the village and the underground mines have included King Christian of Denmark in 1768, Arthur Young in 1768-9, the Russian
Princess Czartoriski, Duchess of Oldenburg, in 1773,
Grand Duke Nicholas, later Czar of Russia, in 1817,
and perhaps most famously Queen Victoria in 1851.1

Worsley Village always seems to have attracted particular interest, perhaps because of the juxtaposition
of the underground mines, the Worsley canal village
and the Duke’s own residence at Worsley Old Hall.
Self-guided trails along the Bridgewater Canal and
around Worsley village began in the modern period
around 1980 when the then City of Salford Cultural
Services manager, Robin Culpin, produced a brief
history of the Bridgewater Canal in A4 format that
incorporated a Worsley village trail.2 The content
owed much to the local historian Frank Mullineux
who had published material on the history of the
canal through the Eccles and District Historical Society. The next tour to appear was a Bridgewater Canal
Trail, running from Waters Meeting to Worsley, in

Fig 6.1: John Foulkes’ plan of the Worsley terminus, 1785, revised in 1831, courtesy of Salford City Archive (Bridgewater Collection).
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the early 1990s. This was designed by the Groundwork Trust who was advised by Dr Don Bayliss of
Manchester Metropolitan University.3 Around 1997
Royston Futter, who had succeeded Culpin as Heritage Manager, persuaded the Red Rose Forest Partnership, utilising European Regional Development
grants, to produce a series of four self-guided trails in
A5 format of which the most notable were ‘Worsley
Village Heritage Trail’ and ‘In Brindley’s Footsteps’,
the latter being a Bridgewater Canal walk from Castlefield to Leigh in nine stages.4 The same source of
funding was used by Salford Council for a series of
Loopline short walks of which the Tyldesley example
covered most of the notable features at Worsley.
More recently, during the mid-2000s, under the
‘Industrial Powerhouse’ label, the Council issued a
number of new trails with separate folding maps that
covered the canal area including the earlier Worsley
Village Heritage Trail and the Monton and Roe
Green loopline. In 2009, under the ‘Manchester’s
Countryside’ brand a repackaged Worsley Village trail
was issued as Walk Number 18.5 One of the most
ambitious ventures, in terms of length, is the Bridgewater Way project. This project aims to make the full
39 miles/65 kilometres length of the canal, from
Leigh to Runcorn, accessible for walkers and cyclists
as a historic leisure route. Since 2005 a partnership

between the Bridgewater Canal Trust and the Peel
Group has so far improved the towpaths along a
third of the length of the canal, whilst historical information boards have been installed along the canal
in many locations in Leigh, Runcorn, Sale and
Worsley.6
The 250th anniversary of the opening of the canal
inspired two new tours, both of which are available
on the internet. Firstly, the Friends of Eccles Station
and the Friends of Patricroft Station produced, with
the help of Salford City Council, ‘Caked in History’.
This was a five-mile circular walk linking the heritage
of the canal from Patricroft to Worsley with the former railway from Monton to Wigan. Secondly, to
coincide with ‘The First Cut: celebrating 250 years of
the Bridgewater Canal’ exhibition at Salford Museum
and Art Gallery,7 the Council launched a virtual waterside trail application for mobile phones that featured Worsley village in detail. Guided heritage walks
in Salford began on the occasion of the Walkden
Festival in 1991 when the late Ann Monaghan, then
local history librarian, led the first excursions.8 Every
year for the last 20 years or so there have been one
or more Bridgewater Canal guided heritage walks
during the summer months in which local historians
John Aldred, Glen Atkinson, Chris Carson, David
George and Suzanne Hindle have all played a part.9

Fig 6.2: The Worsley Canal terminus in summer 2011, looking northwards towards the Packet House (copyright Michael
Nevell).
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Fig 6.3: Late eighteenth-century cottages on Mill Brow (copyright David George).

Historic Worsley
When the demesne lands of the Worsley Estate were
surveyed for the Duke of Bridgewater in 1764, the
Bridgewater Canal was shown for the first time striking off to the south-east from The Delph at Worsley.
A few houses were shown dotted around what later
became the Green, across which Worsley Brook
flowed, along with a timber yard. A more detailed
plan from 1785-6 (Fig 6.1) shows that in the intervening 22 years this hamlet had developed into a
substantial inland canal port to service the Bridgewater, with two canal arms leading directly into the
coal mines, three docks, a boat shed, basket makers’
shop, brick shed, carpenters shops, forge, a general
warehouse, a lime kiln serviced by its own canal arm
and an associated mortar mill, machine office, nailer’s
shop, packet house (Fig 6.2), saw pits, smithy, stables
and wheelwright shop. The Canal Duke also built
100 cottages for his miners and boatmen along Mill
Brow (Fig 6.3) and Worsley Road (The Crescent).
The Manor House, about which little seems to have
been written, is shown standing on the northern side
of the Green on the 1785-6 map but not on the earlier 1764 map.
Traditionally, the oldest house in the village is the
nail-maker’s shop (the 1785-6 map’s ‘nailers shop’),
which stood next to the Warrington turnpike before
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

the canal was built and the Worsley Road Bridge rebuilt around 1760. It is shown on both the 1764 map
and an earlier estate map pre-dating 1759. The corn
mill, which is named on the 1785-6, may also predate the canal as a building is shown on the latter site
on pre-1759 map. In the nineteenth century the corn
mill was rebuilt as a steam mill with a prominent
chimney as the canal brought in more grain for processing, though the late eighteenth-century Mill House
survived these changes as did the eighteenth-century
sandstone stonemason’s cottage on the northern side
of the Delph.
These remains constitute one of the first inland
canal ports in the country, and in importance equal
those of Stourport-on-Severn, another pioneering
town of the canal age from the 1760s and 1770s.
However, the historical and industrial archaeology
importance of Worsley is sometimes obscured by a
second phase of development during the mid- to late
nineteenth century and early-twentieth century which
gradually transformed it from an industrial centre to
a garden village. This phase of activity coincided with
the decline in the coal output of the Worsley underground colliery and the estate improvements ushered
in after 1840 by the Earl and Countess of Ellesmere.
The Packet House was extended in Tudor halftimbered style around 1850, the nail-maker’s shop
converted into a village reading room, the lateeighteenth century Mill House converted into a coffee tavern also around 1850, and a courthouse for
57
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the business of the estate erected in 1849. The Earl
and Countess also endowed St Mark’s Church and
School in Gothic Revival architecture and built
Worsley New Hall and its grounds. The lodge to the
New Hall, built in the 1840s and which was later
moved with its gates to Leigh Road to the west of
the Packet House, is first shown on the 1909 Ordnance Survey map in its new position. This deindustrialisation process was carried on after 1900 by
the Bridgewater Trustees and the new Bridgewater
Estates Company who removed the works yard in
1903 replacing it with the superior houses round the
Green for their managers and clerks in Tudor and
Arts-and-Crafts style, and building in 1907 an iron
footbridge over the canal linking the new Green with
Barton Road to the west.

Historic Trail Around Worsley
Starting on Worsley Road near Mill House (Fig 6.13)
this trail around the village’s industrial heritage follows an anti-clockwise route over and back across
the canal, with a brief description of each building of
interest. Allow about an hour and a half for the tour.
1. Mill Brow (Fig 6.3)
Walk up the steep hill near Mill House on the northern side of Worsley Road to view some of the lateeighteenth century estate cottages. The houses at the
lower end may have been associated with the corn

Fig 6.4: The late eighteenth century mill cottage, converted to a
coffee tavern in the mid-nineteenth century (copyright David
George).
mill. Mill Brow continues as a footpath into Worsley
Woods.
2. The Coffee Tavern (Fig 6.4)
This lies near the foot of Mill Brow and is the threestorey, three-bay, house now known as Mill House.
Perhaps the original eighteenth-century mill cottage,
it was converted into a coffee tavern by Harriet
Countess of Ellesmere in the mid-nineteenth century
to provide an alternative for the estate workers to the
local inns. Later it became the estate office. Note the
Egerton lion on the façade.

Fig 6.5: A visit to the Edwardian monument erected to the Duke of Bridgewater during the ‘Bridgewater 250’ conference in October 2011 (copyright David George).
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used as a tea shop between the wars. Today, estate
agents and restaurants have taken over.
5. The Court House

Fig 6.6: The late eighteenth-century nail-maker’s cottage
(copyright Michael Nevell).
3. The Monument (Fig 6.5)

Further west towards the roundabout the Court
House stands on a corner site. It was built in 1849 to
designs by the architect James Evans for the Earl of
Ellesmere in the black and white Tudor revival style.
Two low wings were added in 1896. It has an attractive interior with an arch-braced roof and a proscenium arch. It is now a function suite run by Salford
City Council. Opposite is nos. 3-5 Barton Road, a Tshaped timber-framed range built in 1851 and at one
time used as a Police Station and House.
6. Nail-maker’s Shop (Fig 6.6)

Situated on the Green on the southern side of
Worsley Road, it was made from the base of the former works chimney after the works yard was closed
in the early 1900s. It used to operate as a fountain
and is a tribute to the achievements of the Canal
Duke. As the last line of the Latin inscription says its
present form is a reminder of what it once was.

Descending the steep path opposite Mill House we
reach the former eighteenth-century nail-maker’s
house and workshop on an arm of the canal (see introduction above). Built before 1725, thus pre-dating
the canal, it was used as the village reading room in
the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century was
known as the Lantern Gallery when it was occupied
by an artist and housed a photographic studio. It was
converted into offices in the late-twentieth century.

4. Old Post Office

7. The Packet House (Fig 6.7)

Back on Worsley Road on the same (northern) side
as Mill House is a row of mock Tudor buildings built
in the early-twentieth century. The one on the right
(east) is the old Post Office and the centre range was

From the ‘alphabet’ footbridge, so-called after its 26
steps and planks on which the local schoolchildren
used to practise their ‘ABCs’, can be seen to the west
the eighteenth-century Rock House. At the western

Fig 6.7: The eighteenth and nineteenth-century Packet House with the steps to the left (copyright Michael Nevell).
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and powder store for the coal mines, now converted
into waterside apartments. This was built in 1834
(according to a date-stone on the southern gable) on
the site of a late-eighteenth-century boat shed. Originally the structure had windows only in the southern
gable, iron roof trusses and strong buttresses to
guard against fire or explosion. A loading door was
situated in the southern gable. For a time during the
twentieth century it was the head quarters of the local
Sea Cadets.
9. The Boathouse (Fig 6.10)
Fig 6.8: The Oil Store was built in 1834 and extensively
rebuilt in the 1990s (copyright David George).
end of the footbridge is the Packet House (a booking
office and waiting room for the passenger boats).
This is a two-bay, three-storey, brick building. The
black and white range to the right (east) was added
around 1850 and altered in 1900 with the addition of
a shop on the western side. Note the brown plaque
high up on the projecting gable. At the edge of the
canal, a flight of stone steps, which probably date
from 1769 when packet boat services began, led to a
jetty.
8. The Oil Store (Fig 6.8)
Walking up onto Barton Road and dropping down
left (south) onto the towpath brings you onto the
western bank of the canal opposite the former oil

The next building viewed from the towpath was built
in 1851 to house the special barge that conveyed
Queen Victoria from Patricroft Station when she
stayed at Worsley New Hall, opposite which a landing stage was built on the Leigh branch of the
Bridgewater Canal.
10. The Granary and Lime Kiln (Fig 6.9)
The Granary stands on the towpath side of the canal
(the west) and consists of a double-depth, threestorey canal warehouse in the centre with a covered
hoist and two, single-storey wings. Grain was loaded
from here into the barges. The building dates from
the early-nineteenth century and was built on the site
of a late-eighteenth-century water-driven forge, now
beneath the right (northern) wing, on Worsley
Brook. The left-hand (southern) wing was used as a

Fig 6.9: The nineteenth-century granary before it was converted in the 1990s (copyright David George).
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plain but it has a fine unspoilt interior with a gallery
on three sides supported by cast-iron columns. The
meeting room used to house regular local history
talks but these have now ceased and the chapel is to
close in 2011.
12. The Dry Docks (Fig 6.11)

Fig 6.10: The boathouse, built in 1851 (copyright David
George).
workshop. The complex was converted into offices
in the 1990s. Behind this range are the remains of a
stone-built lime kiln with a draw hole, built by 1785.
It was serviced by its own canal arm and had a mortar mill. Limestone was used in construction and in
its burnt form was spread on the land as a fertiliser.
11. Methodist Chapel

These stand on the eastern side of the canal opposite
the granary and are said to be the oldest dry docks on
the British canal system. The western one dates from
the 1760s but the eastern one is early-nineteenth century in origin. When a stop plank is raised the canal
water fills the dock and the barge is floated in. The
water is then drained through a well into Worsley
Brook (which runs under the canal) and the barge
settles on wooden stocks for repair. The roofs
(sheds) appear to have been constructed at different
periods in the early-twentieth century, as the original
western dock has wooden Belfast trusses and the
later eastern dock has iron lattice trusses.
13. The Delph (Fig 12)

Across Barton Road to the west is the oldest chapel
in the district, being founded in 1801, though the
current structure dates from 1878. The exterior is

A walk across the 1907 iron humpbacked bridge (the
eastern end of which is built over a filled-in third dry

Fig 6.11: The late-eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-century dry docks (copyright Michael Nevell).
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Fig 6.12: The western mine entrance at The Delph during the
1990s (copyright David George).
dock built by 1785) brings the traveller back to
Worsley Green with its superior artisan houses. Opposite the Green on the northern side of Worsley
Road is the Delph; the entrance to the Duke’s underground coal mines and the place where Worsley’s
industrial story began.

Notes
1) Monaghan A, (ed), 1999, Journeys on the Underground Canal 1765
-1998. City of Salford, Education and Leisure.

2) The last edition was produced in 1996: Culpin R, 1996,
Worsley and the Bridgewater Canal, an introduction. Salford City Council.
3) Developed in the early 1990s, this was a folder with black and
white photographs and notes on notable buildings in Trafford
and Salford as well as on the canal itself.
4) The other two leaflets were ‘In Lowry’s Footsteps’ and
‘Salford Quays Heritage Trail’. The ‘Worsley Village Heritage
Trail’ was an update of Robin Culpin’s original trail. The Bridgewater Canal Heritage Trail amounted to a 14-mile walk ambitiously described as taking 6-7 hours in the leaflet. Futter R, c.
1997, In Brindley’s footsteps: a self-guided 14 mile walk taking in the sites
and scenes of Salford, Trafford and Wigan’s great industrial past. Explore
Red Rose Forest in Salford leaflet. In that same year Salford City
Council embarked upon the, ultimately unsuccessful, ‘Steam,
Coal and Canal’ project with a view to opening a section of the
underground canal as a visitor attraction; Frost P, 2011, Worsley
Delph Environmental Restoration Cultural Heritage Assessment.
Castlering Archaeology, Unpublished client report, 33.
5) These are still available, free, from the Salford Tourist Information Centre at the Lowry, Salford Quays.
6) Aldred J, 2011, The Duke of Bridgewater – His Canal. The
Bridgewater Canal Company, Manchester, p. 71.
7) This exhibition, which included original archival material
from Salford City’s and the University of Salford’s Bridgewater
collections, as well as donated and commissioned audio-visual
material, ran from 8 October 2011 to 22 January 2012.
8) These were boosted in 1993, by the publication of Ann
Monaghan’s book Walkden: A Glimpse of the Past. City of Salford.
9) Usually about 20 people enjoy the commentary, and audiences have included twinning groups, overseas visitor parties and
guests of the Council.

Fig 6.13: Plan of Worsley Village showing the heritage trail (not to scale).
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Chapter 7
The Archaeology of the Bridgewater Canal
at Castlefield and Worsley: Some Case Studies
Norman Redhead
Introduction
Since the mid-1990s the Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit (GMAU), in its role as archaeological curators and advisers to the city of Manchester
and its region, have been able to use the planning
process to target developer-funded investigations of
key industrial site types.1 In the following account the
author describes a miscellany of archaeological investigations relating to the Bridgewater Canal at
Worsley, Salford, and Castlefield, Manchester. Most
of the projects have been generated by archaeological
conditions attached to planning consents. These projects provide an insight into the ways in which ar-

chaeology can add to our understanding of the
Bridgewater Canal’s unique heritage.

Recent Archaeological Work at
Worsley
It is not the purpose of this article to recount the
history of development of the canal system at
Worsley, as this is well covered elsewhere.2 Instead,
two examples of projects utilising archaeological
techniques will be examined; one is a developmentrelated site; the other is a proposed public realm
scheme to promote better access and interpretation.

Fig 7.1: The lime kiln (centre with the arch and joist) at Worsley as sketched by John Claude Nattes in 1807. Worsley Brook
runs in the foreground (copyright Salford Museum and Art Gallery, T2772).
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Fig 7.2: The surviving blocked draw arch in the south-east
wall at the Worsley lime kiln (courtesy of GMAU).
Lime Kiln and Mortar Mill
About 400 metres south-east of the canal terminus at
the Delph, Worsley, the third Duke of Bridgewater
had constructed between 1764 and 1785 a mortar
mill, lime kiln, and canal arm. These were built to
support industrial development of his estate, the lime
being used for construction work as well as fertiliser
on agricultural land. The source of the limestone ap-

pears to have been from Wales, though some may
have also been sourced in marl exposed during canal
excavation, but by the early 1800s raw material came
by canal from the Peak Forest. One sixth of the lime
produced at Worsley between 1780 and 1800 was
used for agricultural land, repairs to the canal and for
brickwork in the mine tunnels, the rest being sold.3
We are fortunate in having a 1785 Plan of the
Bridgewater Canal (John Foulkes 1785) that shows a
canal arm with the mortar mill straddling it. The
mill’s machinery was driven from a wheel supplied by
the adjacent Worsley Brook to the south. Two circular features nearby represent the open tops of circular lime kiln pots. John Claude Nattes made a sketch
of the complex in 1807, which shows the raised platform of the kiln supported by stone walls arching
over the brook. The mill is shown behind but clearly
linked to the kiln (Fig 7.1). The kiln was of a type
known as a ‘draw kiln’. Alternate layers of fuel and
limestone were fed into the top of the kiln pot. The
outside walls of the kiln had arches supporting openings to the base, where the fire was lit. The openings
also acted as vents to supply oxygen to the fire and
increase heat. As material burnt down more could be
tipped in from above allowing a continuous process
of lime burning to take place.

Fig 7.3: The top of one of the two pot kilns during excavation of the lime kiln at Worsley in 2010 (courtesy of Phil Weston, Archaeological services WYAS).
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In the 1980s the then site owner undertook works
to the kiln structure which involved cutting into it on
the west side to create car park spaces but increasing
it on the southern side by constructing a new revetment wall over the brook. Mature trees became established, the top of the structure was in-filled then
capped with tarmac but original stone revetment
walls were retained on the eastern side and these
contained the remains of flue arches (Fig 7.2).4 The
mortar mill was demolished at the end of the nineteenth century and the canal arm in-filled around
1930 but the kiln survived as a neglected monument.
In recent years an adjacent residential development
has provided the opportunity to understand the significance of the monument and stimulate a landscape
enhancement scheme through a planning condition.
As a first stage, GMAU required an archaeological
desk-based assessment to be prepared to allow an
understanding of the historical development, character, date, function and significance of the remains.
Funded by the developer, this work was undertaken
by Dr Peter Arrowsmith at the University of Manchester Archaeological Unit.5 His detailed study enFig 7.5: X-rays of some of the nails from the fill of one of the
pot kilns at Worsley (courtesy of GMAU).
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Fig 7.4: Boat hooks from the fill of one of the pot kilns at
Worsley (courtesy of Paul Gwilliam, Archaeological Services,
WYAS).

abled English Heritage and GMAU to determine that
the kiln remains were of national importance and
therefore eligible to become a designated Scheduled
Monument. However, as the proposal involved sympathetic landscaping, presentation and interpretation
of the monument it was agreed that Scheduling
should not take place until the scheme was complete.
Archaeological trial trenches were required as part
of a planning condition to examine the top of the
structure to see if the pot kilns survived and at what
depth. Two trenches were excavated by Archaeological Services WYAS and the first of these was
enlarged when it found remains of one the kilns.6
The top of the circular kiln was at a very shallow
depth and had survived relatively intact. It measured
4.4 metres diameter and comprised an outer skin of
stone blocks bonded with lime mortar with engineering bricks inside which had been covered with a
slaggy lining from the high temperatures. The sandstone blocks were very friable from excessive heating
and probably represented the original kiln furnace
wall, being replaced with the more heat resistant engineering bricks at a later date (Fig 7.3). The kiln was
half sectioned to a depth of c. 1.2 metres. Its ashy fill
revealed a large number of barge fixtures and fittings:
nails including roves, boat hooks, a ring and hook,
and fasteners. The excavators concluded that after
the kiln finished being used for lime making it was
utilised for burning old boat parts, perhaps from one
of the dry docks a little to the north. Once the wood
was consumed, the metal fittings would be easy to
extract for re-use. However, it is assumed that burning boat parts would have been far more efficient
when the kiln base was open and material could be
raked out. The fact the metal artefacts were found
within deposits infilling the kiln shafts suggests they
were re-deposited as rubbish (Figs 7.4 & 7.5).
The second trench was less successful but its location was constrained by mature and unstable trees. A
second circular kiln is shown on historic mapping
but the trench showed no evidence of this. However,
the change to the trench location and the relatively
small size of the kiln suggests there is a good chance
it survives.
In summary, the archaeological desk-based assessment and evaluation have informed a proper understanding of the significance of the lime kiln. Our understanding of the site has substantially increased,
though there are elements that are not fully understood, and we can now place it in its local and national context. The monument will be landscaped
and an information panel erected so that the people
of Worsley and visitors from further afield can enjoy
the history and archaeology of this special site.
The Delph Basin
The lime kiln fits into the pattern of transformation
the village of Worsley experienced in the late-
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eighteenth century, from rural hamlet to industrial
centre. Of course the Bridgewater Canal was a key
element within this new industrial landscape, but it
was direct access to the coal mine via the Delph that
acted as the economic driver. The world important
innovative engineering that allowed an underground
system of canals to take coal directly from the coal
face to the wharves at Castlefield, Manchester, is still
very evident today. The entrance and exit tunnels cut
into the former sandstone quarry at the Delph, together with the island between them, which was used
for loading coal, form a Scheduled Monument (Fig
7.6).
Salford City Council has recently promoted a
scheme to improve access to and interpretation of
the remains of the Worsley Delph canal basin. Since
Worsley Civic Trust undertook landscaping and interpretation works in the 1960s and 1970s the basin
has become silted up with over one metre of silt,
parts have become overgrown, and the reconstructed
crane and sluice mechanism have fallen apart (Fig
7.7). It is intended to de-silt the basin so barges can
once again safely access it, remove vegetation, improve pedestrian access by creating a new walkway,
restore and conserve heritage features, and provide
better interpretation including a small visitor centre
in one of the arches under Worsley Road Bridge.

Fig 7.7: The restored but collapsed sluice gate mechanism in
front of the western mine entrance at the Delph (courtesy of
GMAU).
These welcome proposals have involved extensive
consultation with the local community.
As well as the historic Listed Buildings and the
Scheduled Monument, the basin and surrounding
area contain a number of features of archaeological
interest and potential buried remains. An integral
part of the recent study has been a cultural heritage
assessment to provide an understanding of the location, character and relative significance of these heri-

Fig 7.6: The Delph at Worsley, looking down on the ‘island’ flanked by the two mine tunnel entrances (courtesy of GMAU).
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tage assets.7 In consultation with the County Archaeologist, the report also sets out an archaeological
mitigation strategy should the improvement scheme
go ahead. Key sites for further archaeological investigation are described as follows.
The ‘Island’ between the Delph tunnel entrances

Fig 7.8: The road bridge arch over the Bridgewater Canal at
Worsley showing the blocked large hoist hole in the roof
(courtesy of GMAU).

This area has been the subject of previous trial pit
excavations in 2002 and in 2003-04. The first investigations were carried out by Cultural Perspectives to
inform future heritage management and presentation.8 Five trial pits were excavated across the
‘island’. These found that there was made up ground
between 0.6 and 1.3 metres deep, much of it probably deriving from the 1970s landscaping scheme. But
under this deposit was a compact clay layer sealing a

Fig 7.9: An extract from William Green’s map of Manchester surveyed 1787-94, showing the clover-leaf shape of the Giant’s
Basin weir at the western end of the Castlefield Basin (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
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Fig 7.10: A restored section of the Giant’s Basin showing part of the central well and apron. Courtesy of GMAU.
deposit of reddish earth with broken sandstone fragments, all of which could relate to the original use of
the ‘island’. One of the trial pits came across a buried
iron frame; interpretation was impossible within the
narrow confines of the pit but this is clearly of considerable interest and potential industrial archaeology
importance. In 2003-04 the University of Manchester
Fig 7.11: Section of a 2007 evaluation trench by UMAU
across the weir showing the crushed sandstone layer for the
foundation of the weir wall and to the left silt deposits. Copyright GMAU.

Archaeological Unit undertook a watching brief during the excavation of three trial trenches.9 This work
formed part of a pumping scheme to filter clean the
orange coloured water emerging from the mine tunnels. Two of the trenches revealed only the concrete
footings for the access bridge created in the 1970s
but the third showed what was possibly the original
flagstone floor associated with the operation of the
sluice gate machinery. Any ground works undertaken
in this area for the new access and landscaping
schemes will require further archaeological investigations, in line with Scheduled Monument Consent,
which will help to understand the original layout and
function of the ‘island’ site.
The Delph: Worsley Road Bridge
The bridge is a Grade 2 Listed Building and contemporary with the original canal basin of 1757, although
it has been modified in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The arches under the bridge were used as
workshops and those alongside the canal are connected to the towpath by doorways, though one also
has a circular ‘pitching eye’ cut into the bedrock. The
building materials are a mixture of sandstone blocks
and brick. Openings in the ceilings are particularly
noteworthy as they allowed hoists to raise or lower
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Fig 7.12: The 2007 UMAU excavations of the wagon boiler and flue system overlying part of the weir. Courtesy of GMAU.
goods between the canal and the road levels. Indeed
the arch over the canal has a large hoist hole, now
blocked, which was wide enough for coal boxes to be
hoisted direct from barges (Fig 7.8).
Another feature of interest is the former Worsley
Corn Mill tail race brick arch that is incorporated into
the road bridge arch system. The site of the mill has
been built over, and the reservoir drained and replaced by a larger water feature in the mid-nineteenth
century. There are several phases of rebuilds, repairs,
and extensions visible in the fabric of the arches; but
there is a great deal of silt in the canal and covering
the towpaths and floors of the workshops that obscures original levels and features.
A programme of archaeological survey will be undertaken should this area be transformed into an
educational centre. This will shed light on the phasing, dating, character, function and significance of
this fascinating and little known part of Worsley’s
heritage.

Recent Archaeological Work in
the Castlefield Basin
The Castlefield canal basin, as the Manchester terminus of the Bridgewater, was of equal importance to
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

The Delph and the Worsley canal port. Opened in
1765 on the southern rural fringes of the city it rapidly became the focus for goods transhipment for
canal and later rail. It also became a focus for domestic-based manufacturing industries and by the 1820s
had been enveloped by the urban expansion of Manchester. Its location within the city centre has meant
it has been the subject of much redevelopment and
consequently many archaeological investigations
since the wheelpit of the Grocers’ Warehouse was
first investigated by Tomlinson in 1960.10 The following case studies show the variety of canal-related
archaeology that exists in the Castlefield Basin. These
include warehouses, a toll house, swing bridge, boat
house, weir and well, and lock-keepers’ cottages.
Giant’s Basin
Giant’s Basin (centred at SJ 8298 9766) was a remarkable weir structure built by Brindley in the
1760s as part of the Castlefield Basin. It was designed
to control flood waters from the River Medlock to
regulate canal water levels. This was just one of several ingenious pieces of engineering to control and
harness water supply to the canal basin.11 In plan
form Giant’s Basin comprised a clover-leaf shaped
weir 94 metres across, with a central circular drain or
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Fig 7.13: Three circular openings in the surviving north-eastern walls of the Duke’s Warehouse, Castlefield, in 1998 (courtesy of
GMAU).

Fig 7.14: Looking across the eastern half of the site of the Duke’s Warehouse in 1998 with the canal arms for the shipping holes
evident in the foreground (courtesy of GMAU).
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Fig 7.15: GMAU’s 1986 open-area excavation of the lock keeper’s cottage at Hulme Locks, Castlefield (courtesy of GMAU).
well. This shape can be seen clearly on Green’s Map
dated 1787-94 (Fig 7.9). Whilst the structure excited
a lot of interest it actually proved to be ineffective as
it was not able to cope with high silt levels and allowed flood water to back up. Therefore its life was
short and the clover leaf weir was replaced in the
1790s by two canal arms, with the Medlock diverted
into a large culvert bypassing the site. By the midnineteenth century the area between the canal arms
was a coal wharf with ‘dock’ yards on either side. The
canal arms and the well, which has a diameter of c. 10
metres, are still extant and both are accessed via a
footbridge that leads to the Visions Centre building
(Fig 7.10).
Despite the short life and ultimate failure of the
clover-leaf weir, the Giant’s Basin represents an astonishing piece of engineering relating to the pioneering age of canal building and any remains would
be of international industrial archaeological interest.
In recent times two developments have impacted on
the site of the weir, these being a Youth Hostel and
the Visions Centre building, erected in the mid1990s, and an apartment block in 2007. Both were
accompanied by a programme of archaeological recording, in line with the then planning guidance for
archaeology, PPG16.
The watching brief of 1992-3, undertaken by
GMAU, observed the excavation of 11 trial pits
across the area of the proposed new building.12 Four
of the pits yielded some evidence of the structure of
the clover leaf weir, this being in the form of a 0.15
metres to 0.25 metres deep crushed sandstone deSalford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

posit. This can be interpreted as the bedding layer for
stones flags which formed the apron of the weir
which sloped down to the well, the flags having been
removed. The 1993 investigation recorded details of
the west canal arm’s construction and infill but found
no further evidence for the weir structure.
In 2007 GMAU, as archaeology planning advisers
to Manchester City Council, advised that a planning
condition should be attached to permission for Dandara’s proposed apartment block development on
land bounded by Potato Wharf road to the north,
Bridgewater Canal to the south, and the western canal arm to the east. Archaeological interest related to
the adjacent Roman fort site, environmental evidence
from alluvial silts, and buried remains of the clover
leaf weir that had once occupied the site, and the
former graving yard, which overlay the weir and included a smithy. Based on a desk-based assessment
prepared by Giffords,13 the University of Manchester
Archaeological Unit, directed by Dr Richard Gregory, excavated six trial trenches to determine the
depth, extent, function, date and relative significance
of the archaeological remains. These trenches identified two areas of archaeological interest, one containing features possibly related to the weir, the other
revealing handmade brick structures and industrial
residues dating to the nineteenth century use of the
wharf.14
This led to a further stage of open area excavation
targeted on the two areas of interest. As with the
1992 watching brief, the excavation revealed evidence of the crushed sandstone bedding for the
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Fig 7.16: An aerial view of the 2006 UMAU excavations at St George’s Island, Hulme Locks, showing the south-eastern end of
the swing bridge (courtesy of GMAU).
(removed) stone flags of the weir apron. Other features were also recorded, such as a red sandstone
foundation for the outer wall of the weir, and a robber trench where the 1760s wall had been removed.
Four dressed sandstone blocks that belonged to the
original structure were also found, though unfortunately not in their original positions. The depth of
the weir basin could be seen as a cut into natural or
marked by a buried layer of silt (Fig 7.11). Whilst the
remains of the original weir are very fragmentary,
archaeological investigations have added to our understanding of its character, depth and history, not
least demonstrating through physical evidence the
reality of the silting of the drainage channels around
the edge of the clover-shaped weir.
The industrial remains proved to belong to the site
of a wagon boiler of a mid- to late-nineteenth century date. This probably powered a small horizontal
steam engine located in a workshop, which replaced
the early- to mid-nineteenth century smithy. Several
handmade brick foundation walls, drains, a yard area,
and smithing waste deposits were uncovered. (Fig
7.12).

These investigations have shed light on the character of the unique Giant’s Basin and show how material was recycled during the changes made to this
important part of the Bridgewater Canal. They also
provide archaeological evidence for the various and
changing activities that took place on the wharfs.
The Duke of Bridgewater’s Warehouse at Knott Mill
The watermill known as Knott Mill dates back to
1509 but was incorporated into or built upon by the
Duke of Bridgewater’s warehouse in 1769-71.15 The
warehouse was located at the terminus of the Bridgewater Canal at the eastern edge of the Castlefield Basin beside Knott Mill Bridge. This was probably the
earliest warehouse in the Basin and as such would
have made an imposing sight in what was essentially
a rural landscape at that time. It straddled the canal
and had a pair of shipping holes or boat arms so that
barges could unload and load up in the basement of
the building. It used water power to hoist goods
through its several storeys and had split level loading.
The original warehouse had a short life before being
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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destroyed by fire in 1789, though it was rebuilt in
1791.
Further fire damage in 1915 led to large-scale
demolition (see Chapter 9) and by the late 1940s two
engineering works had been constructed on the
northern and southern arms of the warehouse.16 Today a large block of apartments occupies the footprint of the warehouse.
In 1998 the University of Manchester Archaeological Unit undertook an archaeological evaluation and
watching brief at Knott Mill Bridge, centred at SJ 833
974. The work was carried out to meet requirements
of a planning condition under PPG16, and built on
previous research by GMAU and development
ground investigations.17 Fragmentary remains of the
handmade brick foundations of the eastern end of
the Duke’s Warehouse were located and recorded,
but elsewhere later activity had removed the industrial archaeology.
These remains included three circular openings
providing light into the basement, and a sandstone
block stringcourse (Fig 7.13). The two former boat
arms that took barges into the base of the warehouse
were also visible (Fig 7.14). Our knowledge of the
original warehouse walls is bolstered a little by a survey following the fire of 1915, which recorded wall
thicknesses as being 23 inches (c. 0.58 metres) thick
for the major outer walls, 18 inches (c. 0.46 metres)
thick for load-bearing internal walls, and nine inches
thick (c. 0.23 metres) for most others.18
Nonetheless, it has to be said that the level of archaeological survival was disappointing, though there
are other early canal warehouses with better survival
such as the nearby Grocer’s Warehouse (see below
Chapter 9) that aid our understanding of the original
form.

St George’s Island
The Hulme Junction Locks and Basin were built in
1838 and linked the Bridgewater Canal to the Mersey
and Irwell Navigation.19 This created a triangular
promontory of land between the canals, situated just
north of Worsley Street and close to Hulme Hall in
Hulme, 400 metres west of the Castlefield Basin.
Nineteenth-century mapping shows the basin and
locks arrangement. Barges approaching along the
Bridgewater Canal from the west would have to
make a tight left turn to take two locks before entering the Basin, which allowed a 90 per cent right turn
through a third lock into the River Medlock shortly
before it joins the River Irwell. The OS 1849 map
shows a row of three lock keepers’ cottages occupying the island but still with lots of open land to the
south. By the late-nineteenth century the area was
completely built up and St George’s Iron Works occupies the land immediately west of the Basin while a
boat house and swing bridge have been added to the
canal complex. The boat house was a dry dock being
covered by a shed and used to repair barges, whilst
the swing bridge was built in the very early-twentieth
century to allow vehicular access. All of these structures were demolished in the 1960s.
In 1986, under a Manpower Services Scheme,
GMAU undertook a survey of the canal basin that
included excavation of the narrow, eastern, part of
the promontory or island (Fig 7.15).20 The brick wall
footings of the lock keepers’ cottages were recorded
as were the stone foundations of the swing bridge, a
cobbled access track and boat house. (Fig 7.16).
Twenty years on and the island was overgrown
with scrubby vegetation but due for redevelopment
as part of the Dandara apartment block scheme

Fig 7.17: A plan of the archaeological features excavated at St George’s island in 1986 and 2006. Courtesy of GMAU.
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called St George’s Island. An archaeological deskbased assessment was produced to pull together the
history and archaeology of the site and to inform
archaeological mitigation.21 In order to satisfy an archaeological planning condition UMAU were appointed by Dandara to re-investigate the island, update and improve previous records and produce information for a commemorative interpretation panel
which would be set within a landscaped garden utilising the swing bridge area and preserving some of the
industrial heritage.
UMAU stripped and cleaned to the top of the archaeological features then made a comprehensive
drawn, written and photographic record, resulting in
updated previous plan drawings, a technical report
and interpretation panel.22 The archaeologists were
able to fully expose and record an additional structure only partially investigated by GMAU; this was a
small square building that had been used as a toll
house. Two courses of the footings, made in engineering brick, had survived. The remains of the
doorway, north facing window bay and fireplace in
the eastern wall were the main features. Whilst this
building was adjacent to the swing bridge, historic
maps show it existed five years before the bridge and
was therefore originally associated with taking tolls

from barges passing through the locks (Figs 7.17 &
7.18).
The base of the boat house was well preserved. Its
walls were made of rough cut sandstone blocks with
sections of engineering bricks. Iron mooring rings
were found in the wall and boat house floor near to
the apex of the dock where recesses for timber joists
were also evident. A three metre long recess in the
southern dock side may have held a lock gate that,
combined with a culvert bringing water into the apex,
would have allowed the dock to be emptied for
maintenance work as well as filled with water to float
out the repaired barge.

The Value of Industrial Heritage
Iconic industrial archaeology monuments such as the
Bridgewater Canal can often be overlooked as pieces
of heritage that have been studied in detail and from
which there is little left to learn. However, Dr Michael Nevell’s work on canal archaeology, and in particular on the warehouses of the Castlefield Basin
(Fig 7.19), in pulling together previous studies and
new research to suggest a typology for canal warehouses based upon examples from North West England,23 demonstrates the continuing importance of

Fig 7.18: The foundations of the boathouse as exposed by UMAU in 2006 (courtesy of GMAU).
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waterways archaeology in helping to understand the
impact and importance of the archaeology of the
industrial revolution. In this case his methodological
approach helps us to quantify and understand a diminishing heritage resource of national and international significance. Although much of the industrial
archaeology work undertaken around the Castlefield
and Worsley basins remains unpublished or only
summarised in the works of researchers such as
Nevell, this material has been used to help produce
the North West Regional Archaeological Research
Framework.24 This in turn has fed into national planning policy on Heritage, and Industrial Period sites in
particular, thus underpinning the work of planning
archaeologists in justifying archaeological investigations through the development process and recovering material of national and international significance
along the line of the Bridgewater Canal. It is hoped
that the projects illustrated above show the worth
and variety of this work in helping to understand,
record and protect our wonderful canal heritage.

Notes
1) This work has been underpinned by government best practice
established under Planning Policy Guidance No. 16, Archaeology and
Planning (1990), and Planning Policy Guidance No. 15, the Historic
Environment and Planning (1994). More recently, in March 2010,
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Fig 7.19: Warehouses on one of the canal arms off the Bridgewater Canal in Castlefield. These have been converted into
waterside apartments since 2000 (courtesy of Michael Nevell).

these were replaced by Planning Policy Statement No. 5, Planning and
the Historic Environment (PPS5), which sets out the need to identify
the significance of heritage assets with archaeological interest
ahead of submitting a planning application. The importance of
industrial archaeology was reinforced by the inscription of Manchester’s industrial heritage on the World Heritage Tentative List,
a key component of this being the Bridgewater Canal. The process of inscription inspired the publication of authoritative overviews of the international contribution made by Manchester and
its environs to the world economy and technological innovation
and development in the industrial revolution (McNeil R &
George D (eds.) 2002 The Heritage Atlas 4: Manchester - Archetype
City of the Industrial Revolution A Proposed World Heritage Site. University of Manchester Archaeology Field Centre).
2) Such publications include Aldred J, 1988, A Historical Geography of Worsley Village 1200-1850 from Contemporary Maps and Records.
Worsley Civic Trust; Aldred J, 2004, Worsley in 1807 from the sketches
of John Claude Nattes. Salford City Council Heritage Service;
Aldred J, 2011, The Duke of Bridgewater – His Canal. Peel Group;
Atkinson G, 1982, The Canal Duke’s Collieries, Worsley 1760-1900.
Neil Richardson Publications, Manchester; Mallet H, 1977,
Bridgewater – the Canal; Duke 1736-1803. Manchester University
Press. The earliest drawings of the Worsley canal port can be
found in John Foulkes 1786 Map and Survey of the Canal from
Worsley to Manchester and Lancashire the thence to the Tunnel at Preston,
and to Runcorn in Cheshire with the land adjoining being the Property of his
Grace the Duke of Bridgewater, surveyed by John Foulkes 1785. Salford
Archives (U375/Ml). This also contains a plan of the Castlefield
canal basin from that year.
3) Malley E, 1929, The Financial Administration of the Bridgewater
Estate 1780-1800. Unpublished MA thesis, University of Manchester.
4) Aldred J, 2004, Worsley in 1807 from the Sketches of John Claude
Nettes. Salford City Council Heritage Service, 28-9.
5) Arrowsmith P, 2001 Land adjacent to The Granary, Barton Road,
Worsley: An Archaeological Desk Based Assessment. University of
Manchester Archaeological Unit unpublished report.
6) Archaeological Services WYAS, 2010, Worsley Lime Kilns,
Worsley, City of Salford, Manchester: An Archaeological Evaluation.
Unpublished report.
7) Frost P, 2011 Worsley Delph Environment Restoration Cultural
Heritage Assessment. Castlering Archaeology unpublished report.
8) Fitzgerald R & Clarke C, 2002 Report on the Worsley Delph Basin. Cultural Perspectives unpublished report.
9) UMAU, 2004, The Delph, Worsley: Archaeological Watching Brief.
University of Manchester Archaeological Unit unpublished report.
10) Tomlinson V I, 1961, ‘Early Warehouses on Manchester
Waterways’, Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian
Society Vol 71, pp. 129-51.
11) Sillitoe P, 1989, ‘Water Power and Containerisation in Castlefield’, The Greater Manchester Archaeological Journal Vol. 3, pp. 117
-119.
12) Fletcher M, 1992 Potato Wharf Castlefield: An Archaeological
Watching Brief. Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit unpublished report; Fletcher M, 1993 Giant’s Basin Potato Wharf Castlefield: An Archaeological Watching Brief. Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit unpublished report.
13) Owen P 2006 Potato Wharf; Castlefield, Manchester: Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment .Gifford Unpublished Report.
14) Gregory, R 2007 Potato Wharf, Castlefield, Manchester: An Archaeological Excavation. University of Manchester Archaeological
Unit unpublished report.
15) The outline history of this first warehouse has been traced
by Tomlinson (1961) and its wider context given by Nevell M,
2003, ‘The Archaeology of the Canal Warehouses of North-West
England and the Social Archaeology of Industrialisation’, Industrial Archaeology Review 25.1, pp. 43-58; Nevell M & Walker J, 2001
Portland Basin and the archaeology of the canal warehouse. Vol. 1 The
Archaeology of Tameside.
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16) Although a number of Bridgewater estate plans show the
shape of the structure in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century there is no published image of the warehouse. The recently
discovered photograph published in the current monograph (Fig
9.9) appears to show the warehouse towards the end of demolition around 1915 indicating that the central and northern sections had been completely destroyed. The Ordnance Survey
1:2500 maps from 1932 and 1950 shows that two engineering
works had been built over the northern and southern arms of the
warehouse re-using some of the footprint of the original building, although how much if anything of the earlier warehouse
structure survived at this date is unclear. The old basin was
shown as clear of structures on this map, although a footbridge is
shown in this area on the 1965 Ordnance Survey map. These
engineering structures were demolished in the late 1980s before
the redevelopment work in the 1990s.
17) UMAU, 1998, Knott Mill Bridge: An Archaeological Evaluation.
University of Manchester Archaeological Unit unpublished report.
18) UMAU 1998, p. 7.
19) Nevell M, 2004, ‘The River Irwell and the Archaeology of

Manchester’s Early Waterfronts’, Moving Manchester (Transactions
of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society Vol. 100), edited by
Brumhead D & Wyke T, pp. 30-50. St George’s Island is centred
at SJ 8273 9745.
20) GMAU 1986, Canal Basin Survey. Unpublished.
21) Little S, 2000, St. George’s Island; Demolition within a Conservation Area - Archaeological Desk Study. Unpublished report.
22) Higgins M, 2006 St George’s Island, Manchester: an Archaeological
Watching Brief and Recording of 19th Century Lockside Facilities on the
Bridgewater Canal. University of Manchester Archaeological Unit
unpublished report.
23) Nevell 2003, Nevell & Walker 2001.
24) Brennand M, with Chitty G & Nevell M, (eds), 2006, The
Archaeology of North West England: An Archaeological Research Framework for North West England: Volume 1 Resource Assessment. Archaeology North West, Vol. 8 (Issue 18 for 2006). CBA; Brennand, M
with Chitty G & Nevell M, (eds), 2007, The Archaeology of North
West England: An Archaeological Research Framework for North West
England: Volume 2 Research Agenda and Strategy. Archaeology North
West, Vol. 9 (Issue 19 for 2007).
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Chapter 8
Barton’s Aqueducts
Glen Atkinson
Introduction

altered to achieve a better route to Manchester and
eventually a strategic line to the Mersey. Frantic activity by John Gilbert involved a hurried survey and
Both the aqueducts that have carried the Bridgewater
planning so as to obtain the Act to permit construcCanal, the stone one across the River Irwell (Fig 8.1)
tion. Changing the authorised route led to the buildand its replacement the swing aqueduct across the
ing of the stone aqueduct now largely associated with
Manchester Ship Canal, have rightly been described
James Brindley.1
as ‘Wonders of the Waterways.’ Each were at the
Brindley, whose first recorded presence at Worsley
time, cutting edge technology and gazed at in awe by
was in July 1759, was in London in January 1760 to
labourer, professional engineers and Crowned Heads
give evidence supporting this second Bridgewater
alike.
Canal Bill which proposed crossing the Irwell at Barton then proceeding towards Stretford and ManchesThe Stone Aqueduct
ter. In his role of consulting engineer he undertook
the task of convincing parliament the scheme was
The Duke of Bridgewater obtained an Act of Parliaviable with all the flair of a television presenter using
ment in March 1759 for a contour canal from
visual aids. He demonstrated the principle of the aqWorsley to the Irwell in Salford. Work pushed ahead
ueduct by carving a model from a whole cheese and
rapidly, Monton being reached by the end of the
proved the efficiency of clay puddle to waterproof
year. It is evident that by late 1759 plans had been
the arches by mixing the constituents on the floor of
Fig 8.1: The Barton Aqueducts in the 1760s. Key: A - Barton Lane B - Barton Aqueduct; C - Barton Road. (courtesy of Salford Local History Library, T2150).
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Fig 8.2: The Barton stone aqueduct around 1890 looking upstream (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
the chamber in front of the Committee. His eloquence must have prevailed for royal assent was
granted in March 1760.2
The Irwell aqueduct was the subject of much ridicule by other engineers, laughed at as the dream of a
madman. One, almost certainly John Smeton,
brought in by the Duke to report on its feasibility
made the reply ‘I have often heard of Castles in the
air, but never before saw where one was to be
erected.’3
The selected site was between the road bridge and
the Navigation lock, construction begun immediately
on the approach embankments. Works at Barton
were quite extensive. The approach embankment on
the Eccles bank, stone faced throughout, extends
about 150 yards (137.16 metres) and includes a notable first – the first canal aqueduct over a public road,
Barton Lane. The three-arch aqueduct over the river
had to comply with the requirements of the existing
river Navigation regarding arch width, height, and
had to accommodate a towpath on the Eccles side.
The embankment continues some way on the Trafford side with yet another aqueduct spanning a road
to the De Trafford estate and corn mill. Quantities of
the stone came from the quarry that formed the
Delph at Worsley, other material was delivered via
the river Navigation.
Eventually, Brindley, who had supervised the
works, was satisfied as to their integrity and let in the
78

water. This caused a disaster when part of the structure began to buckle alarmingly. Apparently, Brindley
made a hurried exit. John Gilbert had the works
drained and ascertained the problem to be too much
clay puddle on one side and possibly still green mortar caused the water pressure to weaken the spandrel.
Correcting the amount of puddle and re-building the
spandrel proved effective.4 Despite this problem the
work was completed in some 18 months from receiving royal assent.
The Duke was present, with other gentlemen, on
Friday 17th July 1761 to see the water finally turned
into the works and as soon as they were level, a large
boat carrying upwards of 50 tons was towed across.
A newspaper of the time noted that ‘in the meantime
the Canal will be carried on to Manchester with all
expedition.’5
Contemporary illustrations depict the aqueduct as
having flat faced pillars whilst late-nineteenth-century
photographs show a change to pillars with cutwaters.
The reason? The aqueduct had to be virtually rebuilt. Being close to the road bridge it caused a choke
in the river during floods and the water escaped onto
the De Trafford lands. They countered with an earth
revetment to retain the river in its channel, which
caused the water to undermine the aqueduct. It was
largely re-built in 1822-24 under the supervision of
W. R. Bradshaw, son of the Superintendent Bridgewater Trustee. Dated plaques on the remnant
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

Barton Swing Aqueduct
The most challenging design aspect of the projected
Manchester Ship Canal was the need to maintain the
integrity of the Bridgewater Canal. Initial proposals
for Anderton-type boat lifts on each bank were objected to by the owners, the Bridgewater Navigation
Company on the grounds of water losses and the
time cycle involved. They similarly rejected swinging
a tank empty and replenishing it from the polluted

Barton’s Aqueducts

embankment near Barton Lane verify this.6
When the stone aqueduct came to be demolished
to make way for the Ship Canal works part of it
claimed another first. It appears the industrial preservation movement was born at Barton and Eccles.
When the portion spanning Barton Lane was being
cleared, the Eccles councillors hit on the idea of preserving that side of the arch and its two buttresses
facing Barton. The contractor agreed to give them
the stonework ‘so the inhabitants may have that arch
re-erected as a monument to Brindley’s historic Castle in the Air.’ The newspaper report quite rightly
concludes with the sentiment ‘The Borough of Eccles is to be heartily congratulated.’ 7 It was placed on
the north wall of the approach to the present tank
aqueduct on Barton Lane where it remains.

waters of the Irwell as well as the time factor. The
proposed swing aqueduct had to operate full of water.
An article in the Eccles and Patricroft Journal of June
1893, together with a paper in the January 1894 issue
of The Engineer, described its construction and operation. The main box girder is 22 feet (c. 6.7 metres)
wide 33 feet (c. 10.06 metres) deep and is 235 feet (c.
71.63 metres) long, its water tank is 19 feet (c. 5.79
metres) wide and has six feet (c. 1.83 metres) of water. A tow path was provided cantilevered nine feet
(c. 2.74 metres) above the waterline. The four main
columns rest on a central bearing plate resting on 64
steel rollers on a steel base race. The central pivot
was built as a hydraulic jack to exert a force of 800
tons to counteract the load on the rollers whilst turning. It was found it would work perfectly well without.
Normally positioned to align with the Bridgewater
Canal, the tank ends are bevelled to facilitate swinging. In operation, first the four gates, two sealing the
ends of the tank and two sealing the land abutments
are closed. Normally recessed into the channel side
these pivot on one side to swing out sealing their
respective waterway, the motion being done hydraulically (with a hand crank back up). Even with the
bevel end tank some clearance is needed to permit
seasonal expansion. To make up this space and pro-

Fig 8.3: The building of the new aqueduct over Barton Road c. 1894 (courtesy of Salford Local History Library, The Mullineux
Collection, T1640).
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Fig 8.4: The Barton Swing Aqueduct looking north in 2011. The accumulator tower is on the left (copyright Michael Nevell).
vide a positive seal each land abutment has a rubber
faced steel wedge in the form of an elongated U corresponding to the profile of the tank. This is raised
and lowered by hydraulic rams external to the tank.
As with the stone aqueduct considerable approach
embankments were required. That on the Eccles
bank carrying a long approach ramp for the barge
horses to access the elevated towpath. Hydraulic
power for the aqueduct and road bridge at 650 psi
was originally provided by a steam powered pump
station and accumulator on the Eccles bank made by
Galloway’s of Manchester.
Both aqueduct and road bridge were fabricated
from steel plate and section riveted to form on site,
the contractor being Andrew Handyside of Derby.
The hydraulic engines which turn bridge and aqueduct are sunk below island level beneath a timber
cover. Made by Sir William Armstrong, Mitchell of
Newcastle they are of three-throw oscillating engine
form, the turning engines drive the structures
through reduction gearing onto a ring gear attached
to the structure. Both structures engines are duplicated, one in use, one on standby.
Work started at Barton in early 1889 with demolition of property and the construction of a new channel to divert the River Irwell into so as to complete
80

the Ship Canal works ‘in the dry’. The small aqueduct
on the Trafford bank was used for this purpose. By
April 1891 the island was substantially complete and
steel work was delivered to allow erection to commence in August that year whilst the civil engineering
works of the approaches continued. The road bridge
was completed and opened to the public in January
1893 and in April 1893 water was pumped into the
tank to test for leaks. It was decided to admit water
to the whole section on Monday 25th May, beginning
at about 2.00pm. However the local newspaper reported: ‘By five o’clock the water had reached full
height and all appeared satisfactory, however a serious leakage occurred near the Barton Lane tank. Water rushed under the embankment wall and flooded
gardens on Barton Lane, washing away the men’s
huts.’8 After closing off the water it took some time
to rebuild the embankment and admit water letting it
stand for some weeks before actually opening the
deviation to traffic. This event, at which locals were
disappointed that the Earl of Ellesmere did not appear in the Royal Barge, took place in the afternoon
of Monday, 21st August 1893. The first boat across
was the Ann, from Lymm, next was a coal barge
from Worsley.
Work began immediately on demolishing the old
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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Fig 8.5: The Barton Swing Aqueduct looking west along the water-filled swing aqueduct north in 2011. The accumulator tower is
on the left out of shot (copyright Michael Nevell).
stone aqueduct, the face of the Barton Lane aqueduct
being saved for posterity. Until this operation was
complete neither road bridge nor aqueduct could be
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

swung, fortunately all went well. The central control
tower could then be built.
Disaster struck again in November 1893 when a
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Fig 8.6: A mid-twentieth century aerial photograph of the Barton Swing Aqueduct and Bridge. Barton power station (opened in
1923) in on the left and a fuel depot on the right (courtesy of the Manchester Region Industrial Archaeology Society).
serious leak occurred, flooding land by Barton Lane.
A total stoppage of the Bridgewater Canal had to be
imposed for some weeks whilst the embankment was
re-built again.

Conclusion
Considering its weight, frequency of use and age
there has been few stoppages since these initial troubles. Fair wear and tear, the bearing plates and rollers, initially of cast iron were replaced by steel in
1927. Further renovations already planned took place
in the early months of the Second World War. The
steam powered hydraulic plant (Fig 8.6) was replaced
by an electric driven pump in a cabin on the island
together with the aqueduct’s three-throw reciprocating hydraulic turning engines situated in a small cabin
to one side of the structure were also replaced.
(Those for the road bridge remain the originals). The
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bearing race-plates and rollers were again replaced in
this renovation.

Notes
1) For introductions to the history of the building of the canal
see: Aldred J, 2011, The Duke of Bridgewater – his Canal. The
Bridgewater Canal Company, Manchester. Malet H, 1977, Bridgewater, the Canal Duke. Second Edition. Manchester University
Press.
2) Malet 1977
3) Corble N, 2005, James Brindley. The First Canal Builder. Tempus,
Stroud; Malet 1977.
4) Aldred 2011, 25-7; Malet 1977.
5) Manchester Mercury, July 1761.
6) A plan of the aqueduct published by the German writer
Hogrewe in 1780 showed angled buttresses on the northern side
only. It is possible, of course, that the only the stone buttresses
and breakwaters were added in the 1820s, and the stonework
altered to accommodate then.
7) Eccles & Patricroft Journal, May 1893.
8) Eccles & Patricroft Journal, May 1893.
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Chapter 9
The Grocers’ Warehouse, Castlefield:
the First True Canal Warehouse?
Michael Nevell
Introduction
The Castlefield terminus of the Bridgewater Canal
has attracted a considerable amount of interest from
historians since the 1860s, and from archaeologists
since the 1960s.1 These studies have developed two
themes; the complexity and success (or failure) of the
water management systems built by James Brindley,
and the physical development of the basin as a ware-

house zone. A central feature of the basin was two
adjacent late-eighteenth-century warehouses, the
Duke’s Warehouse and the Grocers’ Warehouse. The
Duke’s Warehouse is usually regarded as the first
canal warehouse on the Bridgewater Canal, and thus
in Britain, but the Grocers’ Warehouse was a more
complex and, ultimately, more influential structure
due to its use of internal canal arms and split-level
loading. The subject of pioneering industrial

Fig 9.1 The Reconstructed Grocers’ Warehouse in Castlefield (copyright Michael Nevell).
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archaeological recording and excavation in 1960, and
detailed survey and reconstruction in the mid-1980s,
the ruins of this warehouse form the earliest surviving building in the terminus.

Origins of the Coal Tunnel and
Castle Quay
Although there are two studies of the Grocers’ warehouse, the first by V I Tomlinson published in 1961
and the second by Cyril Boucher published in 1989,2
the re-cataloguing of the Bridgewater archives held
by Salford City Council and the University of Salford, and further recording of the ruins since 1989,
has uncovered previously unseen material and new
physical evidence which relates to the origins and
development of the warehouse.3 This material concerns the inspiration for the design of the coal tunnel

Fig 9.3: The southern end of the 1760s coal tunnel by the
Grocers’ Warehouse (copyright GMAU).
beneath the warehouse and the date and development of the warehouse’s structure.4 The development of such an innovative building was necessitated

Fig 9.2 Johann Hogrewe’s 1777 plan and cross-section of the Castlefield Basin showing the Grocers’ Warehouse (arrowed). Note
the absence of the Duke’s Warehouse on this plan (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
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Fig 9.4: John Foulkes’ map of the Castlefield canal basin in 1785 showing the site of the Grocers’ (A) and Duke’s (B) warehouses and the location of the 1760s coal tunnel and its extension . Courtesy of Salford City Archive (Bridgewater Collection).
as much by the accident of geography as the result of
industrial inspiration; a case argued first by
Tomlinson.5 The development of this structure was
proceeded by an earlier wharf and loading arrangement which directly influenced the later warehouse.
The topography of the River Medlock through the
Castlefield area of Manchester was very similar to
that of the Irwell below the Collegiate Church (now
Manchester Cathedral), with sheer cliffs at a number
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

of points along the river valley between the line of
Deansgate and the junction of the River Medlock
with the River Irwell. Castlefield was chosen by
Brindley as the terminus for the Duke of Bridgewater’s new industrial canal, once the second Act was
passed in 1760,6 partly because it was the area closest
to Manchester, from the south, on the same level as
the line at Worsley. This new line would bring coal
from the Duke’s mines at Worsley Delph to the edge
85
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Fig 9.5: A reconstruction of the western façade of the Grocers’
Warehouse in the late eighteenth century (copyright Michael
Nevell).
of eighteenth-century Manchester, but clearly the
height difference between the river and the town,
approximately 7.7m (25ft), would be a problem when
unloading the coal from the Duke’s barges.
When the Castlefield basin was opened in the summer of 17657 it lacked any warehouse facilities so
initially coals were hauled by carts from the quay up a
steep routeway cut into the northern terrace of the
River Medlock.8 An anonymous letter published in

the Manchester Mercury on 1st July 1765 noted that
‘from the wharf, at this place, the poor of Manchester fetch great quantities of coal in wheelbarrows:
and Mr Brindley in order to remove the inconvenience of carrying them up Castle Hill, is driving a
large tunnel through the centre of this hill, into
which he intends to introduce his barges, and by a
crane, which is to be worked by a box-water-wheel,
he proposes to land the coals close to this town’.9 It
appears to have been completed by the time another
letter about the works at Castlefield was published in
the same journal on 1st August 1765.10 The entrance
to this water-filled tunnel was at Castle Quay, created
by cutting back the escarpment edge, on the site of
what would become the Grocers’ Warehouse. At this
date the wharf did not included any warehouse structures.
By 1769 this system was functioning and comprised ‘first…a common wharf for the landing of
coals out of large barges, for the supply of carts and
wagons. The second is a subterraneous canal, arched
over, into which long but narrow boats enter, being
of a construction fitted for a peculiar purpose elsewhere. This subterraneous passage extends from C to
D. At E, in the roof of the arch turned over this water, is a well, bricked like common ones, which is
sunk from the ground above;…upon which and near
the mouth of this well, is erected a crane of a new
construction, which turning upon a pivot, is brought
at pleasure over the well, and draws up the coals…
This subterraneous canal is extended further than the
crane with design to erect another upon the same
principles.’ The arrangement is shown on a plan published by Arthur Young in that year (Fig 3.1) and the

Fig 9.6: John Claude Natte’s 1807 drawing of the Castlefield Basin showing the Grocers’ Warehouse (left) and the northern end
of the Duke’s Warehouse (right) (copyright Salford Museum and Art Gallery, T2791).
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Fig 9.7: An 1825 Bridgewater Estate map of the Castlefield canal basin, amended in the 1830s, showing the range of warehouses
(shaded) in the basin by the mid-nineteenth century. Courtesy of Salford City Archives (Bridgewater Collection).
extension shown on Foulkes’ 1785 map running for
c. 125 metres north as far as Bridgewater Street.
Power to the crane was provide by a 30 foot (c. 9.14
metres) in diameter waterwheel, 4.5 foot (c. 1.37 metres) wide, which turned a wooden cylinder carrying a
rope for operating the crane, whilst a sluice controlled the flow of water from the underground canal
so it passed through a rock-cut channel to drive the
waterwheel.11 The remains of this wheel pit and the
waterwheel within it were discovered and described
in detail in 1960, and a second shaft located which
was probably part of the extension to the tunnel also
mentioned by Young in 1769. Another vertical shaft
15 metres north of Bridgewater Street on the same
alignment was discovered and recorded by Paul Sillitoe in 2007, though its precise relationship to the
coal tunnel remains unclear.12 The design of this
tunnel and its hoist combined several elements of
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

Brindley’s earlier work. Firstly, the size and design of
the tunnel itself mirrored parts of the underground
network of canals at the Worsley coal mines develFig 9.8: The reconstructed water-powered hoist system at the
Grocers’ Warehouse (copyright GMAU).
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Fig 9.9: A view looking east towards the Bridgewater Viaduct of the site of the Duke’s Warehouse during demolition after the
1915 fire (courtesy of Michael Nevell).
oped from 1758 onwards.13 Young is clear this tunnel
was designed to take the coal boats from the Worsley
mines, and the hoist and shaft designed to lift the
coal boxes from these boats.14 Secondly, the employment of an undershot waterwheel in a situation
where there was a very limited head of water available, thus restricting the type of waterwheel that
could be used, can be seen at two earlier Brindley
sites; in 1752 at Leek corn mill which used water
from the River Churnet;15 and at the Old Mill at
Congleton, a large silk mill run by a waterwheel
whose water came from the nearby River Dane.16
Thirdly, Brindley used a similar arrangement of tunnels, this time involving a rock-cut channel with a
rock-cut tailrace tunnel, to power a waterwheel at
Clifton Colliery in 1752, in order to pump water
from the coal mine.17
A further parallel from Brindley’s work can be
drawn from the location of the Old Mill wheel-pit, in
the centre of the mill façade beneath a pediment, and
the main southern façade of the Grocers’ Warehouse. Here, the canal arm was placed centrally beneath the main loading doors and a large dorma
opening on the roof, flanked by two bays of windows to each side giving a symmetrical classical façade.
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This architectural arrangement may be coincidence
and nothing to do with Brindley, but the other three
cases provide cumulative evidence to strongly suggest Brindley used more than a decade of his experience with managing water to design the first phase of
the wharf at Castlefield during the mid-1760s. This
original coal tunnel was incorporated within the later
Grocers’ Warehouse at a skewed angle.18 The leap
from a crane, shaft and tunnel system for unloading
the coal boats to replacing the crane with a warehouse with a water-powered hoist system over the
same tunnel was short, but radical, one.

Dating the Grocers’ Warehouse
As an archaeological monument type the canal warehouse was a product of the Industrial Revolution and
was one of a number of industrial warehouse types
that developed from the mid-eighteenth century onwards.19 The various designs of canal warehouse
have been classified and of the four typological
forms identified the most original and influential was
the Type 1 canal warehouse, of which the Grocers’
was an early example.20 Such Type 1 canal warehouses were structures combining multistorey, splitSalford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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level loading, terracing, internal canal arms and a
hoist system run by water power.
Circumstantial evidence such as name and geographical location led Tomlinson to believe the first
purpose-built (Type 1) canal warehouse of this classic
design Duke’s Warehouse (so-called because it was
built for the Duke of Bridgewater as part of his canal
works), adjacent and to the east of the Grocers’.21
This building straddled the River Medlock at the
head of the canal basin, just east of the modern
Deansgate Bridge. An undated plan of the Castlefield
canal basin, but almost identical to Young’s map, can
be found in Chetham’s Library. This shows the crane
and tunnel in this area, and notes that Knott Mill
Bridge was ‘where they intend to Build Warehouses
over the River’.22
Tomlinson lacked the detailed evidence to prove
this warehouse with its two internal canal arms was
built before 1777, when the Grocers’ Warehouse is
first shown on a map of the basin.23 This documentary evidence appeared to have been uncovered during research prior to the excavation of the remains of
the Duke’s Warehouse in 1998. Amongst the Bridgewater archives held by the City of Salford was a map
of the Deansgate area around the River Medlock
with the date 1771.24 The map showed a rectangular
building covering the Medlock and described as the
‘new warehouse’.
More detailed examination of this document and
the map sequence for the Castlefield Basin suggests

this elegant solution to the date of the Duke’s Warehouse, and confirmation of its primary position as
the first canal warehouse, is not as straightforward as
it seems. Tomlinson knew the Duke’s Warehouse
had been burnt down and rebuilt in 1789 but was
unclear on how the fire affected its original planform.25 The 1771 map and Foulkes’ 1785 plan of the
Castlefield Basin26 capture this form before that fire.
Both show a square building west of the bridge over
the River Medlock. On each map the structure does
not straddle the Medlock; rather it juts out southwards approximately half way across the width of the
river. Foulkes’ map is particularly useful as it has
been annotated by a later hand to show the planform of the Duke’s Warehouse as rebuilt after the
fire of 1789 and captured on all later maps. The rebuilt warehouse was larger and did straddle the River
Medlock. However, it had an irregular plan that
seems to have included some of the buildings shown
on the two earlier maps either side of the river, which
suggests that the fire did not destroy all the buildings
on the site. Though finally destroyed by fire in 1915,
the pier supporting this second warehouse survives
in the middle of the Medlock, showing that the 1789
rebuild included two shipping holes underneath and
through the warehouse. Frustratingly, the only image
of the warehouse to have so far come to light is on
the Natte view of the Castlefield basin drawn in
1807. To the east of the Grocers’ Warehouse on the
right-hand edge of the picture is the end three bays

Fig 9.10: The Grocers’ Warehouse in the 1980s after demolition in 1960 (copyright GMAU).
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Fig 9.11: The layout of the late eighteenth century Grocers’ Warehouse, showing the primary 1770s phase (black) and the 1780s
extension (grey). It also shows the location of the canal arms and the penstock (PS) and wheelpit (WP) that powered the internal
hoist system. Based upon the work of Boucher and Tomlinson (copyright Michael Nevell).
of a five-storey warehouse over the River Medlock
that can only be the northern range of the Duke’s
Warehouse. It is thus unclear what the appearances
of the rebuilt and original Duke’s Warehouse were. It
is unknown whether the first warehouse had several
stories with a central pier, like its successor or
whether the first warehouse was a single storey structure with a pent or roof over part of the canal – a
design familiar from dock-side structures of the period and common across the canal network in the
nineteenth century.
A further difficulty in assessing the original form of
the warehouse from the map evidence is the absence
of the Duke’s Warehouse from Johann Ludwig
Hogrewe’s plan of the basin drawn in 1777 and published in 1780.27 This does, however, show the Grocers’ Warehouse. If it was drawn just after the building of the Grocers’, but just before the construction
of the Duke’s Warehouse that would explain the discrepancy; yet the Bridgewater Archives plan of 1771
would seem to make this impossible. Just how reliable these primary sources are is unclear, so for the
moment the question of the date of the construction
90

of the Grocers’ and the Duke’s Warehouses must
remain unclear. Since the contemporary written accounts of John Whittaker in the mid-1760s28 and of
Arthur Young’s from 1769 make no mention of either warehouse, a date range of 1771-7 remains our
best estimate on the present evidence. However, it is
clear from both the 1771 and 1785 plan that the
Duke’s was a smaller warehouse, without the internal
canal arm arrangement of the Grocers’. The Grocers’
thus appears to be the first Type 1 warehouse to be
built, with the rebuilt Duke’s Warehouse following
this design in 1789.

Development of the Grocers’
The primary c. 1771-7 phase of the Grocers’ Warehouse was 63 foot (c. 19.2 metres) deep and 31.5 foot
(c. 9.6 metres) wide with five storeys rising 45 foot (c.
13.72 metres) from the ‘quay to the eaves’.29
Tomlinson, who surveyed the building before demolition in 1960, records that the floors were softwood
supported by a central brick wall running the length
of the original structure. There were doorways in this
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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internal partition to allow access from front to back
and hoist holes on each floor above the loading
docks which allowed goods to travel up the building.
The later development of the Grocers’ Warehouse
can be recovered from the map sequence, written
material and sketches of the building in the decades
after 1777. Contemporary accounts are not detailed
enough to highlight the extension and development
of the warehouse. Ogden did not mention any warehouses in his description of Manchester in 1783.
Phillips writing about the quays in Castlefield around
1792 described seeing ‘vessels sail into the warehouses and a great quantity of corn in there of all
sorts’.30 The map evidence is the most revealing in
terms of the physical development of the warehouse.
Foulke’s map of 1785 is a little difficult to interpret
due to the later annotation but it shows the Grocers’
with a single canal arm and what appears to be an
eastern extension roughly one and half times the
length of the original warehouse. Green’s map of
Manchester published in 1794 (Fig 7.9) shows a further eastward extension that included a short northern wing. Nattes’ drawing of the Grocers’ Warehouse
in 1807 showed the second canal arm had been built
by that date. Stott’s 1821 map shows yet another
eastward extension that took the warehouse almost
to the western side of Deansgate. It was this extended form of the warehouse that was bisected by
the construction of the Bridgewater Viaduct in
1841.31
The tenants of the Grocers’ have been outlined by
Tomlinson, beginning with Hugh Henshall, Brindely’s brother-in-law, in 1777,32 with more tenants
being added by the 1790s and 1800s to reflect the
expansion of the building, down to 1811 when the
Manchester Grocers’ Company took over the whole
complex. Despite being known as the Grocers’ ever
since, by 1836 it was being run by Mark Nightingale
& Co. Soon after, in 1853, the middle section of the
warehouse was sold and demolished.33 By 1900 a
pent or roof over the canal had been added to the
southern elevation of the warehouse. This truncated
warehouse, which amounted to half its 1841 length
was retained until its demolition in 1960.34
Though the warehouse was partially reconstructed
in the mid-1980s35 substantial elements of the original warehouse survive into the twenty-first century.
The most extensive is the rear, northern brick wall
which acts as a retaining wall for Castle Street and
which runs for more than 50 metres. This wall survives up to three storeys high and was built in English Garden wall bonded-brick. A building break can
still be seen marking the division between the original eastern gable of 1771-7 warehouse and the lateeighteenth century eastward extensions. The truncated stubs of three cross-walls also survive in the
eastern half of the warehouse indicating the position
of a series of cross-walls that rose through the build-

ing. At the western end of the warehouse a fragment
of the south-western wall facade from the original
1770s warehouse has been incorporated within the
1980s reconstruction and includes an original keystone arched window opening. The basement of the
reconstructed western section retains the 1770s
wheel pit (see above) and the line of the two canal
arms. These remains are sufficiently extensive to give
an impression of the substantial and imposing nature
of the Grocers’ in the late-eighteenth and earlynineteenth centuries.

The Significance of the Grocers’
The Grocers’ Warehouse is not the first canal warehouse on the British Canal system, and as it may not
have been built until as late as 1777 it was probably
not designed by James Brindley, who died in 1773.
Rather, the Grocers’ Warehouse should be regarded
as the first true canal warehouse; that is the first
warehouse to be built using internal canal arms and
split-level loading facilities, thus breaking with earlier
river- and dock-side warehouse forms. Its development marked the culmination of a decade of innovation in waterways design along the Bridgewater Canal
and by the end of the 1770s this style of Type 1 canal
warehouse was being built on other British canals.
It had a lasting impact on goods handling within
canal warehouses, this design being used until the
mid-nineteenth century.36 Furthermore, it had a direct impact on the railway warehouses of the nineteenth century, for the design of the 1830 Liverpool
Road Railway Warehouse was probably adapted from
a Type 1 canal warehouse plan-from.37 Split-level
internal loading combining rail and water transport
remained a feature of warehouse design as late as the
1920s.38 The Grocers’ ruinous remains are thus one
of the most iconic and most important buildings on
the British canal system.
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Chapter 10
The Bridgewater Canal in Cheshire:
Recent Archaeological Investigations
Michael Nevell
Introduction
The western extension of the Bridgewater Canal,
running between Manchester in the east and Runcorn in the west, (Fig 10.1) has been relatively overlooked, archaeologically and historically, compared to
the stretch from Worsley to Castlefield. A cursory
glance at the bibliography at the end of the current
volume shows the majority of attention from archaeologists and historians has been focused upon the
Barton Aqueduct, Castlefield canal basin, Worsley
underground mines, and Worsley terminus. Yet the
extension to Runcorn gave the Bridgewater access to
the great agricultural estates of northern Cheshire
whose produce helped to feed the enormous population growth of Manchester in the late-eighteenth and

early-nineteenth centuries.1 It also provided access to
the sea, allowing goods to be brought either directly
to Manchester without being transhipped at Liverpool docks or being transhipped into Mersey Flats at
the Duke’s Quay at Liverpool and then sailed across
the Mersey estuary to Runcorn. Either route provided an alternative to the Mersey and Irwell Navigation, the Bridgewater’s chief rival until the company
bought the Navigation in 1844. It thus lifted the
Bridgewater Canal from a primarily local venture to
an innovative transport network of national importance.
The line was first surveyed in 1762 for the third
Act2 and the Runcorn terminus received its first
loaded vessel of 50 tons from the Mersey on New
Year’s Day 1773, although the completion of the line

Fig 10.1: The line of the Bridgewater Canal through Cheshire, c. 1776 (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
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of the canal was delayed by the protracted negotiations with Sir Richard Brooke of Norton Priory.
Consequently, it was not until the 21st March 1776
that the full length of the canal was finally opened
from Runcorn to Manchester and Worsley.3
There was a proposal to build a further branch of
the Bridgewater Canal from Sale Moor to Stockport,
a distance of 7.5 miles (c. 12.07 kilometres), and
thereby link with a proposed canal to Macclesfield.
The Act for this was passed in March 1766.4 The line
of this branch is shown on a plan of that year but
since the Act for the Macclesfield to Stockport Canal
was rejected by Parliament in 1766 the Duke’s
branch was never undertaken.5
The engineering along this 28.5 mile (45.87 kilometres) stretch of the canal was as impressive as along
the stretch from Worsley to Manchester. It included
the two-arched stone aqueduct, with cutwaters,6 over
the River Mersey overflow channel off Hawthorne
Road in Stretford;7 the single span 70 foot (c. 21.34
metres) brick and stone Barfoot Bridge aqueduct
over the River Mersey in Sale; a nearly two-mile-long
(2.9 kilometres) embankment over Sale Moor; the
mile-long Dunham aqueduct and embankment over
the Bollin valley, aqueducts over the brooks at Lymm
and Preston; a junction with the Trent and Mersey
Canal which included a 1,239 yard long (1,133 metres) tunnel from Preston Brook to Dutton; and a
flight of ten locks and a canal basin with a sea lock at
the Runcorn terminus.8

in interest in industrial archaeology.9 This work, however, post-dated the abandonment of traffic through
the locks and the infilling of the Runcorn locks and
canal basins in the 1960s.10
In the 1970s Archaeological Survey Ltd recorded
for the Warrington Development Corporation the
quay at London Road Bridge in Stockton Heath.11 At
the time this included, on the western side of London Road and on the southern bank of the canal, a
four-storey, brick warehouse with phases covering
the period c. 1780 to 1840, and at the western end of
the range a single-storey transhipment shed with a
pent over the canal. There was also a late-nineteenthcentury blacksmiths opposite this on the eastern side
of the road. All of these structures have long since
been replaced by housing.
At the Runcorn terminus there was some limited
archaeological investigation in the 1980s during reclamation work in the vicinity of the locks connecting
the Bridgewater Canal to the Manchester Ship Canal.
This was the original, old, line of locks built in the
period 1771-3, and the work revealed a number of
canal barges in the basin at the top of the locks.12
These investigations appear to have led to the excavation of the old line of locks and their conversion
into a footpath. More extensive investigation of the
line of the Bridgewater Canal in Cheshire had to
await the end of the twentieth century and the early
twenty-first century. Like the work undertaken during the mid-twentieth century this latest research has
been stimulated by the interest of several local arEarly Industrial Archaeology Re- chaeology groups on various aspects of the canal
structure; the weir at Cornbrook, the quay at Broadcording
heath, the Bollin aqueduct and embankment, and by
redevelopment work at the Runcorn end of the caThere was some limited archaeological work along
nal. Interest may also have been rekindled by the
the Cheshire section of the canal in the late-twentieth
nominations of the Worsley to Castlefield section of
century, against the national background of the rise
the canal as part of the potential Manchester World
Fig 10.2: Foulkes’ 1785 map of the Bridgewater Canal showing Cornbrook Weir. Courtesy of Salford City Archive (Bridgewater
Collection).
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Heritage site in 199913 and research leading to a national industrial archaeology conference held in Manchester in 2000 by the Association for Industrial Archaeology.14

Cornbrook:
Weir

Brindley’s

Other

During 1997 the site of the Cornbrook Weir in Old
Trafford was cleared of vegetation and the apron of
the weir with its syphon recorded in detail. This work
was undertaken by the Manchester Region Industrial
Archaeology Society who surveyed the surviving
apron and the central syphon.15 Smiles records that
Brindley was overseeing the works at Cornbrook
towards the end of 1763 (Fig 10.2), when he was
short of men for the works there.16
The earliest representation of this feature was John
Foulkes’ map of 1785 which shows a circular weir
with a central siphon. However, the present form of
the structure is a flattened oval, with the canal on the
western side, roughly 30 metres long north to south
and 13 metres wide west to east. Immediately to the
east of the weir and defining its eastern boundary
was the brick viaduct for the line of the Manchester
South Junction and Altrincham Railway, opened in
1849. An overspill channel on the western canal-side
was designed to take excess water from the canal into
the Cornbrook, which still flows beneath the Bridgewater via a spillway, and a central siphon 5 metres in

Fig 10.4: Plan of the Cornbrook Weir (copyright MRIAS).
diameter. This survey work (Figs 10.3 & 10.4)
demonstrated that the existing fabric of the weir represented nearly all of the original eighteenth century
structure. This weir clearly did not silt in the way that
the clover-leaf weir had at Castlefield (see Chapter 5),
and which led to that structure being replaced. It also
suggested the impact of the adjacent railway viaduct
on the form of the weir was minimal.

Dunham Aqueduct: Bridging the
Bollin
The Manchester Region Industrial Archaeology Society have also studied one of the major engineering
challenges along the Cheshire line of the canal; the

Fig 10.3: Cross-sections through Cornbrook as recorded by MRIAS in 1997 (copyright MRIAS).
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crossing of the River Bollin, its valley and two roads
on ‘vast arches’.17 As the canal was conceived as a
contour waterway, the option of using locks to cross
the valley, where the river level was 10 metres below
that of the canal, was not available. Brindley thus
used a technique he had employed on the primary
line of the canal to cross the Irwell, and which he had
employed to cross the Mersey and its valley; namely
long embankments either side of a stone aqueduct
over the river itself. Foulkes’ 1785 map of this part
of the canal shows the long embankments leading to
the aqueduct over the Bollin, with the direction of
the canal changing at the point of the aqueduct. Negotiations to purchase the land began in 1762, but
were not complete until 1767.18 Nevertheless, the
aqueduct, the road bridge at Dunham Woodhouses
and the embankments were ready by 1769.19
The work of MRIAS, between 2004 and 2007 (Figs
10.5 & 10.6), recorded archaeologically the line of the
embankments and their revetments, the Dunham
Woodhouses road-bridge, the stone aqueduct across
the Bollin and to the south a flood channel. The recording emphasised the complex and monumental
nature of this part of the canal, especially the work
on stabilising and revetting the embankments with
stone walls.

Fig 10.6: Masons’ marks from the Bollington Aqueduct.
Identical marks can be seen on the surviving western bridge
abutment of the original Barton Aqueduct and on the Sale
and Stretford Aqueducts (copyright MRIAS).
The canal narrows to half its normal width as is
approaches the aqueduct, presumably to reduce the
weight of water in the trough and so to aid stabilisation (a section of the northern embankment failed on
2nd March 1971, blocking the Bollin and flooding
adjacent farmland). The aqueduct itself has a parabolic wall, c. 50 metres long, on its western side, although the eastern side has a wider embankment and
a straight stone revetment wall, (unlike Foulkes’ 1785
map which shows two parabolic revetment walls
flanking the trough) suggesting that this had been
rebuilt at some stage. There are indications along the

Fig 10.5: The north-western curved retaining wall for the Bollin aqueduct (copyright MRIAS).
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aqueduct of later work, in the form of brickwork and
a date of ‘1814’ on one section. The western elevation is almost identical in form and plan to the aqueduct spanning the mill stream in Lymm. It is also
covered in masons’ marks, some of which are identical to those seen on the surviving Barton Aqueduct
abutment.

Broadheath Quay: Feeding Manchester
An important feature of the Cheshire branch of the
Bridgewater Canal was the quays along its 28.5 mile
length. These could be found at Stretford, Sale Moor,
Broadheath, Heatley, Lymm, Stockton Heath, Norton, Preston Brook and, of course, at the Runcorn
terminus (see below). The inland quays gave access
to the agricultural lands of several of the great northern Cheshire estates, such as those belonging to the
Trafford family in Stretford, the Earl of Stamford
around Dunham and Altrincham, and the Warburton
family of Arley, who owned extensive lands along the
line of the canal in Appleton, Grappenhall, Lymm,
and Stockton Heath.
Few of these quays have been studied in detail, that
at Stockton Heath, on London Road, being a notable
exception. Whereas that site has since been cleared
Fig 10.7: Plan of the late eighteenth century Old Warehouse
at Broadheath Quay (copyright STAG).
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Fig 10.8: A sketch of the Old Warehouse at Broadheath
Quay in 1943 (courtesy of John Aldred).
of structures other quays, such as those at Broadheath (Fig 10.9), Heatley, Norton and Preston Brook,
retain some of their original canal infrastructure, such
as stables, offices and warehouses. This information
is also supplemented by a survey of the warehouses
along the Bridgewater Canal and associated waterways undertaken by the Manchester Ship Canal in
1943 (Fig 10.8), which included sketches of 44 properties.20 The survival of several canal-related structures at the Broadheath quay was highlighted in 1990
and again in a study of Trafford’s Industrial Archaeology in 2000.21 Recent survey work by the South
Fig 10.9: Foulkes’ 1785 map of the Bridgewater Canal
showing the site of the Broadheath Quay and its warehouse.
North is at the bottom of the page. Courtesy of Salford City
Archive (Bridgewater Collection).
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Trafford Archaeology Group (Fig 10.7) has shown
that three canal-related buildings survive along the
southern side of the quay.
The quay at Broadheath was in operation from the
3rd October 1767, when daily passenger boats to
Manchester began. Arthur Young noted in 1769 that
‘at Altrincham Bridge the Duke has a large warehouse on the side of the canal, several stories high’
and described a coal wharf with cranes. Once the
canal was fully opened in 1776 two boats plied the
waterway from the canal basins at Manchester and
Runcorn each day. In 1788 the down boat was
scheduled to leave Manchester at 8am, reaching Altrincham at 10am, Lymm at 11.30am, Stockton Quay
at 1pm, Preston Brook at 2.30pm and Runcorn at
4pm.22 Broadheath’s real role, however, was as a
transhipment point for agricultural produce from the
surrounding lands and from the Earl of Stamford’s
estates in particular. In 1770 the annual tonnage of
‘market goods’ (such as cheese, grain and vegetables)
leaving the Broadheath quay was 2,730 tons, a figure
which had risen to 7,060 tons in 1849.23
Foulkes’ map of the quay in 1785 shows two buildings on the eastern side of Manchester Road. The
one on the northern side of the canal was according
to the map evidence demolished in the mid-1930s.
Old photographs show that this was a two storey
brick building with pitching eyes at first floor level
and an arched cart entrance fronting the towpath
flanked by what appear to be stable doors.24 Such
details suggest that the building may have been used
as a combined stables and hay store, and this appears
to be confirmed by a map of 1852 which labels the
western part of this building as stables.25
The building on the southern side of the canal is
shown in 1785 as having a short canal arm. The current structure is a two storey brick building with a
blocked canal entrance at the northern end. Although
it now lies behind the Old Packet House Pub, the
building was described on the 1835 tithe award for
Altrincham as a warehouse and as late as 1943 was
described as the ‘Old Warehouse’.26 This structure
still survives, although in a truncated form. The recent survey work has indicated that this building
originally had three floors, as shown in a sketch from
1943, although this had been reduced to two by
1990. A blocked shipping hole lay in the northern
gable and the infilled interior canal arm ran half-way
along the length of the building. Blocked loading
bays were also recorded in the northern gable facing
the canal and in the western elevation, whilst the
drawing from 1943 indicated the location of two sets
of further loading bays in the eastern elevation. Surviving lintels above the openings showed that these
were shallow cambered arches, rather than the keystone arches used in the Grocers’ Warehouse in Castlefield. It is possible but not entirely certain that this
building was the warehouse described in 1769 by

Young. In 1833 a second warehouse was added west
of the old coal staithes beyond Manchester Road on
the southern side of the canal. This building has a
northern classical façade facing the canal with a central pediment above a single shipping hole with stone
quoins and a stone parapet. There were three floors
and a gravity hoist in the roof of the pediment. It was
described on the 1835 tithe map as a warehouse and
in the 1943 Manchester Ship Canal document as the
‘New Warehouse’.
Later still, between 1852 and 1877 according to the
map evidence27 a two storey forge with access to the
canal was built on the southern side of the Bridgewater. Lying on the eastern side of Wharf Road, this
structure was later used as part of a radium works
and still survives. Its northern gable fronts the towpath where a blocked arched cart entrance can still be
seen, emphasising that canal transport in Broadheath
for market goods and coal remained important into
the late-nineteenth century. This was despite the development at railway sidings north of the canal on
Atlantic Street and at the nearby Timperley Junction.
The survey work by the South Trafford Archaeology
Group may thus have revealed the upstanding remains of the second oldest canal warehouse on the
Bridgewater Canal system, the ‘Old Warehouse’,
which survives in a truncated form in commercial
use. Its precise construction date is unclear, although
it was standing by 1785, whilst its design provides a
useful comparison with the Grocers’ Warehouse
built in the 1770s.

The Runcorn Terminus
The Runcorn Terminus (Fig 10.10) was built in the
years 1771-3 and by the early nineteenth century had
developed into an extensive complex of docks, locks,
basins, wharves and warehouses surrounding the
offices of the Bridgewater Canal, Bridgewater House.
The initial layout of the terminus involved a run of
ten locks28 that took the canal from 21.3m AOD at
Higher Runcorn to 3.7m AOD at the tidal lock on
Fig 10.10: A 1943 sketch of the crate warehouses at the
Runcorn terminus (courtesy of John Aldred).
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The Bridgewater Canal in Cheshire
Fig 10.11 (top): the line of the new locks (left) and old locks (right) at the Runcorn terminus in the 1960s. (courtesy of Salford
City Archive, the Mullineux Collection).
Fig 10.12 (bottom): The line of the old locks, dating from 1771-3 at the Runcorn terminus looking north towards Bridgewater
House. Abandoned in the 1930s these were converted into a public footpath in the late twentieth century (copyright Michael
Nevell).
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Fig 10.13: The Runcorn terminus in 1778 (top), according to Hogrewe’s sketch plan, and in 1894 (bottom), according to the
Ordnance Survey. The landscape changes between 1778 and 1894 reflect more than 100 years of continual expansion of the Runcorn Terminus. Key: C - Custom’s House; R - reservoir; W - warehouse.
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The Bridgewater Canal in Cheshire
Fig 10.14: The Runcorn terminus in 1785 according to Foulkes’ survey, showing the line of the old locks with its tidal lock to the
River Mersey and the original dry dock to the north. This map has been annotated to show the addition of the old tidal basin to the
south-west. To the right of this is the middle or coal basin, and east of that is the old basin. Since the line of the new locks are not
shown these additions much pre-dated the mid-1820s. (Courtesy of Salford City Archive, Bridgewater Collection).
the northern side of Bridgewater House, a drop of 70
feet (Figs 10.11 & 10.12).
The speed of development of the original terminus
can be seen by comparing Hogrewe’s sketch plan of
1778 (Fig 10.13) and Foulkes’ more detailed plan of
1785 (Fig 10.14). The latter shows that the line of ten
locks was interspersed with four pounds, the lowest
one giving access to the Old Tidal Dock, Middle Basin and four further locks. The canal offices and
Bridgewater House stood at the junction of the old
line and access to the Old Dock on the northern side
of canal. By 1825 the volume of trade on the canal
necessitated the building of a new line of seven locks,
with five pounds, (Fig 10.13) to the south of the old
locks and ended in an extension to the tidal dock,
with access to the river through a final pair of tidal
gates. This new line was linked via a new coal basin
to the old locks. The new line was opened in 1827
and a new dock (Francis Dock) built west of this in
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

the early 1840s. The 1.25 mile Runcorn and Weston
Canal was built by the Bridgewater in the years 18579 to link this new dock with the Weaver Navigation’s
docks at Weston Point.29 Expansion continued into
the latter half of the nineteenth century as the
Bridgewater Canal trustees built new docks to the
north of Francis Dock and at the eastern end of the
Runcorn and Weston Canal (Alfred Dock, c. 1860
and Fenton Dock 1875; Fig 10.13). The success of
the Bridgewater Canal in the mid-nineteenth century
is shown by a trebling of the annual tonnage on the
canal during the years 1833 to 1860, and the continuing profitability of the canal into the 1880s.30
This expansion came to an end with the sale of the
Bridgewater Navigation Company Ltd (as it had become in 1874) to the Manchester Ship Canal Company in 1887 and the opening of the new ship canal
in 1894.31 This required the rebuilding of much of
the river frontage and the addition of railway sidings
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Fig 10.15: Bridgewater House, built 1771-3 at the Runcorn terminus (copyright Michael Nevell).
(Fig 10.13), but resulted in the loss of most of the
Bridgewater’s sea-borne trade.32 The final form of
the buildings at the terminus is captured in the 1943
warehouse survey which includes drawings of five
structures at the terminus, such as the crate warehouses (Fig 101.10), and a further ten buildings
erected between the Weston Canal and the Alfred
and Fenton Docks to the south-west of the original
Fig 10.16: Ground floor plan of Bridgewater House (courtesy
of Peel Group plc).
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terminus.33 The line of the old locks fell into disuse
in the late 1930s and the Ship Canal Act of 1966 permitted the closure and filling of the new line of
locks.34 By the 1970s most of the warehouses and
offices had been demolished and Bridgewater House
was left standing in splendid isolation.
Despite the archaeological work during the 1980s
demonstrating a high level of survival for the belowground remains (see above), further investigation had
to await redevelopment work in the early 2000s. In
2002 ground works for a new college including borehole testing, over the lower basin, revealed evidence
of hard-standing surfaces and walls buried up to 5m
below the current ground surface.35
In 2003 Bridgewater House was studied.36 This was
built in the years 1771-3 and acted as an occasional
residence for the Duke of Bridgewater, James
Brindley and John Gilbert, and later as the canal offices. In 1894 they became offices for the Manchester Ship Canal Co Ltd, and remained so until the
2000s. The study revealed that much of the original
1770s building survived, including the grand fourstorey elevations (including the central pedimented
doorway in the eastern elevation with its two sets of
sweeping steps), the original double-depth, central
staircase, plan-form, and interior architectural detailing.
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Conclusion
The 28.5 miles of the Cheshire section of the canal
contained some of the most difficult engineering
challenges along the whole system, from the bridging
of the wide river valleys of the Bollin and Mersey to
the junction with the Trent and Mersey Canal, and
the construction of the tidal docks at Runcorn. The
Runcorn Terminus played an important role in internationalising the goods travelling along the Bridgewater from its partial opening in 1773 to the opening
of the Manchester Ship Canal in 1894. Moreover, the
development of the infrastructure in this area over
more than a century reflects both the success of the
canal in terms of increasing trade and its success in
competing and ultimately taking over its long-term
rival - the Mersey and Irwell Navigation Company.37
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Why is there no Statue to the Duke of
Bridgewater in Manchester?
Terry Wyke
Introduction
‘Lector, si monumentum requiris, circumspice’ might
be the glib response to the question posed in the title
of this essay. During his life Francis Egerton, third
Duke of Bridgewater, was widely acknowledged as
having been responsible for planning, financing and
building one of the most important of the new machines of the industrial revolution. Subsequently, the

Bridgewater Canal was recognised as the catalyst in an
eighteenth-century transport revolution without
which it would be difficult to explain why Britain
became the world’s first industrial nation. In the ever
shifting historiographical currents of the industrial
revolution the Duke and his canal have remained a
fixed point, even though economic and transport
historians have long since jettisoned heroic interpretations of industrialisation. In this year, as we remem-

Fig 11. 1: Bridgewater Canal at Worsley on the serving dish from the Green Frog Service at the Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg (courtesy of the Hermitage Museum & Chetham’s Library).
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ber the 250th anniversary of the opening of the Barton Aqueduct – a structure that the French historian
Paul Mantoux noted contemporaries considered to
be ‘the eighth wonder of the world’, 1 this essay reexamines the Duke’s achievements. Specifically, it
focuses on his public reputation, and the surprising
fact that in Manchester, the town that most obviously benefited from his canal, no monument was
ever raised to his memory. Indeed, in 2011, there is
still not even a historic blue plaque in Manchester to
mark his achievements.

The Impact of the Canal
The building of the canal brought the Duke of
Bridgewater recognition on a scale experienced by
few other entrepreneurs in the eighteenth century.
Following the opening of the Barton Aqueduct in
1761 he became a celebrity, his canal a symbol of the
new industrial age. Prints of the aqueduct were sold,
including two attributed to Rousseau.2 The bestknown image of the Duke shows him as a young and
slender man standing in front of the famous aqueduct.3 Josiah Wedgwood, who recalled travelling
from Worsley to Manchester in the Duke’s
‘gondola’,4 chose the canal for two of the landscape
scenes that decorated the famous dinner service
made for Catherine the Great (Fig 11.1).5
Other eighteenth-century aristocrats were active in
improving their estates – innovating new agricultural
methods, investing in turnpike roads and exploring
ways to exploit their mineral resources – but it was
the Duke of Bridgewater whom contemporaries
placed in the vanguard of these improvers.6 Bridgewater and his canal were praised by influential commentators, the best remembered (and certainly the
most quoted) of whom was the agricultural propagandist, Arthur Young.7 John Phillips, who in his
General History of Inland Navigation was the first to essay the canal revolution, also heaped praise on
Bridgewater. Dedicating his book to the Duke, he
declared that the canal ‘will be a standing monument
of the public spirit and economy of the Duke of
Bridgewater to the end of time’, the opening blast of
a panegyric that was to be echoed in the writings of
later writers.8
Manchester attracted visitors curious to see the
new canal and its aqueduct over the Irwell, a place
where one could observe ships sailing in the air. The
Bridgewater Canal became, alongside Coalbrookdale
and Boulton’s Soho works, one of the key sites of a
new industrial tourism. The town’s newspapers recorded with pride a procession of important visitors.
In 1768 Christian VII of Denmark was one of the
first foreign royal visitors to the town, a place which
ten years earlier was unlikely to have been included in
a royal itinerary of the North.9 Worsley was visited

by the Polish Princess Czartoryski in 1773.10 In January 1817 when the future Czar Nicholas II arrived in
Manchester there was a great deal more to see in the
way of cotton factories and warehouses but his visit
included the now customary trip along the canal.11
Other visitors attracted less public attention though
there was a suspicion that some visitors may have
been involved in industrial espionage. The Italian
Marquis Lornenzo Trotti di Bentivoglio seems to
have been travelling purely for his own amusement.
He began his journey on the canal from Warrington,
finding himself surprised by the general busyness of
the canal as well as the quality of the food served on
the barge. His journal entry concluded with the obscure observation that ‘I thought myself in China’.12
Permission was required to view the coal mines at
Worsley. As one visitor recalled: “Having obtained a
ticket to see this curiosity, which is done by sending
your name to a new house, which the Duke has lately
built for his residence, at about half a mile distance,
you enter with lighted candles the subterraneous passage in a boat, made for bringing out the coals.”13
Visitors were astonished by what they saw. After a
long boat journey, Adam Walker recalled, taper in
hand, finally reaching the working part of this underground world, a place where feelings of awe and terror fused together to create the sublime: ‘The rushing
of the water and clanking of chains realize the fabulous Tartarus! – The ear is assaulted with such unFig 11.2: The memorial tablet in St Paul and St Peter’s
Church, Little Gaddesden (courtesy of Terry Wyke).
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Remembering the Duke
Fig 11.3: The Bridgewater Monument at Moneybury Hill
near Ashridge House (courtesy of Terry Wyke).
common noise that the stoutest heart finds itself under dismay.’14
Guests of the Duke, such as the Lord Chancellor,
Baron Thurlow, could expect to receive a full tour of
his canal: a visit to the underground mines, a boat
ride across the Barton Aqueduct and a tour of the
warehouses at Castlefield – the latter being described
as ‘supposed to be the largest and most complete in
the kingdom’.15
Gilbert and Brindley were important figures in
constructing the canal but the project was led by the
third Duke. He was the entrepreneur who risked
enormous sums of his own money, financing a
scheme that more rational businessmen considered
foolish.16 Far safer returns were available to him had
he chosen to invest in his estates. But, having the
determination to initiate and then extend the canal,
and the ability to employ and take the advice of talented people, his investment paid off. The Bridgewater Canal – it is worth emphasising that it was the
only eponymous canal of the Canal Age – was a
spectacular engineering triumph. But, above all, it
was the nature of the economic benefits generated by
the canal that secured the Duke’s status as one of the
country’s leading promoters of industrial change. It
was repeatedly pointed out that in pursuing his own
self-interest, the Duke’s canal had benefited the
town, the region and the country. ‘By his active spirit
and unshaken perseverance, he amassed immense
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

Francis Egerton died in his London home, Bridgewater House, on 8 March 1803.20 He was buried not
at Worsley but in the family vault in St Peter and St
Paul in Little Gaddesden, adjoining the Ashridge estate in Hertfordshire. In an age when a fear of premature burial was widespread, the funeral was delayed, apparently because the corpse did not show
the usual signs of decomposition.
Newspaper obituaries were in their infancy in the
early nineteenth century but the Press recorded the
death of the old, rich bachelor duke, dwelling on the
benefits of his canal. Calls were made for a public
memorial.21 There was a need for something more
than the gold medal that, in 1800, the Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce had awarded him for his ‘great exertions in
inland navigation’.22 Reference was made to the
scheme to commemorate the recently deceased fifth
Duke of Bedford, a man whose achievements could
hardly be compared to those of Bridgewater’s.23
However, no organised public subscription developed to fund a memorial, either in London or Manchester,24 and, as had been the case following the
death of Sir Richard Arkwright when a statue in
Manchester has been proposed, the idea was not pursued.25 This may have been due to the novelty of the
proposal, outdoor public statues were still unusual
outside London, though there may have been simply
a lack of interest among the business and wider middle-class community to memorialise Bridgewater.
The renewal of the war with Napoleon also consumed local energies and monies.

Why is there no Statute to the Duke of Bridgewater in Manchester?

wealth. But the public grew rich with him; and his
labours were not more profitable to himself than
they were to his country’.17 To others, Bridgewater
was ‘indisputably the best patriot of his time, because
the most beneficial to his age and country’18 In this
praise, particular mention was made of the Manchester poor who were pictured as collecting their cheap
coal in wheelbarrows from the wharves at Castlefield.
This powerful idea of the Duke benefiting the public
tended to overlook the fact that a sharp reduction in
the price of coal had been a condition of obtaining
the necessary legislation.
Long before his death, the Duke of Bridgewater
was a celebrity, who was chiefly responsible for
boosting Manchester’s reputation as one of the country’s rising centres of business and commerce. As
early as 1766 it had been suggested that a monument
to the Duke be placed in St Ann’s Square, one of the
earliest proposals for a public statue in Manchester.19
Contemporaries had only one answer to the question: Who was the most famous living person associated with Manchester?
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Fig 11.4: William Fairbairn’s 1836 proposal for a Bridgewater Crescent and statue in honour of the Duke of Bridgewater. This
was intended for eastern end of Piccadilly in Manchester but was never built (courtesy of Richard Byrom).
More surprising was the apparent reluctance
among his heirs to memorialise him. Money was certainly not a problem for them. The Duke of Bridgewater died a rich man, but the two branches of the
family that inherited his fortune showed little immediate interest about raising a monument. His memorial tablet in the family church (Fig 11.2) was rather
plain, contrasting with many of those commemorating other family members. It included the Latin inscription, Impulit ille rates ubi duxit aratra colonus:
‘He sent barges where formerly the farmer tilled his
fields’.26
It was not until the early 1830s that the family
raised, belatedly, a semi-public monument to the
‘Father of Inland Navigation’. John William Egerton
who had become the 7th Earl of Bridgewater following the death of Francis Egerton in 1803 had considered raising a memorial to his distant relation, but
nothing had been done by the time of his own death
in 1823. The earldom passed to his younger brother,
Francis Henry Egerton, who as a younger man had
taken an interest in the collieries at Worsley and had
later corrected what he regarded as errors about the
third Duke.27 The eccentric 8th Earl died in Paris in
1829, leaving a suitably complex will but one which
did include instructions and money (£13,500) to discharge this long overdue family tribute.28 A memorial

column was decided upon and Sir Jeffry Wyatville,
who had already carried out work for the family at
Ashridge, was engaged to design it, a small interruption to his ongoing work at Windsor and Chatsworth.29 It took the form of a fluted Doric column,
over 120 feet high (Fig 11.3). It was located not in
the industrial north west but on Moneybury Hill,
about a mile from Ashridge House, the family seat, in
rural Hertfordshire. An internal staircase led to a
viewing platform. An inscription corrected those
who might have assumed it was merely another aristocratic folly. It recorded that it had been raised:
IN HONOUR OF FRANCIS THIRD DUKE OF BRIDGEWATER,
WHO BY DEVOTING THE ENERGIES OF HIS MIND
TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE MOST SPLENDID WORKS
OF INLAND NAVIGATION OPENED A NEW FIELD
TO NATIONAL INDUSTRY AND RENDERED THE
MOST IMPORTANT SERVICES TO THE COMMERCIAL
INTERESTS OF HIS COUNTRY.

Any interest in a public statue of the Duke seems
to have evaporated quickly in Manchester. Indeed, in
the early part of the century Manchester lagged behind towns such as Liverpool and Birmingham in
matters of public monuments, both having raised
memorials to Nelson. Manchester did not begin to
commission public statuary until the 1820s. Its first
major venture, statues for the exterior of the new
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his countrymen’35 whereas Arkwright was still remembered by some as the barber who had tried to
shave Manchester.36 An illustration of the proposed
civic space (Fig 11.4) was drawn by another Manchester engineer, James Nasmyth, who at the time
was busy establishing his new works on the bank of
the Bridgewater Canal at Patricroft.37 In addition to
statues of Bridgewater and Arkwright, Fairbairn’s
scheme also included a statue of Watt.
Fairbairn’s ambitious plan of joining civic improvement to the new industrial and scientific order was
never to be realised. Various factors were working
against the idea of creating a grand public space with
or without statuary. These years saw the Manchester
middle classes concerned with other issues, notably
the campaign to reform local government. These
were also years of considerable economic uncertainty
and the 1840s were to prove a barren period for public statuary in the town. There was also the fact that
as the new Manchester middle classes came to
power, and began to make their presence felt nationally – the Anti-Corn Law League was synonymous
with Manchester – they placed themselves in direct
opposition to that older landed society, critical of the
use it had made of its wealth, position and power.
There was a paradox here, in that the Egertons were
representatives of that landed society, yet it was the
third Duke who had helped ignite the very economic
changes which had transformed Manchester into
Fig 11.5: Ellesmere Monument, Worsley (courtesy of
Chetham’s Library).
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town hall, was less than successful.30 It was not until
the 1830s that the idea of a statue honouring the
Duke of Bridgewater was discussed. Manchester was
still in the grip of that rush of change that had been
going on for over fifty years. 1830, of course, marked
the beginning of the Railway Age, those ‘damned
tramways’ which threatened the canals. Manchester’s
first major public statue was unusual in that it honoured a living person, the scientist John Dalton.31
The Dalton statue (sculptor, Sir Francis Chantrey)
prompted discussion of commissioning others, notably one of James Watt.32 However, the Duke of
Bridgewater’s achievements were still recognised.
Edward Baines pointed out the significance of the
canal in his early attempt to account for the extraordinary growth of the Manchester region: ‘If Manchester be the centre of inland navigation of the
north of England, it is indebted more to the Duke of
Bridgewater than to any other person for that distinction, and Worsley is the place from which the
first lines were drawn to form that centre’.33 Bridgewater was firmly fixed in the list of ‘Lancashire Worthies’ spawned by the industrial revolution. In fact,
he was the first ‘Manchester Man’.
Towards the end of 1835 Lord Francis Egerton
(1780-1857) wrote to the Boroughreeve of Manchester offering to provide a bronze statue of the Duke
of Bridgewater, accepting that the town would provide a suitable site. The forthcoming centenary of the
Duke’s birth explains the timing. Egerton had already
discussed the idea with the sculptor Thomas Campbell, who was to visit Manchester to identify possible
locations.34 The offer was accepted, though its immediate effect was to revive the idea of commissioning
from Chantrey a marble statue of James Watt, the
centenary of whose birth was also in 1836. Both
schemes stuttered and eventually stalled. One reason
was the absence of a suitable public space in Manchester in which to display statuary.
The engineer, William Fairbairn, responded to
what he regarded as an embarrassing feature of his
adopted town by proposing that Manchester – ‘one
of the most unarchitectural, unfinished towns in
Europe’ – create a suitably grand public space in Piccadilly. In his pamphlet, Observations on improvements of
the town of Manchester, particularly as regards the importance
of blending in those improvements, the chaste and beautiful,
with the ornamental and useful (1836), he envisaged a
Bridgewater Crescent on the eastern side of Piccadilly. Statuary honouring industry and science was to
be a defining feature of the scheme, notably a statue
of the Duke of Bridgewater which was to be strategically positioned at the top of Market street and
Mosley street. For Fairbairn the idea of honouring
Bridgewater, unlike the statue he also proposed of
Arkwright, was not contentious. It was entirely appropriate to recognise a man who had produced ‘a
work of such value as entitles him to the gratitude of
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Fig 11.6: Monument erected to the memory of Harriet, Countess of Ellesmere (d. 1866), at Walkden in Salford (courtesy of
Chetham’s Library).
what Disraeli called the ‘metropolis of machinery’,
the city that was ‘as great a human exploit as Athens’.38 No doubt, for some members of a triumphant middle classes, Bridgewater, even though he
had not lived a life of idle extravagance, was not the
most socially appropriate of heroes. It should also be
recognised that greater emphasis was also being
given to the fact that Bridgewater had not been solely
responsible for the canal that bore his name. James
Brindley’s contribution in engineering the canal had
long been acknowledged, but by this time his role
was being given more prominence, especially by
those writers searching for role models for the aspiring working classes.
Essays on the problem-solving genius of the semiliterate Brindley became a staple of the improving
literature of the early Victorian period. That poverty
was no barrier to success was one of its underlying
messages, an assertion that was to see Brindley
ground in the poetry mill that was Ebenezer Elliott.
Born in a lowly hut an infant slept,
Dreamful in sleep, and, sleeping, smiled or wept:
Silent the youth - the man was grave and shy:
His parents loved to watch his wondering eye:
And, lo! he waved a prophet's hand, and gave,
Where the winds soar, a pathway to the wave!
From hill to hill bade air-hung rivers stride,
And flow through mountains with a conqueror's pride:
O'er grazing herds, lo! ships suspended sail,
And Brindley’s praise hath wings in every gale! 39

Public monuments became popular in the midVictorian decades and it was in the midst of this
statue mania that the idea of honouring the Duke
was revived. At a public meeting to discuss a monument to the recently deceased Duke of Wellington,
the mayor of Salford, Frank Ashton, let in be known
that he had ‘heard through a private channel’ that it
was likely that a statue of the Duke of Bridgewater
would be presented and placed alongside those of
Wellington and Peel in Piccadilly.40 The Press welcomed the rumour, recalling the earlier promise of a
statue from the Earl of Ellesmere. However, the Earl
took the unexpected step of contradicting newspaper
reports that he was to provide £10,000 for such a
statue.41 He had also not responded to an earlier suggestion that he might commission statues of Bridgewater and Brindley for the exterior of the new St
George’s Hall in Liverpool, a proposal that also saw
other modern heroes – Arkwright, Watt, Davy, and
Dalton were among those mentioned – occupying
the empty niches of this splendid building.42
Of the statuary schemes that were realised in Manchester in the 1850s, those raised to James Watt and
John Dalton are of particular relevance. They were
placed in a prominent position on the newly landscaped Esplanade in Piccadilly, directly in front of
the Royal Infirmary. As already noted, a Manchester
statue of Watt had been proposed in the 1830s, along
with one of the Duke of Bridgewater. The idea of a
Watt statue was revived by members of the ManSalford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1
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ened, a correspondent in the Manchester press took
the opportunity to propose that a park being planned
for Hulme and Chorlton might be named in memory
of the Duke of Bridgewater and include a
‘Bridgewater Gallery of Engineers’ – statues of
Brindley, Crompton, Arkwright, Dalton, Fairbairn
and Whitworth were among those identified. But this
novel scheme to recognise the contribution made by
engineers and others to the making of Textile Lancashire came to nothing.49

The Forgotten Canal Duke
As is well known, the final quarter of the nineteenth
century saw dramatic changes to the region’s canals.
The Bridgewater Canal which had become the
Bridgewater Navigation Company in 1872 was sold
in 1885 to the Manchester Ship Canal Company. The
building of the ship canal drew attention to the earlier canal, not least because the new canal would require the demolition of the Barton Aqueduct. This
was a moment that provided journalists with the opportunity to re-tell tales of how the great enterprise
originated from a broken engagement which had
caused a young pleasure-seeking aristocrat to abandon metropolitan society for the wilds of Worsley.
This increased public awareness of the original canal
and the proposed demolition of the aqueduct probably contributed to the decision to select its opening
as one of the scenes to be represented in the idiosyncratic history of Manchester that was being painted
by Ford Madox Brown in the new town hall. The
opening of the canal in 1761 was to be the penultimate of the twelve murals. As Mary Bennett has
documented, Brown was unhappy about the subject,
feeling that it lacked sufficient artistic interest and the
resulting composition was widely considered to be
one of the weakest of the panels.50 The painting depicted the Duke of Bridgewater, Brindley (holding a
bottle in his hand) and other guests at the opening of
the Barton Aqueduct. When unveiled, it was savaged
by critics in the council and the Press.
It was not until 1905 that an outdoor public monument was finally raised in Lancashire to honour the
third Duke of Bridgewater. It was in Worsley not
Manchester, and it took the form of a fountain rather
than a statue. Its origins lay in the closure and clearance of the works by the canal in Worsley. The third
Earl of Ellesmere (1847-1914), who after the Bridgwater Trust had expired legally in 1903 controlled the
collieries, decided to transfer the main works from
Worsley to Walkden. The old industrial site was comprehensively landscaped, high-quality workers’
houses being built around the new green. On the
green itself it was decided to erect a brick and stone
monument in memory of the third duke (Fig 6.5). It
was constructed in part from the existing factory
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chester Literary and Philosophical Society in the
1850s, even though Watt did not have the direct links
with Manchester that he had with Birmingham.43 By
1857 Manchester’s most important public space contained memorials to two scientists and two
(Conservative) prime ministers. However there was
no statue of the Duke of Bridgewater.
The reluctance of the Earl of Ellesmere to provide
a statue is puzzling, not least given his understanding
of the third Duke’s achievements.44 Moreover, both
he and his wife were to have their own very public
memorials. He died in 1857 and was buried in St
Mark’s, Worsley in a tomb designed by George Gilbert Scott on which was a marble effigy sculpted by
Matthew Noble. In addition, a public memorial in
the form of a tower was erected on the estate at
Worsley. Inaugurated in August 1860, the 160 feet
Ellesmere Memorial (architects, Driver and Webber)
was an instant landmark, and for those who climbed
its stairs there was a spectacular view of Cottonopolis, a panorama in which, smoke and rain permitting,
one could follow the line of the Bridgewater Canal
(Fig 11.5).45 The Countess Dowager died in 1866.
Once again, it was felt appropriate to commission a
public memorial, particularly in recognition of her
charitable work in the district (Fig 11.6). It took the
form of a tall and richly decorated gothic canopy.
Walkden was the chosen location, one of the moral
wildernesses that the Countess had helped to improve.46 These were two of the most elaborate public
memorials raised in mid-Victorian Lancashire. They
were not the only members of the family to be honoured in this way. The first Duke of Sutherland
(1758-1833) was remembered by a statue, sculpted by
Sir Francis Chantrey, surmounting a one hundred
foot column designed by Sir Charles Barry, on a hillside close to the family home, Dunrobin Castle, in
Sutherland. The Duke, who was reputed to have
been one of the country’s richest men, enjoyed the
revenues from the Bridgewater Canal under the
terms of the trust established by the Duke of Bridgewater.47 In all three cases the costs of raising these
monuments easily exceeded the monies subscribed
by their tenantry and other supporters. The family,
however, were not willing to raise a suitable monument to the ancestor who had made them rich.
This reluctance was shared by others in and around
Manchester. This did not mean that other individuals
associated with the industrial revolution in Lancashire were forgotten. Gilbert French’s 1860 biography of Samuel Crompton helped to revive interest in
the man whose invention of the spinning mule underpinned much of region’s astonishing growth. Bolton went on to celebrate its townsman with a
statue.48 But in Manchester there was no such enthusiasm for a public statue of the Duke of Bridgewater.
The centenary of the Barton Aqueduct passed almost
unnoticed. In 1863, as the cotton famine crisis deep-
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Fig 11.7: The 1914 historical pageant showing the ‘Duke’ and his party about to disembark from the barge used by Queen Victoria for her visit (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
chimney, and included a stone bowl fountain. However, the purpose of the monument would not have
been obvious to many visitors unless their schooling
had included Latin. Bending down, they could have
read a lengthy inscription on the stone steps which
recalled the industrial development of Worsley. The
final lines translated as:
And sparkling water keep his memory sweet
Who bridged the water in those earlier days.51
Appropriate as the location was, it was a rather
modest tribute to the Duke, especially when compared to other monuments of the time, notably
Bury’s memorial to John Kay, the inventor of the fly
shuttle. But in Worsley at least the Duke was remembered and continued to be so. He and his canal featured prominently in the grand historical pageant
organised in 1914 (Fig 11.7).52 Worsley’s tribute to
the ‘first great Manchester Man’53 sparked little interest in Manchester itself. Writing his monumental account of the Ship Canal, Sir Bosdin Leech felt it singular that Manchester had not raised a monument to
the individual ‘…who perhaps helped more than any
other man to lay the foundations of the prosperity of
the city’.54
A roundel portrait was included on Bridgewater
House, one of the massive Edwardian warehouses
built on the back of the boom that eventually followed the opening of the ship canal,55 but there was
no suggestion that a more substantial memorial
might be commissioned. A lack of interest in the
third Duke was also evident in the city’s galleries.

The main art gallery had no major portrait whilst the
Horsfall Art Museum in Ancoats was reduced to displaying a photograph of an engraving. Salford was far
richer in comparison, having acquired a portrait of
Bridgewater in the 1860s.56 Attitudes to public statues were also changing. By the early twentieth century a reaction was evident to the Victorians’ enthusiasm for commissioning and erecting outdoor statues
of local and national heroes. Existing statues began
to be regarded as nuisances rather than monuments
that contributed to the defining of urban identity.
Civic priorities were changing and solemn promises
that monuments would be looked after ‘in perpetuity’
were quietly forgotten. Statues, once admired and
praised, were removed to the suburban parks or even
scrapped.
Yet, against this shift in attitudes, it would be misleading to suggest that the Duke of Bridgewater was
entirely forgotten. He remained part of the grand
narrative of the industrial revolution in a new generation of history books, though he was rarely mentioned without Brindley. At anniversary times, articles appeared in the Manchester newspapers about
the Duke’s canal. The 200th anniversary of the Barton
Aqueduct was marked by a major public celebration
in Worsley but not Manchester.57 It also saw the publication of the first full-length biography of the
‘Canal Duke’.58 That it had taken so long to put
Bridgewater on his own biographical pedestal was a
revealing indicator of his place in the pantheon of
those who had made modern Britain. Manchester,
however, continued to turn its back on the Duke.
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seems to have become more conscious of the commercial value of the heritage in its property portfolio
in recent years. (John Whittaker is 28th in the Sunday
Times Rich List 2011.) Might Manchester City Council
be approached, in spite of its somewhat undistinguished record in adding to and preserving the city’s
treasury of public art works. Might Salford City
Council be approached?
Much of the canal is in modern Salford and a
strong argument could be made that a monument
ought to be placed close to the Delph in Worsley, or,
if not there, then on the surviving embankment at
Barton. Or, perhaps, none of these should be approached? Recalling what has been the defining force
in the history of British canals during the last fifty
years, it might make more sense if the business of
raising the money and the commissioning of a monument were left in the hands of the canal enthusiasts.
The wait in Manchester goes on.65
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When in the 1980s public and private money began
to be invested in Castlefield to create what was proclaimed to be the world’s first urban heritage park,
there was no obvious acknowledgment of the man
without whom there would not have been a canal
basin.59 A minor slip in the inscription on a plaque
installed above the restored Grocers’ Warehouse in
Castle Street reflected the uncertainties about what
had happened in Castlefield. It acknowledged the
first not the third Duke of Bridgewater. More
bizarrely, the Duke’s name was to be attached to the
city’s new international concert hall, a building situated by the Manchester and Salford Junction Canal, a
canal whose raison d’être was to avoid the Bridgewater Canal.60 Manchester appeared confused about
the Duke’s contribution to the making of the modern
city.
Samuel Smiles wrote in his Lives of the Engineers:
‘Were statues any proof of merit, the Duke would
have long since have had the highest statue in Manchester, as well as Liverpool, erected to his memory,
and that of Brindley would have been found standing
by his side.’61 That was in 1861, the centenary of the
Barton Aqueduct. Since then, Brindley has been memorialised in bronze, not once but twice. The first
statue (sculptor, Colin Melbourne) was unveiled in
Etruria, Stoke-on-Trent in 1990; the second
(sculptor, James Butler) in 1998 in Coventry.
Brindley also has been remembered with at least one
commemorative historic plaque.62 More recently,
Brindley featured in the series of postage stamps
celebrating the heroes of the industrial revolution.63
The wait continues for a statue of Francis Egerton,
third Duke of Bridgewater.
Portrait statues have experienced a revival in recent
years and Manchester has followed this trend in commissioning statues to local sporting heroes (Reg Harris, Matt Busby, George Best, Bobby Charlton and
Denis Law (twice)) as well as proposals to erect statues of other local celebrities, ranging from Bernard
Manning to Tony Wilson. In this anniversary year as
we re-assess his achievements should Francis Egerton, third Duke of Bridgewater be finally commemorated? If the answer is yes, where will the money
come from? A good quality bronze life-size figure by
a leading sculptor would cost in the region of
£50,000-£100,000. Might the family be approached?
The 7th Duke of Sutherland, has recently negotiated
the sale of two paintings from the Bridgewater Collection for £100 million. The third Duke of Bridgewater, it will be remembered, was chiefly responsible
for purchasing in the revolutionary charged years of
the 1790s what has long been recognised as one of
the most important collections of Italian art to remain in private ownership.64 (The Duke of Sutherland is 132nd in the Sunday Times Rich List 2011.)
Might Peel Holdings, the present owners of the
Bridgewater Canal be approached? The company
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65) Since writing this, plans have been announced by Worsley
Civic Trust for a monument to Bridgewater, Brindley and Gilbert
at Worsley Delph, part of a major plan to develop and interpret
the basin as a heritage site. My thanks to Michael Corless for
information about the intended statue.
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The Bridgewater in Transport History
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he Bridgewater Canal was the defining symbol of the canal age in Manchester, a manifestation of the particular mix of engineering
knowledge, capital concentration, and a belief that
natural resources could be improved for commercial
advantage, which was characteristic of the Lancastrian industrial revolution. Contemporary accounts of
Manchester rarely missed the opportunity to praise
the engineering achievements of canal builders or to
acknowledge the importance of canals to the transportation of industrial goods. Andrew Ure, for example, described the Bridgewater Canal in 1836 as ‘the
most magnificent work of public utility ever executed
by an individual, one which has proved an inestimable benefit to the industry of England…The cotton
trade of England is under peculiar obligation to this
truly patriotic capitalist.’1
Of course, the Bridgewater Canal’s achievements
were not confined to the symbolic. The Bridgewater
was not just the first ‘true’ canal of the industrial age
but it was also the most heavily trafficked waterway
in the ‘metropolis of manufactures’, exceeding all
neighbouring waterways in terms of the volumes of
freights carried and the monetary income generated
from canal tolls throughout the first half of the nineteenth century.2 While it was the Duke who brought
canals to Manchester, his example was followed by
groups of local businessman and landowners, who
pooled resources to decisively extend Manchester’s
water transport during the ‘canal mania’ of the 1790s,
and, in doing so, turned the focus of canal building
away from western routes to Liverpool.3 By 1796, the
Manchester, Bolton, and Bury Canal linked Salford
to the canal’s two south-east Lancashire termini; by
1799, the Ashton Canal joined Ashton-under-Lyne
Stockport, and Hollinwood with Manchester; and, by
1804, the Rochdale Canal was complete from Manchester to Sowerby Bridge via Newton Heath, Failsworth, Middleton, Rochdale and Todmorden. Manchester’s canal network developed in step with a national network of waterways that provided 4,000
miles of navigable water by the 1830s, cutting
through a broad swathe of western England, with
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spurs though Yorkshire to the east coast and through
the Home Counties to London.4
The chronology of canal authorisation suggests
that canals could not play a significant role in the
genesis of the industrial revolution. Manchester’s
canal network was not complete until 1805, while a
national system of canals was not in place until
1810.5 This was long after Lancashire cotton output
had begun its famous forward surge on the complementary foundations of technological innovations
and increasing market opportunities at home and
abroad. If canals played a modest role in initiating the
major changes taking place in industrialising Britain,
they were more important in sustaining economic
growth in the period that followed 1800. Certainly,
the network of waterways prospered in the first four
decades of nineteenth century. Most historical accounts have focused on the canals’ intra-regional
trades in raw materials, above all coal. Deane has
argued that ‘if Britain had to depend on her roads to
carry her heavy goods traffic the effective impact of
the Industrial Revolution may well have been delayed
until the railway age’.6 Turnbull provides the most
sustained attempt to link canals’ coal trade to industrialisation: if canals promoted the Industrial Revolution he argues, ‘it was because they eased the transport of coal’.7 This emphasis on coal is well-placed;
canals carried coal to Manchester with only onequarter of the transport costs incurred on roads. Reliable data from the 1830s show that canals provided
two-thirds of Manchester’s annual coal supply of
roughly 900,000 tons: the Bridgewater and the
Ashton Canals each brought around 200,000 tons of
coal to Manchester, with an additional 175,000 tons
brought by the Bolton and Bury and Rochdale combined.8 When viewed from Manchester, it is certainly
hard to disagree with Duckham that canals were the
‘golden key with which to unlock the riches of the
coalfields’.9
However, coal only formed part of the canals’
commodity trade. On the Bridgewater Canal, coal
was just one of three major constituent trades; it was
the development of bilateral Liverpool-Manchester
115
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Fig 12.1: The old meets the new: Stephenson’s 1830 railway bridge on the Liverpool to Manchester railway line crossing the
Bridgewater Canal at Patricroft (copyright Michael Nevell).
canal trade and the interchange trade with the Trent
and Mersey Canal at Preston Brook, which showcased the broad commodity composition of canal
trade and its wider stimulus to economic activity in
Manchester. The Manchester-Liverpool, trade of
course, comprised the well-known trinity of Liverpool imports: raw cotton; corn; and timber, as well as
the more lightweight but more valuable return cargoes of cotton textiles. The Bridgewater’s connection
with the Trent and Mersey, meanwhile, was the central node for Manchester’s diverse trade with the
midlands and the south, one that encompassed an
exchange of manufactured goods between the Staffordshire Potteries, the Black Country metalwares
regions, the Lancashire cotton region, as well as raw
materials imported into Liverpool and London.
Other Manchester canals adopted this pattern of
combined intra- and inter-regional trading. The
Rochdale Canal, for example, hauled coal and stone
to Manchester from proximate Pennine quarries but
also carried cotton yarn and textiles eastwards to the
port of Hull and returned with barges laden with Lincolnshire corn and Yorkshire woollens. In their nineteenth-century heyday, canals served to draw together both regional and national economies.
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The chronology of the railways’ ascendancy over
canals is still debated (Fig 12.1). F.C. Mather’s analysis of the rivalry between the Bridgewater Trustees
and rail interests in the North West and West Midlands remains the most detailed study of early canalrailway competition. Mather suggests that, especially
in respect of the trade between Manchester and Liverpool, assumptions of the canals’ immediate capitulation to the railways are overdrawn. Before 1850,
indeed, canals and rivers continued to haul the bulk
of freight between Manchester and Liverpool. It was
not until the second half of the nineteenth century
that railways asserted dominance over canals in this
trade.10 Manchester’s remaining canals were not so
resilient. One way in which railways asserted their
leadership over canals was in terms of ownership or
operation control. By 1855, most Manchester canals
were either owned or leased by railways; in many
cases, railways took ownership of canals during the
‘railway mania’ of the mid-1840s. The Manchester,
Sheffield and Ashton-under-Lyne Railway was fully
opened in 1845, and just one year later had purchased three canals that provided rival services on
parts of their route (the Ashton, the Peak Forest and
the Macclesfield). In 1846, the Rochdale Canal was
Salford Applied Archaeology Series, Volume 1

volume of goods hauled by railways (Fig 12.2).13 Railways held a pre-eminent position in the inland transport of Britain’s industrial freight until they were
challenged by a revival of road transport in the twentieth century.14 Manchester’s canals were to make
one last stand in the form of the Manchester Ship
Canal. This giant among canals belongs to era that
was largely discrete from the canal age of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The Ship
Canal arrived on the scene in late-nineteenth century,
when canals had endured a half a century of stagnation and were about to enter a phase of decline and
disuse. The Ship Canal was an undertaking of an entirely different scale to the canals of the first industrial revolution. Completed in 1894, the Ship Canal
cost more than £15 million. While the largest craft
on Manchester’s pre-1850 canals could haul loads of
up to 50 tons; in its early years of operation the Ship
Canal could accommodate vessels of more than
7,500 tons burthen.15 The Bridgewater Canal was to
continue carrying raw materials and goods long into
the new century but with the opening of the new
canal, requiring as it did the destruction of the aqueduct at Barton, a new chapter in the transport history
of the North West opened (Fig 12.3). The age of
Brindley and Bridgewater had passed.
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also subject to an attempted buy-out by the Manchester and Leeds Railway, although the sale was
blocked by parliament after complaints by canal carriers and other canal companies. By 1855, however,
the Rochdale had been leased by a consortium of
railway companies, an arrangement that lasted until
1888. The Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal
showed more initiative, the canal company itself developing a railway that ran alongside the canal from
Manchester to Bolton. By 1855, then, only the
Bridgewater Canal and Mersey and Irwell, of Manchester’s leading waterways, operated without direct
railway influence. Even the Bridgewater Trustees, the
owners of the two waterways, considered a policy of
a sale or lease to a railway company from the mid1840s, although a sale was not finally realised until
1872.11 Nationally, by 1866, one-third of canal mileage was owned by railways.12 In the Manchester region, railway ownership was more prevalent, with
railways owning 49 per cent of canal mileage, a proportion raised to 65 per cent if railway-leased canal
mileage is included.
By the 1880s, then, we can be sure railways had
established a decisive lead over canals in handling
Britain’s freight traffic. By 1898, indeed, canals carried only slightly more than 10 per cent of the total

Fig 12.2: A canal boat loaded with cotton bales entering the Merchant’s warehouse at Castlefield in the late 19th century. Although the Bridgewater Canal was most famous for its coal traffic it also carried a high volume of other goods, such as foodstuffs,
timber and cotton, on the boats of other carriers (courtesy of Chetham’s Library).
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Fig 12.3: A canal boat cruising the Bridgewater in the summer of 2011. Although the transport of freight along the canal network
was in steady decline by the early twentieth century, the Bridgewater Canal remained a successful canal company until the 1960s.
Its rise as a tourist attraction for canal enthusiasts did not begin until the 1970s (copyright Michael Nevell).
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his bibliographical note identifies the principal books, pamphlets and articles about or
concerning the Bridgewater Canal which have
been published since 1900. It also includes a list of
unpublished archaeological reports about the canal.
Readers seeking published material on the wider canal network in the Manchester region should begin
by consulting Moss M W, 1973, Canals of Lancashire,
1700-1900: A bibliography and guide to the literature,
(Library Association Thesis). The Manchester Ship Canal: a guide to historical sources compiled and edited
Patricia M Hudson and published as part of the Bibliography of Lancashire in 1985 is also a useful reference aid. Makepeace, C E, 1987, Castlefield. A select
bibliography is also available in major local studies libraries. In recent years a number of websites have
been developed that include material, especially visual sources, relating to the canal. They vary in their
originality and reliability but among the more useful
ones
are
www.canalarchive.org;
www.cottontimes.co.uk; www.waterways.org; and
www.jamesbrindley.com.
The main archive holdings in the North West relating to the Bridgewater Canal are in the Salford Museum and Art Gallery as the Bridgewater Estates Collection (see Salford Museums and Heritage Service

2008, The Bridgewater Estates Collection. Salford City
Council), and the Salford University Archives and
Special Collections: Duke of Bridgewater Archives
(see Percy J & Blunden-Ellis J, 1992, ‘University of
Salford Library and Archives’, Manchester Region History Review, vol. 6, pp. 85-90).
Important material relating to the canal is also in
the Frank Mullineux Collection in Salford Archives
and Chetham’s Library. The Greater Manchester
County Record Office holds material, mainly twentieth century documents including a large number of
photographs. There is further material in the Waterways Archive at the National Waterways Museum,
Ellesmere Port and in the Cheshire Archives and
Local Studies Office relating to Worsley, the Runcorn terminus in the nineteenth century, the proposed 1822 Sale Moor to Stockport extension, and
Bridgewater Canal Trust material from the 1970s.
Online catalogues of this material can be accessed
through The National Archives (Access to Archives)
web initiative. A2A is the English strand of a national
archives network, providing access to the catalogues
or archive collections from repositories across the
whole of England via an online searchable database:
www.a2a.org.uk. Peel Holdings, the current owners
of the canal, also hold material relating to the canal.
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